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Release Notes – January 2013
Finding Additional Product Release Notes
For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers.
For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s):
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Section 1: Enhancements From Client Suggestions Forum
The following features were submitted using Concur's Suggestion service, available
via Concur's forums. They are now included in this service release:
•

Show the Amount Due an Employee on the Approver's List Page
A new column, Amount Due Employee, is now added to both the Approver's
List view and the Approval Queue available in My Concur. This column
displays the portion of the total amount that would be reimbursed to the
employee for the associated report.

•

New Audit Rule Field Lets You Note Reports Created by Delegate
A new field in Audit Rules, Created by Delegate, lets you create an audit rule
condition that notes all reports that were created by a Delegate on behalf of
their employee delegator.

•

All Employees Now Available as Attendees on Attendee Search
The employee using Attendee search functionality to add attendees to their
expense report can now specify a search that includes every available (Concur
user) employee at their company. This change makes available all employees
for ease of search and selection as attendees.
Each of the features in this section is described in brief here, and in more
detail in their respective sections within this document - if you need additional
information please refer to these sections.
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Section 2: Expense
The following features are included in this service release.

Show the Amount Due an Employee on the Approver's List Page
Overview
A new column, Amount Due
Employee, is now added to both the
Approver's List view and the Approval
Queue available in My Concur.

Business Purpose
This enhancement provides the
approver with better visibility of the
employee portion of the
reimbursement.

This column displays the portion of the
total amount that would be reimbursed to the employee for the associated report.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Attendees: All Employees Now Available in Attendee Search
Overview
The employee using Attendee search
functionality to add attendees to their
expense report can now specify a
search that includes every available
Concur Release Notes
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(Concur user) employee at their company. This change makes available all
employees for ease of search and selection as attendees.
If configured, the Search Attendees function now includes all possible employees
who are Expense users in the search logic when searching for Employees. In the
figure below, the user has chosen the Employee search value:

Opt In?
Clients may or may not automatically see this value in their Attendee search
function. The appearance will depend on the configuration of the Employee attendee
type as a shared list.
The exact configuration that will automatically see this new behavior:
•

Attendee setting Allow automatic creation of employees as attendees
(SYSEMP attendee type): selected (default setting - click Administration >
Expense Admin > Attendees > Settings tab):

•

SYSEMP Attendee type set as shared attendee list, controlled by the Attendee
Search Form Fields defined on the assigned Attendee form definition (you
may need to speak with your Expense administrator for clarification)
Refer to Expense: Attendees Setup Guide for more information.
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Those clients having the configuration describe above will automatically see this
functionality on update to the January release. In fact, similar functionality is seen
currently whenever the configuration is set to automatically create an attendee
record for any employee being added to an expense report. This is typically set to
automatically add the employee to a Business Meal expense.
Clients who have not configured their entity this way will not see this
functionality, and should refer to Configuration below.

A Change to the Automatic Creation of Attendee Records
When a user searches for and selects an employee for addition to the report, an
attendee record will now be automatically created if one does not already exist for
that employee. Previously, only the current user was automatically created as an
attendee record.

Import of Employees as Attendees
For clients currently importing records for employees as attendees, the existing
process the company uses to import employee attendee information to add or update
these employee records will continue to work as it does today. If the company is
importing additional information for these records, they should continue to do so. If
the company is importing only the employee name information, then this import may
no longer be required as all employees that exist as Concur users will automatically
be available as attendees without further action.

Configuration
The steps below describe how to confirm the auto-create setting, then rename an
existing setting for use. The option to "clean up" and standardize existing records
(recommended) is described, and the final step the SYSEMP attendee type is
configured for the attendee search by employees feature.

STEP 1: CONFIRM AUTO-CREATE ATTENDEE RECORD IS ENABLED
In this step you will verify that the setting to auto-create Attendee records is
enabled.

! Before proceeding with changes after initial implementation, ensure that, if the

settings is not selected, why this is the case at your site. It is critical to
understand why the setting is not enabled before altering the setting (it is
selected by default) - there may be a strategic or system reason for inactivating
it and that must be understood before proceeding.

 To verify and enable the Attendee Settings "Allow automatic..." setting:
1.

Click the Settings tab in Attendees.

2.

Select the Allow automatic creation of employees as attendees (SYSEMP
attendee type) check box.
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STEP 2: ATTENDEE TYPES AND EMPLOYEE ATTENDEE RECORDS
In this step, the existing attendee type Employee is renamed and saved to a more
descriptive naming convention for your users.

 To rename and save the Employee attendee type:
3.

On the Attendee Types tab, select Employee and click Modify.

4.

Rename this attendee type, as each attendee type name must be unique suggested changes based on Concur users:

5.

♦

All Employees are Concur Users
Rename as "Employees (inactive attendee type)" to clearly show the user
that, on selection of this attendee type, they are now searching across all
employees using an inactive attendee type (see Step 3, next).

♦

Some Users are Concur Users, But You Want to Search Everyone
Rename as "Employees (not using Concur)" - this name instructs the user
they are selecting employees "outside" of Concur users who are not yet
associated with Concur (by way of attendee records in Expense).

Click Save.

STEP 3A: INACTIVATE THE EMPLOYEE ATTENDEE TYPE IF ALL CONCUR USERS
If you know that all employees you want in an attendee search are also Concur
users, then best practice is to inactivate the "Employees (not using Concur)"
attendee type renamed in Step 2 so that it is no longer available for selection by the
user.
If you are making this change after you have been collecting production data for a
period, consider inactivating this attendee type and creating a new one. Doing this
performs a user-wide “fresh start" for their employee attendee records by
inactivating all existing Employee attendee type records.

 To deactivate the Employee attendee type:
1.

On the Attendee Types tab, select Employees (not using Concur) and click
Deactivate.
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2.

Click Yes in the confirmation dialog box that appears.

NOTE: It is important to note that inactivating any attendee type will inactivate all
attendees of that type. This will remove these records from every user’s
Favorites and Favorite Groups, so prior notice of this change is suggested to
explain the new behavior to your users.
Benefits of Inactivating - Standardizing Employee Records
The benefit of inactivating all of the existing and many-times duplicated EmployeeAttendee records is to standardize your employees each to a single record. This
allows you "cleaner" Reporting data, and precision of use for employees in any
attendee role. The disadvantage is that your users will need to rebuild their favorite
employees list over time as mentioned above, and re-add employee records into
their existing attendee groups.

STEP 3B: ADD A NEW ATTENDEE TYPE
In this step, you will add a new attendee type using the identical name of the
attendee type you deactivated in Step 3a.
NOTE: Since the attendee type name and code must both be unique in the list, you
are prevented from creating another with the same values. For the purposes
of this exercise, you will simply edit an existing record to change its name
(only) and thus make the old name once again available for use.
For example, if you changed the Employee attendee type to "Employees (not
using Concur)" and then deactivated it in Step 3a, you may now rename this
deactivated attendee type to "Employees (no longer used)", save that
change, and create a new attendee type using the name "Employees (not
using Concur)" which is active and may be immediately put into use.

 To add a new attendee type:
1.

On the Attendee Types tab, select New.

2.

Enter "Employees (not using Concur)" as the new attendee type name, and a
different attendee type code, such as EMPLOYES, not to exceed the limit of 7
characters.

3.

Select the additional fields to meet your company’s needs (as described
earlier in this guide) - they make look similar to the figure below:
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4.

Click Save.

STEP 4: CONFIGURE SYSEMP ATTENDEE TYPE
In this step, the attendee type This Employee is configured for attendee search.

 To configure the This Employee attendee type for attendee search:
1.

Under Attendees > Attendee Types tab, select This Employee under
Attendee Type.

2.

Click Modify, and rename the attendee type to Employees or similar name
that best represents those employees who are users of Concur.

3.

Under Expense Attendee Form, select Default Employee Attendee Form to
make this a shared list.
Discussion: This can utilize any attendee form that you have created for this
purpose that is configured as a shared list (that is, Created By is not selected
in the form search attributes under Modify Form). If you have not created a
special Attendee form for Employees, this will correctly set the configuration
to allow this to be a shared list for attendee searches.

4.

Under Fields for duplicate search, adjust Fields for duplicate search for use
with a shared list by selecting and clearing duplicate search field selections:
♦

Remove (clear the check box): Created By (Private List)

♦

Add (select the check box): First Name, Last Name, Company
(Note that an additional field is required in addition to Name fields; the
Company field option meets this requirement)

The dialog box should appear similar to the figure below:
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5.

Click Save.
Refer to the Expense: Attendees Setup Guide for more information.

Attendees: Attendee Form Detail Added to Configuration Report
Overview
The Configuration Report feature
available in Administration > Expense
Admin now includes details of all
Attendee forms.

Business Purpose
This enhancement brings another
feature module to the Configuration
Report feature.

This information is available to the user
when they click Configuration Report and then Attendee Forms:
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The Attendee Forms section of the report displays, showing all details of the forms
configured within Expense:

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Audit Rules: Addition of Created By Delegate Field Value
Overview
Business Purpose
Users of Expense' Audit Rules feature
may now draw on a new Report field,
This enhancement expands the
Created By Delegate, when building
flexibility of audit rules.
their audit rules. This new field lets the
administrator create a rule that flags all expense reports whose original creator was
the delegate, and not the delegator.
The new audit rule is shown in the figure below:
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Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
Refer to the Expense: Audit Rules Setup Guide for more information.

User Admin: Reimbursement Method Field Now Available
Overview
In the Expense and Invoice Settings
section of the User Detail page, the
administrator can now set the user’s
Reimbursement Method. This field can
be used in searches with the Concur
Connect Expense Report web service.

Business Purpose
This enhancement provides the option
to set the reimbursement method for
users, which can be used as a search
term with the Expense Report web
service.

When the Reimbursement Method
field has been added to the employee form, it will show a list of all available
reimbursement methods. This is currently the only method to set the reimbursement
method for Professional users.

Configuration
The Reimbursement Method field must be added to the Employee form before the
administrator can use this feature.
Refer to the Expense Report web service information at
http://developer.concur.com and the Expense: Forms and Fields Setup Guide
for more information.

User Survey: New Look and Functionality With This Release
Overview
The User Survey feature that displays
both report submission information and
a solicitation to rate the Concur service
is updated for this service release.
The updates include:

Business Purpose
This enhancement brings clarity and a
redesign to the survey, and provides
additional options for the client to work
with Concur.

•

Reorganization of elements to clean up the overall design

•

Increase from 250 to 1000 character input limit

•

Option to participate in Concur research studies

•

Send Feedback button provides a clear way to separate the submission of
comments from the closing of the dialog box
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The new Report Submitted / User Survey page appears in the figure below:

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Car Configuration: Car Reimbursement Rates No Longer Locked
Overview
Business Purpose
The Complex Distance tax calculation
added in last month's release allows the
This enhancement lets the
system to now calculate the potential
administrator choose the
VAT on a per distance unit basis for
reimbursement rates they want.
variable reimbursement amounts. This
allows calculation of the right amount based on the lower of the tax authority fuel
advisory rate (stored as Distance Rate) and the client reimbursable rate.
Two changes are included in this month's release related to December's changes:
•

This new compliance will automatically be the default for new clients.

•

To support this change, car reimbursement rates are no longer locked,
meaning this restriction has been lifted and clients are free to choose their
own reimbursement rates. The VAT calculation will take the lower of the
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reimbursement rates or the HMRC advisory rates to determine the correct
reclaim value.

Configuration
Configuration of the Complex Distance feature is detailed in the December Concur
release notes.
Refer to Expense: Car Configuration Setup Guide and Expense: Value Added
Tax (VAT) / Tax Administration Setup Guide for more information.
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Section 3: Expense Pay
The following features are included in this service release.

Expense Pay Card Program Support Expanded
Overview
Support for the following card program
has been added to Expense Pay:
•

Expense Pay APA: Citibank
MasterCard Hong Kong (this card
program does not support
negative payments)

Business Purpose
This enhancement expands card
support for Expense Pay APA – Hong
Kong.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Section 4: Jobs
The following features are included in this service release.

Employee Import: Support for Three Character Country Code
Overview
Business Purpose
The Employee Import job will now
support a 3-character ISO country code
This enhancement resolves a common
when provided in the 300-level record
input error by supporting the ISO
(only) by the client in a job feed. This
country code standard.
fix solves an issue with a change to the
product in December and subsequent input by the client of a 3-character ISO code,
resulting in the system returning a stack trace.
For example, the ISO country code of "US" and "USA" will both be accepted by the
importer. On detection of the 3-character code, the system will map the code to
match the 2-character equivalent and store that version within the system.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
Refer to the Chapter 4: Employee Import for more information.
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Section 5: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

New Client Admin Release Summary Document
Overview
Business Purpose
Clients can now take advantage of a
new document summarizing Concur's
This enhancement provides a quick
monthly feature set. This new
overview of the key changes, reducing
document, the Client Admin Release
the time it takes to review.
Summary, is an abbreviated list with
short descriptions of each feature. By reviewing this document the client can quickly
determine what features to further investigate. This information has been available
for Expense for some time and has now been expanded to other areas.

Where to Find the Client Admin Release Summary
Clients can find this document in one of two ways:
•

Using the Expense Admin Help: Clicking Help > Expense Administration
Help opens the help system - use the upper-left link to open the summary
doc:
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(Other administration help modules have similar links.)
•

Concur Client Central: Log in, then proceed to Resources > Release Docs >
Client Admin Release Summary
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Section 6: Supported Configurations
The following configurations are either supported or no longer supported with this
service release.

Certifications for This Release
Support for Firefox v. 17.0
Support for Firefox version 17.0 under both the Mac OS X and Microsoft Windows
operating systems is certified for this release.

Support for Google Chrome v. 23.0
Support for Google Chrome version 23.0 under both the Mac OS X and Microsoft
Windows operating systems is certified for this release.

Support for Safari 6.0 with Mac OS X 10.8
Support for Safari 6.0 under Mac OS X 10.8 is certified for this release

Upcoming Certifications
Support for Internet Explorer v. 10.0 and Windows 8
Support for Internet Explorer 10.0 under Microsoft Windows version 8.0 will be
included in an upcoming release.

Support for Chrome v 24.0
Support for Chrome 24.0 under both the Mac OS X and Microsoft Windows operating
systems will be included in an upcoming release.

Support for Firefox v. 18.0
Support for Firefox versions 18.0 under both the Mac OS X and Microsoft Windows
operating systems will be included in an upcoming release.
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Legal Notice
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:

Travel & Expense, January 2013

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
© 2004 – 2013 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights
reserved.
Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and
product names are the property of their respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
18400 NE Union Hill Road
Redmond, Washington 98052
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Release Notes – January 2013
FOR CONCUR INTERNAL USE ONLY – DO NOT DISTRIBUTE OUTSIDE CONCUR

Finding Additional Product Release Notes
For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers.
For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s):
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Section 1: Resolved Issues - Expense
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

121213001209

Expense / Audit Rules
Audit rule buttons get grayed out when user clicks Previous button.

121107001021

Expense / Company Cards
Cannot save new card program.

121113001366

Expense / Expense Reports
Change of date on the line item is not saving on first click.

121221000462

Expense / Expense Reports
Must click Save twice to accept changes to expenses.

120618000443

Expense / Allocations
Incorrectly allows allocation values to be used after referenced list item has
been deleted.

121108001705

Expense / Allocations

Users able to use Allocation favorites that contain removed list items

121203000718
121121000719

Expense / Expense Reports
Expense Type for Multiple Selected Entries not able to select the bold options.

121128000487

Expense / Company Cards
Unable to edit custom field when selecting multiple charges

121116000762

Expense / Test User
Test user can select (cannot submit) live users as approvers and vice versa
when submitting Cash Advance (CA).

121112001800

Expense / Delegates
Duplicate delegate emails are being sent.

120430001365

Expense / Tier 2 Languages
Korean Locale - Some items that can't be localized with the Admin localization
are not localized.

121024000117

Expense / Policies
Policy field still appears editable after report save exception fires.

121030001052

Expense / Expense Types
Users must shrink screen down to get to scroll bar for Expense Types.

111130000458

Expense / Travel Allowance
International Date Line Problem - Lodging on same date as last trip date.

121114001315

Expense / Attendees

121128000215

Expense / Authorization Requests
Authorization Request End Date within a report does not match Authorization
Request Header End Date.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

121108000586

Expense / Expense Reports
Employee cannot review expense reports approved (PAS Project Manager).

121112000147

Expense / Quick Expenses
Quick expense is not showing header column fields for 'From Location' and 'To
Location'.

121127001338

Expense / Expense Reports
Receipt Status field is not set correctly for copied expense reports.

121206000044
121121000087

Expense / Localization
Unable to update the Greek Localization in PTE Production.

121122000336

Expense / Tax Administration
Tax Admin Import throwing an error - taxgrpTaxAuthMap 107763 not found.

121204000677

Expense / Processor
Internet Explorer asks Processors to confirm changes for no apparent reason.

121024001637

Expense / Approver
Drag & Drop Issue - Approval Queue (PT&E Homepage).

121126002016

Expense / Japan Public Transport
Having commuter pass setting makes fee calculation unreliable.

121224000027

Expense / Company Card
System now showing Lodge accounts.

121227000912
121231000445
121227001222
121221000291
121221000318
121113000164

Expense / Jobs - Extracts
OED extract does not handle special characters in text fields. Carriage return
causes extract line to be split.

121130000670

Expense / Attendees -Import
Attendee Import error message missing two fields.

121228000203

Expense / Travel Allowance
Border Crossing Time fields appearing on TA itinerary incorrectly.

121130000240

Expense / Allocations
Application Error when saving changes to expense allocate.

121211000529

Expense / Configuration Reports
Configuration Report will not fully load.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

121205001459

Expense / Travel Allowance
Electronic Charge Converted to Fixed Meal Allowance.

121128001625

Expense / Workflows
Incorrect sequence order assigned to workflow step if an ad hoc step is added
simultaneously.

121217002363
121023001249
130107001135
130103001732
121226000746
121213001799
130107001553
130109001626
121127001812
121218000345
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Section 2: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

New Client Admin Release Summary Document
Overview
Clients can now take advantage of a
new document summarizing Concur's
monthly administrative feature set. This
new document, the Client Admin
Release Summary, is an abbreviated list
with short descriptions of each feature. By
quickly determine what features to further

Business Purpose
This enhancement reduces the time it
takes to review the monthly release
feature set.
reviewing this document the client can
investigate.

Where to Find the Client Admin Release Summary
Clients can find this document in one of two ways:


Using the Expense Admin Help: Clicking Help > Expense Administration
Help opens the help system - use the upper-left link to open the summary
doc:



Concur Client Central: Log in, then proceed to Resources > Release Docs >
Client Admin Release Summary
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Configuration
The will to know and desire for knowledge is required to use this feature.

Release Notes Now Available in Product-Specific Documents
Overview
Business Purpose
With this release the client can now
choose from product-specific release
Administrators can now build the set of
notes, each document or group of
release notes they need for their site
documents matching a specific Concur
without sorting through unnecessary
offering. Now, if one administrator is
material.
tasked with reviewing resolved issues,
they can download a document with only case information in it. The Invoice user can
download either Invoice release notes, or both Invoice and Mobile if that solution
applies to the client site.
How It Works - Concur Client Central
Beginning in April a table will now be displayed when the user logs in to Concur and
proceeds to Release Documentation > Release Notes using the Resources menu.
The design of the table allows the client to use the uppermost row of the table to
quickly identify their Concur product and what notes are applicable to their solutions:
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Each set of release notes include descriptions on the cover detailing what supporting
products can be found within the document. For example, the client who reviews
Expense Pay changes does so by downloading the Expense - Professional/Premium
release notes.
Help System Updates
The Concur administrative Help systems now include links to release notes as well.
When the user opens administrative Help (only), the leftside navigational area now
features the What's New link for the product release notes, plus additional links to
Mobile if that product is applicable to the solutions at the client site.
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With this update the administrator can now avoid logging in to Concur Client Central
to view the release notes for their product(s).
Restrictions
To ensure security and "no see" restrictions, only the administrative Help systems
(Expense Tools; Expense Admin; Invoice Admin, etc.) contain the release note links no End User Help system allows viewing of the notes.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Legal Notice
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:

Travel & Expense, January 2013

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
 2004 – 2013 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights
reserved.
Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and
product names are the property of their respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
18400 NE Union Hill Road
Redmond, Washington 98052
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Release Notes – February 2013
Finding Additional Product Release Notes
For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers.
For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s):
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Section 1: Enhancements From Client Suggestions Forum
The following features were submitted using Concur's Suggestion service, available
via Concur's forums. They are now included in this service release:




Add a Comment When You Approve & Forward or Send To Approver
The Processor and Approver roles can now add an optional comment to an
expense report at the same time at which they are adding another approver
with the approver’s Approve & Forward option or the processor’s Send to
Approver option. This change brings the actions together into a single step
with a redesign of the dialog box to include both steps, saving time in report
approval.
Each of the features in this section is described in brief here, and in more
detail in their respective sections within this document - if you need additional
information please refer to these sections.
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Section 2: Upcoming Features and Alerts
Review the following features and alerts for the Expense product.

Planned for March Release
The following features are planned for the March service release. Please note that a
feature functionality can change, and the release date as well.

User Profile – E-Mail Address section
The User Profile interface and functionality will change slightly in order to address
needs for upcoming features.
In this change, the Verify E-Mail process is the same for Receipt Store and Concur
Open Booking - it verifies for that unique user that the e-mail address will be used
for sending Concur travel plans to plans@concur.com and sending Receipts to
receipts@concur.com.
Users will be able to add up to five e-mail addresses.
Example of UI:

Please note that the E-Mail verification process in the Receipt Store as it exists today
will be removed. The User Profile will be the single place to Verify e-mail addresses.
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Section 3: Expense
The following features are included in this service release.

Setting to Control the Cost Object Approver Display
Overview
Currently, when a cost object approver reviews an expense report line entry, that
approver can see the cost objects that belong to all other cost object approvers and
the total amount of the Expense Report. With this release, there is a setting that the
client can use to control what is displayed during the Cost Object Approval step.
When the cost object approver opens the report, only the line item and amount
totals with cost objects that apply to that approver are visible.
This new setting is not designed to fully hide the other cost object information. It
simply filters it out of the display, making it easier for a cost object approver to focus
on the items that apply to him/her. In fact, if the cost object approver wants to see
the entire request, the approver can still use the print feature to see the printed
report, which displays all of the detail.

Configuration
If the client is interested in using this setting, the client contacts Concur Client
Support for assistance.

Add a Comment When You Approve & Forward or Send To Approver
Overview
Business Purpose
The Processor and Approver roles can
now add an optional comment to an
This enhancement reduces the amount
expense report at the same time at
of navigation required to add another
which they are adding another approver
approver and add a comment to the
with the approver’s Approve &
expense report.
Forward option or the processor’s
Send to Approver option. This change brings the actions together into a single step
with a redesign of the dialog box to include both steps, saving time in report
approval.

How It Works
In the figure below, the approver opens the report, and, after clicking Approve &
Forward, sees the Approve & Forward Report dialog box where they can add a
comment:
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The processor sees a similar dialog box when they click Send to Approver to add
an additional approver to the workflow:

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Redirect URL Option Now Available for Help > Training Link
Overview
Business Purpose
Clients who use alternate training sites
may now use the Help > Training link
This enhancement provides additional
to direct their users to a landing page of
flexibility for directing users to
their own choice. This is useful if the
appropriate application training.
client engages Concur Learning Services
to create a company-specific page, or when they create their own landing page for
this purpose.
The feature uses options in the new Alternate URL tab of Training Administration.
as shown in the figure below:

What The User Sees
Once configured, the user clicks the Help > Training link and a new page is opened
showing the URL specified.

Configuration
To configure this feature the user must have the Training Administrator role.

 To specify a custom landing page:
1.

Click Administration > Expense Admin > Training Administration.

2.

In Training Configuration, click the Alternate URL tab.

3.

Using standard URL syntax (Expense will prompt if errors), type the address
you would like the link to open when clicked.
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4.

Click Save.

5.

Log out, then back in to reset your browser session to use the new
information, then test the link.



Refer to Shared: Training Administration Setup Guide for more information.

Attendees Record Now Updated When User Admin Updates Employee
Overview
Business Purpose
Clients who use “system” attendee
records for employees at their company
This enhancement helps maintain a
can now update these employees via
single, current record for each
import or User Admin and have that
employee working in Expense.
employee’s associated attendee record
automatically updated at the same time. Doing this ensures consistency across the
attendee records, improving the Reporting capability by preventing duplicate
records.

How It Works
This feature extends work done in the January service release that lets you add an
attendee by searching through all employees at a company. When the employee is
chosen as an attendee, Expense automatically creates an attendee record for them.
Now, whenever the administrator imports data, or edits a user via User
Administration, that will update the employee’s Employee ID, or First or Last names
in their system record, that data is also updated in the employee’s associated
attendee record.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.



Refer to the January 2013 Expense Professional release notes for additional
information.
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User Import: Addition of New Fields to Credit Card Import
Overview
Business Purpose
New fields are now added to the Credit
Card User Import template that let the
This enhancement lets the user import
user include additional card account
additional card account information in
information when performing this
an on-demand import.
import. This includes fields for users
who have implemented Company Bill Statement Reports at their company.
The new fields include:


Card Type



Expiration Date



Billing Street Address



Billing City



Billing State



Billing Postal Code



Billing Country Code



Sync Account To Travel

The following fields apply only to users of Concur Company Bill Statements:


Card Program Type



Card Program Country



Card Program Issuer



Card Program Name

How It Works
This feature works by letting the user import the data using the User Import function
under User Administration.
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Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.



Refer to Shared: User Import User Guide and Expense: Company Bill
Statement Reports Setup Guide for additional information.

Receipt Store: Addition of Refresh Button to Gallery
Overview
Business Purpose
When using the Receipt Store feature,
the user can now draw on a Refresh
This enhancement speeds the display
button that will update the display of
of the Gallery’s images.
images. This is useful whenever you
have added an image and wish to view the results. While there may be a slight
processing delay until the image is displayed, this functionality ensures the user
need not refresh the entire page, but instead simply use the Refresh button to
safely perform the same task.

How It Works
This feature works by making a call to the Concur Imaging Service to determine if
the current image display set should be augmented with any additional images
uploaded since the Gallery was opened.
The button appears as in the figure below:
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Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.



Refer to Expense: Receipt Handling – Receipt Store & Line Item Receipts
Setup Guide for additional information.

Cash Advance: Apply a Cash Advance to Like Currencies Only
Overview
Business Purpose
With this release the system can be
restricted to associate a cash advance
This enhancement cash advance
only with those entries that match the
application to the right expenses.
currency of the advance. Doing this
distributes a cash advance so that only
the entries in the same currency as the cash advance are allocated to the cash
advance. No user input is needed, such as looking up exchange rates – the system
automatically applies matching currency expenses to the advance and no other.

Configuration
This feature is configured using the Group Configurations tool. Click Administration >
Expense Admin > Group Configurations > Expense tab. Select the policy, then click
Modify to open the Configuration for Group dialog box:

Select the Apply Cash Advance only to entries with matching currencies check box,
then click Save to enable this feature.
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NOTE: This feature can be used with the new Exclude an Entry from a Cash Advance
feature, described next in this document. When doing so, the user may elect
to exclude an expense entry from cash advance, or by not excluding, have
the system perform the matching currency check for the “non-excluded” cash
advance.



Refer to Expense: Cash Advance Setup Guide for additional information.

Cash Advance: Let a User Exclude an Entry From Their Cash Advance
Overview
A user may now elect to exclude an out
of pocket expense from a cash advance
when creating an expense entry for
their expense report. This action
prevents the entry from being allocated
against the employee’s cash advance.

Business Purpose
This enhancement gives the employee
flexibility when working with their cash
advances.

The user does this by selecting a new field, Exclude From Cash Advance, on the
Entry form when creating their entry if the report has an advance linked to it. The
field is shown in the figure below.

This field must be added to the Entry form before the feature is available to the user.
NOTE: This feature can be used with the new Apply a Cash Advance to Like
Currencies Only feature, described above in this document. When doing so,
the user may elect to exclude an expense entry from cash advance, or by not
excluding, have the system perform the matching currency check for the
“non-excluded” cash advance.

Configuration
Clients should submit a Service Request to Concur to enable this feature. Please
identify the forms that should be altered, the position of the field relative to other
fields already on the forms, and any text changes from the default label.
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Refer to Expense: Cash Advance Setup Guide for additional information.

Danish & Norwegian Travel Allowance: Optional Support for Negative
Deductions on Partial Travel Days
Overview
Business Purpose
A negative allowance is now optionally
permitted under Danish and Norwegian
This enhancement provides additional
travel allowance for travel under a
flexibility when working with partial
partial day where provided meals
day travel in these countries.
deduct more than the day’s allowance.
The intent is that while the individual
day and provided meals result in a negative allowance, the overall trip will result in a
positive balance to the user.

Configuration
This is an optional new setting available only with the Norwegian or Danish travel
allowance modules. You must enable this new setting to use this feature, and
existing clients will see no change in behavior unless they change their configuration
to enable this option.



Refer to the Norwegian and Danish Travel Allowance guides for more
information.

Central Reconciliation: Work With CR Invoices in Expense Interface
Overview
Business Purpose
With this release, invoices generated by
Central Reconciliation (CR) can now be
This enhancement lets users and
displayed within Expense. Along with
managers work with invoices directly in
this feature, the employee and manager
Expense, and lets the CR Manager
within Expense can now work with
route these invoices to users who can
directly these invoices. This is made
best resolve any issues.
possible by a new setting available in all
workflows (via policies), any of which will now support your company paid
transactions. This means that simple invoices can now be worked with within
Expense and the user and manager who can best rectify any issues will now have
direct access.
For example, some business units require the user to review the CR invoices, and in
others, the manager to approve them. Disputed transactions may need exposure to
users who can resolve them within the Expense user interface, freeing the CR
Processor who may not have the context to work with the specific transaction(s).
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Configuration: Enabling Within the Policy
To enable a policy to allow CR invoices view within Expense, click Administration >
Expense Admin > Policies and select the Show Central Reconciliation Invoices in
Expense check box as shown in the figure below:

Configuration: Workflow Flexible Configuration
From a configuration standpoint, there is no longer a pre-requisite to use the
standard CR workflow. Clients can now opt in using another, different Expense
workflow. The workflow must have a CR Processor approval step, and can have
none, part, or all of the employee submission and manager approval steps.

Changes to Submit Action – Now Configurable
While CR Invoices were previously automatically and systematically submitted in the
workflow after being reconciled, this auto-submission can now be restricted (useful
whenever a client wants the employee to manually submit). In use, the autosubmission can be conditioned much the same way an audit-rule is.
For example, assume a client wants their employees to save time by only reviewing
those CR Invoices having an Exception level higher than 50. Now, all other invoices
will be directly submitted.
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What the User and Manager See
Once enabled, the user and manager can now draw on a display of invoices similar to
any report in Expense. In the figure below, the invoice appears within the familiar
View Reports link:

Central Reconciliation will continue to automatically reconcile invoices according to
the Request ID or the Employee ID, and orphaned invoices may be reconciled by the
CR Processor role using the Unmatched Invoices page. However, once reconciled, the
option of having employees review and submit the transactions, and the Expense
Approver role control these actions just as with any report.
Finally, the end of the process remains the same, where the CR Processor’s final
approval routes the centrally reconciled invoices to be part of the Standard
Accounting Extract.
Concur Release Notes
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Refer to Central Reconciliation Setup Guide for more information.

Test User Can Now Delete Additional Data from Expense
Overview
Business Purpose
With this release the Test User can now
delete additional data when working
This enhancement gives the test user
within Expense. This feature is designed
more control over data they can
to let a company use the Test User role
access.
to test their environment, and have
additional capability to remove data they may have created.
The data they have permissions to delete now includes:


Company Card Transactions



Trip Segment (without creating an expense report)



E-Receipts (Smart Receipts)

NOTE: Test User will always have access to these functions, but non-Test Users
(regular Expense users) will continue to be governed by their configuration.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.



Refer to Expense: Test User User Guide for more information.

Name Change from "Travel Request" to "Request"
Overview
With this release, Concur is changing the name of the Travel Request service to
Request to better align with its broader capabilities. Currently, the service is
predominantly used for pre-approval of trip-related expenses and cash advances.
Actually, it has all of the features needed for it to be used for pre-approval of
purchases, subscriptions, business meals, etc.



For more information, refer to the Request Release Notes for February.
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Section 4: Expense Pay
The following features are included in this service release.

Payment Manager: Cash Advance is Now Available
Overview
The Cash Advance feature now allows
clients who use the Expense Pay service
for expense reimbursement to pay their
employees with approved cash advance
requests.

Business Purpose
This enhancement provides additional
expense reimbursement capabilities.

Cash Advance requests paid by Expense Pay are handled in a dedicated payment
batch. This allows clients to utilize different scheduling, funding, and/or accounting
attributes.

How This Works
The following requirements must be met before using this feature:
NOTE: You must be using Expense Pay before the cash advance feature can be set
up for a group.


The Cash Advance feature must be enabled for the entity



Expense Pay is enabled with at least one Employee batch definition created



Users must belong to an expense group for which a Cash Advance batch
definition exists

 To set up a cash advance:
1.

On the Payment Manager > Batch Definitions page, click New Cash
Advance Batch Definition.
NOTE: This is only visible if the Cash Advance feature is enabled.
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2.

On the Cash Advance Batch Definition page, enter the appropriate
information in each field.

Field

Description

Batch Name

Type the display name for this batch definition. The display
name appears on the View Batches page and is passed on the
funding debit.

Reimbursement
Method

Select Expense Pay.

Available For

Select the Expense Group(s) to which this batch definition
applies.
NOTE: This is an all-or-nothing functionality by expense
group. Therefore, either all employees in the group receive
cash advances via Expense Pay or none of them receives
cash advances through Expense Pay.

Funding Account

Select the payer bank account for payment demands in this
batch.

Allow Employee to
Modify their Bank
Information

NOTE: This field only appears if you choose to add or modify
an employee batch definition.

Liability Account

This accounting code appears in the Standard Accounting
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3.

Field

Description

Code

Extract Liability Account Code field for payments made with
this batch definition.

Cash Account Code

This accounting code appears in the Standard Accounting
Extract Cash Account Code field for payments made with this
batch definition.

Schedule

Select the desired schedule for the batch definition. The
scheduling will be the same as any other cash payment for
that entity and funding account.

Send Date

The date the system sends the payment demands for
processing.

When finished, click Save.
Cash Advance requests for employees in the expense group who have
confirmed bank account information will receive their cash advance
disbursement in their bank account via Expense Pay.

Email Notification: Cash Advance Payment Completed Successfully
When a cash advance payment is successfully completed, the following email
notification is sent out:
Cash Advance Payment Completed Successfully
Expense Pay has arranged payment of your cash advance named <Cash Advance
Request Name>.
Amount: <amount>
Projected Payment Date: <date>
Link To Concur Expense:
http://<link>

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Monitor Payees: A Cash Advance Tab is Now Added
Overview
A new tab called Cash Advance
Payees is now added to the Monitor
Payees section of the Payment
Manager.

Business Purpose
This enhancement updates the
Payment Manager with a new
functionality.

The Reimbursement manager uses the
Cash Advance Payees tab to investigate the payment status of a specific expense
report.
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Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Payment Manager - View Batches: Cash Advance List Item is Now
Available
Overview
In Payment Manager > Monitor
Batches > View Batches, the Cash
Advance list item is now added as a
search criteria when the Payment
manager is searching for historical cash
advance batches.

Business Purpose
This enhancement expands the
selection of types that the client can
search for in the View Batches tab.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Payment Manager: Reverse Client Pay Functionality is Now Added
Overview
The Reverse Client Pay functionality
has now been moved from the
Reimbursement Manager to the
Payment Manager > Monitor Payees
> Report Payees page.

Business Purpose
This enhancement updates the
Payment Manager with a new
functionality.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Bank Information: Cash Advance Demand Statuses Are Now
Automatically Updated
Overview
If a client is using Cash Advance feature
and he/she updates and saves bank
account information, the system
automatically updates the Cash
Advance demand so that it reflects the
previous status of the demand.

Business Purpose
This enhancement automatically
updates the cash advance status when
the users update their bank
information.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Section 5: Jobs
The following features are included in this service release.

Mask Credit Card Numbers in Daily Accounting Extract
Overview
A new extract option lets the client elect
to mask the credit card numbers they
receive in their accounting extract. This
feature is designed to support clients
who do not want to receive the entire
credit card number at their site, preferring
configuration of first six, and last four.

Business Purpose
This enhancement adds flexibility for
those clients who are not PCI
compliant.
instead to show these numbers in the

What The User Sees
The extract that is viewed at the client site will be formatted show only the first six
and last four numbers as below:


123456******9876

This feature will be the default for all new customers, however, existing clients will
continue to see the same configuration they currently employ. A service request
should be submitted to change the behavior if the client wishes.
Using This Feature in Applications Requiring Full Credit Card Numbers
When this feature is enabled, all credit card numbers coming from any extract feed
will be masked. The client will not be able to use these files in any application which
requires the full credit card number. Such applications would include the creation of
payment files to credit card vendors. If an entity needs to reimburse credit card
vendors, they must use the Concur Pay option to directly reimburse card vendors, or
submit a Service Request to change the setting to receive full account numbers. In
this way, credit card numbers are only handled internally to Concur and the client
never receives the full card numbers.

Configuration - Client
The client should submit a Service Request to Concur to configure this feature.
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Section 6: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

New Client Admin Release Summary Document
Overview
Business Purpose
Clients can now take advantage of a
new document summarizing Concur's
This enhancement provides a quick
monthly feature set. This new
overview of the key changes, reducing
document, the Client Admin Release
the time it takes to review.
Summary, is an abbreviated list with
short descriptions of each feature. By reviewing this document the client can quickly
determine what features to further investigate. This information has been available
for Expense for some time and has now been expanded to other areas.

Where to Find the Client Admin Release Summary
Clients can find this document in one of two ways:


Using the Expense Admin Help: Clicking Help > Expense Administration
Help opens the help system - use the upper-left link to open the summary
doc:
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(Other administration help modules have similar links.)


Concur Client Central: Log in, then proceed to Resources > Release Docs >
Client Admin Release Summary
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Section 7: Supported Configurations
The following configurations are either supported or no longer supported with this
service release.

Certifications for This Release
Support for Firefox v. 17.0
Support for Firefox version 17.0 under both the Mac OS X and Microsoft Windows
operating systems is certified for this release.

Support for Google Chrome v. 24.0
Support for Google Chrome version 24.0 under both the Mac OS X and Microsoft
Windows operating systems is certified for this release.

Support for Safari 6.0 with Mac OS X 10.8
Support for Safari 6.0 under Mac OS X 10.8 is certified for this release

Upcoming Certifications
Support for Internet Explorer v. 10.0 and Windows 8
Support for Internet Explorer 10.0 under Microsoft Windows version 8.0 will be
included in an upcoming release.

Support for Firefox v. 18.0
Support for Firefox versions 18.0 under both the Mac OS X and Microsoft Windows
operating systems will be included in an upcoming release.
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Legal Notice
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:

Travel & Expense, February 2013

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
 2004 – 2013 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights
reserved.
Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and
product names are the property of their respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
18400 NE Union Hill Road
Redmond, Washington 98052
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Release Notes – February 2013
FOR CONCUR INTERNAL USE ONLY – DO NOT DISTRIBUTE OUTSIDE CONCUR

Finding Additional Product Release Notes
For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers.
For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s):
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Section 1: Resolved Issues - Expense
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

100906000004

Expense / Expense Report
Expense type with pro-rate of negative amount is being held up at Pending
Validation step.

120301001220

Expense / Receipt Store
Receipt store does not accept file names in double byte character format
(Japanese).

121128000487

Expense / Expense Report
When editing expenses with mutual custom connected list fields, fields will be
rendered with empty lists on the bulk edit window if they haven't been
accessed at least once during the current session from the single expense
form.

121202000138

Expense / Printed Reports
Double-byte character do not appear to be supported in the email Subject line
of the detailed printed report.

121017001347

Expense / Travel Allowance
The Rate Location is incorrectly pulling in the GSA rate by airport arrival and
not by county location of the hotel.

121108000303

Expense / TA Import
Client would prefer blank value in field instead of city value now appearing at
completion of import process.

120827000614

Expense / Attendees
Custom field values related to the “This Employee” attendee type are not
shown for that employee even though they are changed and the values
updated.

130107002074

Expense / Japan Public Transportation
The child expense entries associated with a JPT expense type are not correctly
populated – in this case for the Request field.

121129001248

Expense / Lists
The second level of a connected list type is not correctly populated for users
who have credit cards and ability to redirect funds.

121112000362

Expense / Lists
The child field of a copy down field set is not updated correctly for existing
allocation records when the source field is modified.

130121000270

Expense / Printed Reports
The Virtual checkbox field does not appear correctly on a printed report.

130121001156
130123000893
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

130124000588

Expense / Lists
A deleted list item (Operational) included and referenced within an old
authorization request being added to an expense report incorrectly causes the
“Report Error Save - error.save.pre.invalid_list” error message to appear.

130121001024

Expense / Configuration Report
Configuration report does not show simple lists – the relevant section is blank.

121127000473

Expense / Email Notifications
Delegate using "Mark Report as not Complete" receives prompt that email
notification was sent, but no notification is sent.

130204001820

Expense / Tier 2 Languages
Include client suggested updates to the Greek Tier 2 translations.

130128002232

Expense / Tier 2 Languages
Include client suggested updates to change the button "카드수수료 추가" to
"카드데이타 추가" (button can be seen after creating a new report).

130114000576

Expense / Mileage Calculator
The Mileage Calculator is showing an incorrect starting point – this is because
the From location is not being used to determine the starting point.

130124001369

Expense / Delegates
Multiple issues with delegate functionality. In sum, the user cannot assign a
date range for delegates to temporarily approve.

130124000024
130125000091
130125001557
130129001828
130205000750
130123000168
130122001107
121120000646

Expense / Bulk Edit
Bulk edit feature on expenses not working correctly – consider using a picklist
for this purpose.

130129000510

Expense / Bulk Edit
Personal checkbox not checked by default when using bulk edit function.

130109000527

Expense / Credit Card Import
Unable to view and/or work with imported credit card transactions using the
View Charges link, or when opening the report to attempt this import.

120921000375

Expense / Itemization Wizard
A dialog incorrectly appears and the remainder of a negative amount is not
created as itemized Dues expense when clicking the OK button.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

130111000390

Expense / Audit Trail
Incorrect user is recorded in the audit trail when that user is deleting images
from the report level.

130125000936

Expense / Email Reminders
An email notification reminder is incorrectly listing a delegate twice.
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Section 2: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

New Client Admin Release Summary Document
Overview
Clients can now take advantage of a
new document summarizing Concur's
monthly administrative feature set. This
new document, the Client Admin
Release Summary, is an abbreviated list
with short descriptions of each feature. By
quickly determine what features to further

Business Purpose
This enhancement reduces the time it
takes to review the monthly release
feature set.
reviewing this document the client can
investigate.

Where to Find the Client Admin Release Summary
Clients can find this document in one of two ways:


Using the Expense Admin Help: Clicking Help > Expense Administration
Help opens the help system - use the upper-left link to open the summary
doc:



Concur Client Central: Log in, then proceed to Resources > Release Docs >
Client Admin Release Summary
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Configuration
The will to know and desire for knowledge is required to use this feature.

Release Notes Now Available in Product-Specific Documents
Overview
Business Purpose
With this release the client can now
choose from product-specific release
Administrators can now build the set of
notes, each document or group of
release notes they need for their site
documents matching a specific Concur
without sorting through unnecessary
offering. Now, if one administrator is
material.
tasked with reviewing resolved issues,
they can download a document with only case information in it. The Invoice user can
download either Invoice release notes, or both Invoice and Mobile if that solution
applies to the client site.
How It Works - Concur Client Central
Beginning in April a table will now be displayed when the user logs in to Concur and
proceeds to Release Documentation > Release Notes using the Resources menu.
The design of the table allows the client to use the uppermost row of the table to
quickly identify their Concur product and what notes are applicable to their solutions:
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Each set of release notes include descriptions on the cover detailing what supporting
products can be found within the document. For example, the client who reviews
Expense Pay changes does so by downloading the Expense - Professional/Premium
release notes.
Help System Updates
The Concur administrative Help systems now include links to release notes as well.
When the user opens administrative Help (only), the leftside navigational area now
features the What's New link for the product release notes, plus additional links to
Mobile if that product is applicable to the solutions at the client site.
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With this update the administrator can now avoid logging in to Concur Client Central
to view the release notes for their product(s).
Restrictions
To ensure security and "no see" restrictions, only the administrative Help systems
(Expense Tools; Expense Admin; Invoice Admin, etc.) contain the release note links no End User Help system allows viewing of the notes.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Legal Notice
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:

Travel & Expense, February 2013

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
 2004 – 2013 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights
reserved.
Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and
product names are the property of their respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
18400 NE Union Hill Road
Redmond, Washington 98052
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Release Notes – March 2013
Finding Additional Product Release Notes
For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers.
For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s):
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Section 1: Upcoming Features and Alerts
Review the following features and alerts for the Expense product.

Planned for the April Release
The following alerts and product feature announcements are planned for a stated or
future service release. Please note that both the feature functionality and release
date may change without notice.

Receipt Store Email Verification Process is Moved to User Profile
This alert is to let our clients know that the E-Mail verification process currently
based within the Receipt Store feature will be removed in a future release. This
functionality will instead be available to any user by accessing their User Profile to
submit and verify the e-mail address they will use to send images to Receipt Store.
Please also note that the existing e-mail address myinbox@concursolutions.com will
continue to be supported going forward, but will no longer be visible within the user
interface.
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Section 2: Expense
The following features are included in this service release.

Audit Rules: Addition of Transaction Frequency by Date Period
Overview
Business Purpose
A new audit rule allows a count of the
number of times one or more selected
This enhancement expands the
expense types are used over a period of
flexibility of audit rules.
time. This lets a company set simple
limits on usage over a day, week, month, or year (based on the transaction date).
The new Entry fields (there are four of these period-based fields) are accessed when
building an Entry type audit rule, and are shown in the figure below:

As an example, the administrator may create an exception for a frequency of
occurrence of the Limousine and Taxi expense types detected over the span of a
month, flagging this behavior if it exceeds a frequency of 5 times:

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
Concur Release Notes
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Refer to the Expense: Audit Rules Setup Guide for more information

New Settings for Company Card – Company Bill Statements
Overview
A new setting is added to the Company
Card, Company Bill Statements feature.
This setting allows the user to choose
how the system should treat itemized
entries when their parent expense type
is changed by a user.

Business Purpose
This enhancement provides flexibility
for those users working with Company
Bill Statements.

The new setting is described in the table below:
Setting

Description

Prompt the user for deletion of
itemized entries when the parent
expense type is changed

Enable (the default) to have the system prompt a user
to delete itemized entries when the parent expense type
is changed. Disabled, no prompt appears and child
entries are preserved.

Configuration
The setting is accessed by clicking Administration > Expense Tools > Company Card,
then clicking the Settings tab. The settings are shown in their default state in the
figure below when the Company Bill Statements feature is enabled for the client:



Refer to Expense: Company Card & Company Bill Statement User Guide for
additional information.
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Section 3: Expense Pay
The following features are included in this service release.

Cash Advance: New Cash Advance Fields Are Being Added to the
Expense Pay Extract
Overview
To support the recently released
Expense Pay feature that pays
employees for cash advances, the
following Cash Advance fields are now
available for the Expense Pay Extract:


Cash Advance Request Name



Cash Advance Key

Business Purpose
This enhancement expands the
Expense Pay Extract to include
information about cash advances that
are paid by Expense Pay.

These fields represent information unique to the Cash Advance requests paid by
Expense Pay and will assist clients in reconciling these payments to the Cash
Advance issuances in their accounting extract.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Cash Advance: New Cash Advance Fields Are Being Added Standard
Accounting Extract
Business Purpose

Overview
To support the recently released
Expense Pay feature that pays
employees for cash advances, the
following Expense Pay fields will be
populated for cash advances in the
Standard Accounting Extract:

This enhancement makes changes to
the Standard Accounting Extract to
help clients account for cash advances
that are paid using Expense Pay.



Estimated Payment Date



Payment Demand Company Liability Code



Payment Demand Company Cash Account Code

These fields represent the information unique to the Cash Advance disbursements
paid by Expense Pay and will assist clients in reconciling these payments to the
Expense Pay Extract and/or making the accounting entries for those transactions.
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Included in these changes is a new available Cash Advance field which indicates that
a Cash Advance disbursement is paid to an employee using Expense Pay.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Expense Pay EMEA Card Program is Now Expanded
Overview
Support for card programs have been
added for the following expense pay
offering:


Bank of America MasterCard GBP



Bank of America MasterCard Euro



Bank of America MasterCard CHF



Bank of America MasterCard SEK



Elavon Visa GBP



Elavon Visa Euro



Elavon Visa CHF

Business Purpose
This new feature expands EMEA card
program support.

Negative amounts are not supported for either of these cards.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Section 4: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

New Client Admin Release Summary Document
Overview
Business Purpose
Clients can now take advantage of a
new document summarizing Concur's
This enhancement provides a quick
monthly feature set. This new
overview of the key changes, reducing
document, the Client Admin Release
the time it takes to review.
Summary, is an abbreviated list with
short descriptions of each feature. By reviewing this document the client can quickly
determine what features to further investigate. This information has been available
for Expense for some time and has now been expanded to other areas.

Where to Find the Client Admin Release Summary
Clients can find this document in one of two ways:


Using the Expense Admin Help: Clicking Help > Expense Administration
Help opens the help system - use the upper-left link to open the summary
doc:
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(Other administration help modules have similar links.)


Concur Client Central: Log in, then proceed to Resources > Release Docs >
Client Admin Release Summary
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Section 5: Supported Configurations
The following configurations are either supported or no longer supported with this
service release.

Certifications for This Release
Support for Firefox v. 18.0
Support for Firefox version 18.0 under both the Mac OS X and Microsoft Windows
operating systems is certified for this release.

Support for Google Chrome v. 24.0
Support for Google Chrome version 24.0 under both the Mac OS X and Microsoft
Windows operating systems is certified for this release.

Support for Safari 6.0 with Mac OS X 10.8
Support for Safari 6.0 under Mac OS X 10.8 is certified for this release

Upcoming Certifications
Support for Internet Explorer v. 10.0 and Windows 8
Support for Internet Explorer 10.0 under Microsoft Windows version 8.0 will be
included in an upcoming release.

Support for Firefox v. 19.0
Support for Firefox versions 19.0 under both the Mac OS X and Microsoft Windows
operating systems will be included in an upcoming release.
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Legal Notice
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:

Travel & Expense, March 2013

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
 2004 – 2013 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights
reserved.
Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and
product names are the property of their respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
18400 NE Union Hill Road
Redmond, Washington 98052
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Release Notes – March 2013
FOR CONCUR INTERNAL USE ONLY – DO NOT DISTRIBUTE OUTSIDE CONCUR

Finding Additional Product Release Notes
For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers.
For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s):
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Section 1: Resolved Issues - Expense
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

130124001543

Expense / Attendees
The Attendees column is not displaying all of the data – a scroll bar is
required.

130201000006

Expense / Car Configuration
For Company Car Variable Rates and Personal Car Variable Rates the user
cannot edit the criteria after a rate is assigned, and then deleted.

130205000038

Expense / Localization
Proposed changes for German language.

130226000313

Expense / Expense Concierge
This link was incorrectly exposed in the user interface.

130226000429

Expense / Jobs
The Company Card View Logs tab is causing a midtier exception.

130226000942
130226000794
130225001156

Expense / Localization
Proposed changes for French Canadian language.

130225000237

Expense / area
Out of disk space results in extracts that cannot be performed.

130225000369
130225000969
130225000495
130225000476
130225001206
130225000015
130225000326
130206000128

Expense / Cash Advance
The exchange rate value is incorrect when you create a cash advance for a
user in cash advance admin for the currency Indonesia Rupia (IDR).

130225001933

Expense / Attendees
When searching for an employee attendee type (SYSEMP), and the employee
does not yet have an attendee record created, the employee will not appear in
search results when an attendee of a different type but same external_id and
first and last name exists.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

130225000038

Expense / Tax Admin
A client with Show Tax Form for Domestic VAT Setting Only and Employee Related
Configurations (CTE) 'Only Calculate Domestic settings enabled is incorrectly seeing a
red exception flag for missing required fields.

130205000747

Expense / Audit Rules
Client with upwards of 100 audit rules suddenly cannot see them – they do
not display as they should.

130222000299

Expense / Company Card Excel Export
Exporting data from the Company Card page is not including Currency Code in
the output even though this data is on the page and should be exported.

130227001204

Expense / Configuration Report
Expense type names are not being provided under the column named "data
object" for the audit rule section of the configuration report.

130301001494
130220002003

Expense / Proxy (Search)
The Proxy search function is not working if the user is associated with a large
number of Groups in Expense.

130220001125

Expense / Expense Report Display
Client's report fails to display line item entries and any details of the report
using Firefox 19 and Safari 6 on Mac OS X version 10.8 or later. Internet
Explorer 8.0 works perfectly fine.

130208001383

Expense / Lists
Users get an Unexpected Software Error (UE) and cannot save the expense
report when the report header form field defined in the attendee setting Audit
Rule Group By Field for Expense Report uses different list than field definition.

130227000035

Expense / Search

130304000177

Expense / Workflow
Receipt uploads do not get validated and reports remain stuck in the Hold For
Receipt Image step. When receipts are uploaded by the in-house Audit team,
the Report Approval status does not change. The processors need to open this
report and view the receipts. This results in the Receipt Image flag changing
from 'N' to 'Y' and thereafter the report moves from this status.

130304002407

Expense / Quick Expenses
Employee not able to access Quick Expenses Tab in Concur.

Amount Due Employee field is not populating when selecting All Claims you
approved.

130306002222
130311001462

Expense / Merchant Code Mapping
The Merchant Code Mapping wizard is incorrectly showing deleted policies.

130220000046

Expense / Travel Allowance

130221000267

Expense / Bulk Expense Edit
Users get an Unexpected Software Error (UE) when attempting to open 30+
expenses at a time directly after opening an expense report.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

130201001911

Expense / Attendees
If the Attendee Count field is removed from the Attendee Detail View form, it
does not appear for addition back to the form – it is no longer available.

130213000930

Expense / Lists
When editing an existing entry to modify the first or second level of a
connected list, the hidden lower level connected list fields are not cleared on
first attempt to save.

130226000374
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Section 2: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

New Client Admin Release Summary Document
Overview
Clients can now take advantage of a
new document summarizing Concur's
monthly administrative feature set. This
new document, the Client Admin
Release Summary, is an abbreviated list
with short descriptions of each feature. By
quickly determine what features to further

Business Purpose
This enhancement reduces the time it
takes to review the monthly release
feature set.
reviewing this document the client can
investigate.

Where to Find the Client Admin Release Summary
Clients can find this document in one of two ways:


Using the Expense Admin Help: Clicking Help > Expense Administration
Help opens the help system - use the upper-left link to open the summary
doc:



Concur Client Central: Log in, then proceed to Resources > Release Docs >
Client Admin Release Summary
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Configuration
The will to know and desire for knowledge is required to use this feature.

Release Notes Now Available in Product-Specific Documents
Overview
Business Purpose
With this release the client can now
choose from product-specific release
Administrators can now build the set of
notes, each document or group of
release notes they need for their site
documents matching a specific Concur
without sorting through unnecessary
offering. Now, if one administrator is
material.
tasked with reviewing resolved issues,
they can download a document with only case information in it. The Invoice user can
download either Invoice release notes, or both Invoice and Mobile if that solution
applies to the client site.
How It Works - Concur Client Central
Beginning in April a table will now be displayed when the user logs in to Concur and
proceeds to Release Documentation > Release Notes using the Resources menu.
The design of the table allows the client to use the uppermost row of the table to
quickly identify their Concur product and what notes are applicable to their solutions:
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Each set of release notes include descriptions on the cover detailing what supporting
products can be found within the document. For example, the client who reviews
Expense Pay changes does so by downloading the Expense - Professional/Premium
release notes.
Help System Updates
The Concur administrative Help systems now include links to release notes as well.
When the user opens administrative Help (only), the leftside navigational area now
features the What's New link for the product release notes, plus additional links to
Mobile if that product is applicable to the solutions at the client site.
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With this update the administrator can now avoid logging in to Concur Client Central
to view the release notes for their product(s).
Restrictions
To ensure security and "no see" restrictions, only the administrative Help systems
(Expense Tools; Expense Admin; Invoice Admin, etc.) contain the release note links no End User Help system allows viewing of the notes.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Legal Notice
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:

Travel & Expense, March 2013

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
 2004 – 2013 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights
reserved.
Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and
product names are the property of their respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
18400 NE Union Hill Road
Redmond, Washington 98052
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Release Notes – April 2013
Finding Additional Product Release Notes
For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers.
For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s):
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Section 1: Enhancements From Client Suggestions Forum
The following features were submitted using Concur's Suggestion service, available
via Concur's forums. They are now included in this service release.


Submit an Expense with Affidavit Instead of Receipt Image
When an expense report requires receipts, but the user cannot provide them,
they may instead agree to digitally sign an affidavit that can be submitted
with the individual expense in lieu of the receipts.



Add a Time Zone Selection to Processor Search Functionality
The Processor can now optionally select a time zone when specifying the
search criteria for the expense reports they wish to view. This feature allows
greater specificity and accuracy in the returned results by matching the
Processor’s time zone search (GMT +/-) to the region in which the report
and/or processor reside.



Approver: Auto-Assign Expense Approver as Travel Manager
Expense will now automatically assign as the Travel Manager the same
employee who is acting as the Expense Approver.

Each of the features in this section is described in brief here, and in more detail in
their respective sections within this document - if you need additional information
please refer to these sections.
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Section 2: Expense
The following features are included in this service release.

Submit an Expense with Affidavit Instead of Receipt Image
Overview
Business Purpose
When a user must add receipt images
to expense report line items, but cannot
This enhancement provides automation
provide them, they may instead agree
of the missing receipt affidavit business
to digitally sign an affidavit that can be
process.
submitted instead of the actual imaged
receipts. This way, the report may be submitted in a timely manner and at the same
time comply with company policy on receipt submittal. This new option automates
the paper process of printing and signing an affidavit form and attaching an image of
that form to the expense in lieu of the receipt image.
How It Works – What the User Sees
A user who lacks a receipt image for one or more of their report entries clicks
Receipts > Missing Receipt Affidavit to open the Missing Receipt Affidavit dialog
box. Here, they can view company-provided text that explains the affidavit process
at the top, and the acceptance text at the bottom:
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The user selects each entry requiring a receipt image where the original receipt has
been lost or is otherwise not available for documentation of the expense, and then
clicks Accept & Create. The system then creates an image of the affidavit
statement, attaches it to the entry or entries, and creates a record of the date, time,
employee name, and other details for review purposes. In addition, a flag is set that
may be referenced when creating audit rules to identify reports using the affidavit
image type. Finally, a unique icon ( )is displayed on each line entry that is
associated with the affidavit type image:

By hovering over this icon, the user, approver, and processor can quickly review
details of the affidavit:

Deleting and Replacing the Affidavit Receipt Image
If at a later date the correct receipt image becomes available the user simply hovers
over the icon and clicks Detach From Entry. Clicking Yes in the confirmation
message box removes the affidavit and the flag on this entry, returning it to its
original state.
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Accessing the Affidavit Option
Users who may not be aware of the affidavit option are alerted in several areas of
the user interface, where they can click a link to open the Missing Receipt
Affidavit dialog box. These areas include:


Receipts > Attach Receipt Images command: With the entry open, the
user clicks Attach Receipt Images:



Receipt Store > Upload button: From Receipt Store, when the user clicks
the Upload button:



Attach Receipt button in Entry View: With entry open, click Attach
Receipt:
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A New Affidavit Rule
The company can also draw on a new audit field, Has Missing Receipt Affidavit, that
can be used in audit rules to detect expense entries of this type and flag them. A
sample audit rule is shown below:

Configuration
This feature requires the unrestricted Expense Configuration Administrator role to
configure the activation and custom text for both the explanation and acceptance
areas of the Missing Receipt Affidavit dialog box for the policy.
Most companies will need to submit a change request to Support outlining:


The policy or policies to be updated



The text of the explanation or instructions at the top of the missing receipt
affidavit page



The text of the statement or acceptance at the bottom of the missing receipt
affidavit.

NOTE: The Expense Configuration administrator (Unrestricted) role is required to
activate this feature – contact your Concur representative for more
information.

 To activate the Affidavit feature:
1. Click Administration > Expense Admin > Policies.
2. Select a policy under Policy Name and open it.
3. Scroll down and select Missing Receipt Affidavit – when you do this two

additional text boxes appear as shown in the figure below:
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4. Type in both the Explanation and Statement/Acceptance text, then click

Save.



Refer to Expense: Policies Setup Guide for more information.

Add a Time Zone Selection to Processor Search Functionality
Overview
Business Purpose
The Processor can now optionally select
a preferred time zone when specifying
This enhancement provides time zone
the search criteria for expense reports.
control for processor queries.
This feature allows greater accuracy in
the returned results by matching the
Processor’s time zone search (GMT +/-) to the region in which the report and/or
processor reside.
How It Works
Currently, the report submit date/time is recorded in GMT within the database so
that it is location-agnostic in recording the literal time of submission. This means
that, when querying for report selection, the processor in a non-GMT time zone may
provide a selected date and find different reports than they might expect based on
their home time zone versus the GMT date recorded.
This feature works by letting a processor select the time zone preference for their
search queries, to allow the application to adjust the query parameters to match the
query to the expected date/time rate based on the processor or processor’s service
area time zone. For example, a processor working in Los Angeles might select the
GMT Pacific Time (US & Canada) for all searches going forward. A query for
4/26/2013 would then be adjusted to include a range of 4/26/2013 08:00 GMT4/27/2013 08:00 GMT to find all reports submitted on 4/26/2013 from a Los Angeles
time zone perspective. Since this is a preference, the system remembers the setting
and applies it to all searches until the setting is changed at a later date.
Concur Release Notes
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The setting is available using the Preferences button, where a drop down list is
available next to the TimeZone option as shown in the figure below:

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.



Refer to the Expense: Processor User Guide for more information.

User Imports Now Have Open Booking User Role
Overview
Business Purpose
The User Import and Employee Import
have been updated with the new Open
This enhancement adds another role to
Booking user role. The Excel User
those that can be assigned to an
Import has a new column,
employee, and adds support for Open
OpenBookingUser. The Employee
Booking.
Import (available in Professional only)
has been updated to use column 61 (formerly called Future Use 4) of the 350 Record
Type to specify whether the user is an Open Booking user.
These updates allow the administrator to assign the Open Booking role through the
automated Employee Import or the manual spreadsheet User Import.
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Configuration
This feature is only available to clients who have purchased the Open Booking
product. The column will only appear in the User Import if Open Booking is enabled
for that company.



Refer to the Shared: User Admin User Guide and Chapter 4: Employee Import
of the specifications manual for more information.

Approver: Auto-Assign Expense Approver as Travel Manager
Overview
Clients whose Expense Approvers are
synchronized to their Travel Managers
using the overnight job process (ONP)
can now synchronize approvers
instantly. This means that the timing of
the synchronization has been enhanced
to occur real-time, instead of waiting for
the ONP window.

Business Purpose
The automatic assignment of the
Expense Approver to the Travel
Manager role will occur in real-time
instead of relying upon the overnight
job processing as it does currently.

This enhancement better supports Travel workflow which often requires updates to
Travel Approver assignment to occur immediately.

Configuration
Some configuration may be required if only to confirm selected configurations are in
place. Consult your Expense administrator for more information.

Receipt Store Enhancements for April
The features in this section apply to the Receipt Store feature.

Email Verification Process Now Available in My Profile
Users who want to use email as a
method to add images to Receipt Store
will now use their My Profile page to
enter and verify the email address. Prior
to this change, the user worked with
Receipt Store’s multi-step wizard to do
this. Now, the verification process is
simplified within the Email Addresses
section of the user’s My Profile page.
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How It Works
A user can open My Profile > Email Addresses and submit their email address for
verification at any time. The user may also access this area by clicking the Verify
My Email link available to them when they work with Receipt Store.

When they access Email Addresses, they use the following procedure to add and
verify an email address for their own Receipt Store repository.

 To add and verify an email address for the Receipt Store repository:
1. In Email Addresses of My Profile, click Add an Email Address.
2. In the row that appears, enter your email address, then click OK.

3. Click the Verify link once the page refreshes.

4. An informational message appears – click OK to dismiss this.
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5. Retrieve the email from your account, and then, in the Enter Code box, type

the code sent to you, then click OK.

Once the code is received and processed, the page refreshes to show that the
account is now verified. You may now send your images to Receipt Store through
email.
What About Existing Email Addresses Verified Prior to this Change?
Any email you have already verified will continue to work for image upload to Receipt
Store. However, these email addresses will not automatically appear in Email
Addresses unless you add them manually. When you do so, the system will
automatically recognize them as verified and list them as such.

Prevent Report-Level Attachment of Receipt Images
A new setting is added to Receipt
Imaging that prevents a user from
attaching an image at the Report
Header level. The new setting, Allow
Images On Report?, is enabled by
default and may be viewed by clicking
Administration > Expense Admin >
Receipt Handling > Receipt Imaging
tab.

Business Purpose
This enhancement allows greater
control of image handling on expense
reports.

ENFORCE A SINGLE RECEIPT PER IMAGE FOR EACH LINE ITEM ENTRY
This feature is designed for clients who want to restrict their users to attaching only
a single image file of one receipt at its appropriate line item level. This means
preventing the user from including multiple receipts within a single receipt image and
attempting to attach this at the report header level. This behavior is not uncommon,
and with this feature and on-site training reminders a single receipt per entry policy
can be achieved by the client.

CHANGES TO BEHAVIOR BASED ON ACTIVATION
When this feature is disabled (the check box is cleared), Expense sends uploaded
images not explicitly specified for an expense entry to the Receipt Store, displayed to
the user with the updated "...attach to the Receipt Store." text as shown in the figure
below:
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Neither the report submitter or the Expense Receipt Processor role will see the
Attach Receipt Images button when submitting a report or reviewing receipts,
preventing them from attaching at the report level. However, if an entry lacks a
required receipt, this button appears and the user is directed to the Receipt Upload
and Attach dialog box with its updated text as guidance.

After the report is submitted, the user will continue to have the option to view a
report header image compilation of all of the receipts in that report.

CONFIGURATION
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.



Refer to the Expense: Receipt Imaging - Receipt Handling for more
information.
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Support for Upload of HTML file Type to Receipt Store
Users may now upload HTML file types to Receipt Store with this release. The file
should be saved as utf-8 encoded prior to emailing to Concur.



Refer to Expense: Receipt Handling – Receipt Store Setup Guide for more
information.
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Section 3: Jobs
The following features are included in this service release.

New Budget Accrual Date Field in Standard Accounting Extract (SAE)
Overview
A new field is now available to users of
the new Budget Insight feature (only).
The field, Budget Accrual Date, is added
to the Standard Accounting Extract
(SAE) for this release at position 34:

Business Purpose
This enhancement expands support for
the Budget feature in the SAE.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature. Please note this field is
only available to the Budget Insight.



Refer to Chapter 9: Standard Accounting Extract in the Expense – Import and
Extract Specifications for more information.
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Section 4: Expense Pay
The following features are included in this service release.

Mexico Pre-fund Screen: Information About The Federal Tax ID Number
is Now Added
Overview
At the top of the Mexico Pre-fund
screen, the following new information is
now added:
The Federal Tax ID # (Registro Federal
de Contribuyentes) for CNQR
Operations Mexico S de RL de CV is
COM110613-E51

Business Purpose
This enhancement now shows the
Federal Tax ID number commonly
requested by our clients' banks when
setting up the electronic transfers to
Concur.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Payment Manager - Card Program: Administrators Can Now Validate
Credit Card Account Numbers
Overview
Clients who use Expense Pay to pay
their corporate card can now validate
their card account number against the
card issuer’s identification number.

Business Purpose
This enhancement provides additional
functionality to increase assurance that
Expense Pay card programs are set up
correctly.

The issuer identification number (also
known as BIN) refers to the first four to six digits of a credit card number. The issuer
identification number (IIN) identifies the institution issuing the card and is critical to
the correct matching of transactions, or in this case, payments to the issuer of the
credit card.
Concur Release Notes
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For example, there is nothing to prevent a client from creating a card program for
Bank A while the card they hold is actually issued by Bank B. Although there are
other validation points within the Payment engine, they occur further downstream in
the process. This new functionality allows the Administrators, at the time they
configure the card program, to validate that the program they are creating matches
the card they are holding.

How This is Done
1. On the Card Program page, select New.
2. Enter the necessary information into the Card Program page.
3. To verify the issuer identification number of the card program, click the

Verify IIN link.

The Verification Issuer Identification Number screen displays. This
screen contains the valid ranges for the card program that are entered.
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4. To verify that the card's number is within range of the card program that is

being set up, enter the 6-digit BIN number (the first six digits of the card
number) into the field and press Enter.
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5. If the number is verified, the following message displays. Click OK to dismiss

the message:
We verified the account number you entered is within the IIN range of the
card program you are attempting to create.
If the number is not verified, the following message displays. Click OK to
dismiss the message:
We are unable to verify that the account number you entered is within the IIN
range of the card program you are attempting to create. Please try again or
return to the setup page to confirm the information is correct for the account
number entered.
6. To return to the Card Program page, click the X in the corner of either

message.
7. If you are satisfied with your card program, click Save.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Card Program: The Credit Card Range is Checked Before Creating a
Payment Demand
Overview
The expense pay demand is now
modified so that a card account number
that is being paid matches the credit
card range for an assigned card
program. If it does not match, the
following error message displays in the
audit trail:

Business Purpose
This enhancement delivers a back-end
validation of the BIN range for a
specific expense pay batch definition
before creating a payment demand.

Entries due the credit card provider cannot be processed by Expense Pay because
the credit card account BIN number [XXXXXX] is not valid for the card program
[Master Account name or Card Program name] that is configured for batch definition
[Card Batch Definition name].
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Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Payment Manager: Clients Can Now Opt Out Of Receiving Daily Funding
Emails
Overview
With this release, the client can control
if they always receive the daily funding
email or only when there is a funding
amount.

Business Purpose
This enhancement addresses a
frequent client request to suppress the
daily funding notification when there
are no amounts to fund.

Currently, Expense Pay administrators
receive a daily funding email notification
whether or not there is an amount to fund. While some clients find this helpful, many
clients have requested that they only receive the funding notification when there is
an actual amount that must be funded.

What the User Sees

 To deselect this option:
1. Select Payment Manager > Configure Batches > Funding Accounts.
2. Click New to set up an account or Modify to make changes to an account.
3. If you want to opt out of receiving daily emails for your funding account, at

the bottom of the page, deselect the Receive Daily Funding Email check
box.
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NOTE: Note: You will still receive a funding email when there is an amount
you are required to fund for a given funding account.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Section 5: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

New Client Admin Release Summary Document
Overview
Business Purpose
Clients can now take advantage of a
new document summarizing Concur's
This enhancement provides a quick
monthly feature set. This new
overview of the key changes, reducing
document, the Client Admin Release
the time it takes to review.
Summary, is an abbreviated list with
short descriptions of each feature. By reviewing this document the client can quickly
determine what features to further investigate. This information has been available
for Expense for some time and has now been expanded to other areas.

Where to Find the Client Admin Release Summary
Clients can find this document in one of two ways:


Using the Expense Admin Help: Clicking Help > Expense Administration
Help opens the help system - use the upper-left link to open the summary
doc:
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(Other administration help modules have similar links.)


Concur Client Central: Log in, then proceed to Resources > Release Docs >
Client Admin Release Summary
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Section 6: Supported Configurations
The following configurations are either supported or no longer supported with this
service release.

Certifications for This Release
Support for Firefox v. 19.0
Support for Firefox version 19.0 under both the Mac OS X and Microsoft Windows
operating systems is certified for this release.

Support for Google Chrome v. 25.0
Support for Google Chrome version 25.0 under both the Mac OS X and Microsoft
Windows operating systems is certified for this release.

Support for Safari 6.0 with Mac OS X 10.8
Support for Safari 6.0 under Mac OS X 10.8 is certified for this release

Upcoming Certifications
Support for Internet Explorer v. 10.0 and Windows 8
Support for Internet Explorer 10.0 under Microsoft Windows version 8.0 will be
included in an upcoming release.

Support for Firefox v. 20.0
Support for Firefox versions 20.0 under both the Mac OS X and Microsoft Windows
operating systems will be included in an upcoming release.

Support for Google Chrome v. 26.0
Support for Google Chrome version 26.0 under both the Mac OS X and Microsoft
Windows operating systems will be included in an upcoming release.
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Legal Notice
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:

Travel & Expense, April 2013

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
 2004 – 2013 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights
reserved.
Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and
product names are the property of their respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
18400 NE Union Hill Road
Redmond, Washington 98052
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Release Notes – April 2013
FOR CONCUR INTERNAL USE ONLY – DO NOT DISTRIBUTE OUTSIDE CONCUR

Finding Additional Product Release Notes
For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers.
For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s):
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Section 1: Resolved Issues - Expense
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

130205000179

Expense / Tier 2 Language
Include suggested Danish language translations.

130211001998

Expense / Japan Transportation
Incorrect tab opens when an exception is found and clicked on.

130308000101

Expense / Japan Transportation
More than a single returned station is returned during commuter pass import,
causing an error.

130221001871

Expense / Processor (Search)
Submit date on processor search is not showing time zone corrected values.
NOTE: A feature to solve this issue is included in this release.

130219000051

Expense / Currencies
Incorrect exchange rate from Oanda.
NOTE: A feature to solve this issue is included in this release.

130226000012
130313000009

Expense / Bulk Edit of Expense
The default and copydown values for hidden fields are not applied to expenses
when editing multiple expenses.

130318001671

Expense / Printed Reports
Detail Report is not printing Travel Request name/ID when applying more
than one Travel Request to an expense report.

130306002208

Expense / Workflow
Cost Object Workflow and Budget Workflow step are incorrectly sending
emails to submitter even when Email Employee when step is complete setting
is disabled.

130326000214

Expense / Processor
Processor Error message is received when trying to view entry line item within
report.

130207001914

Expense / Smart Expenses
Not all name/value pairs are appearing in the enhanced data pop up window.

130207001122

Expense / Cash Advance
Number of decimal places can exceed those allowed by the selected currency.

130121000785

Expense / Cash Advance
It is not clear to the user what the cash advance amounts are, and what the
balance represents.

130401000031

Expense / Cash Advance
Unable to save a cash advance that exceeds $1,000 USD.

130401000816
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

130221000303

Expense / Groups
Default payment type cannot be set up under Group configuration.

130313002280
130329001177
130402000007
130402001076

Expense / Receipt Store
Receipt Store instructions do not appear correctly under Internet Explorer
browser.

130305002300

Expense / Japan Transportation
The approver can incorrectly approve a route a second time – it should only
have to be approved the first time.

130108000333

Expense / Audit Rules
The wrong status is applied to a report that is sent by delegate to employee
via the Notify Employee button.

130320000647

Expense / Approver Search
A comma in the search query is causing an application error when searching
as an approver.

130227000280

Expense / Authorization Request
An application error is generated when running an authorization request
expire job type.

130205001593

Expense / Company Bill Statements
A transaction whose date falls in the previous month is included in the wrong
statement,

130312001941

Expense / Tier 2 Languages
Update currency for El Salvador.

130305002306

Expense / Japan Transportation
The Fast, Easy, and Cheap filters are being reset to No whenever the user
updates the route.

130325002128

Expense / AREA
The data from Purpose & Benefit form field overlaps, causing display issues.

130405000113

Expense / Tier 2 Language
Include suggested
Russian language translations.

130306000054

Expense / Smart Expenses Import
The import enforces a self-imposed 60 record limit for credit card charges,
displaying only an OK or Cancel button.

130211000706

Expense / Bulk Edit of Expense
Editing exactly 30 expenses in a single session causes an Unexpected
Software Error (UE) in the system.

130311000245

Expense / Change Log
The change log is not recording changes made to the existing workflow rules.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

130123001079

Expense / Travel Integration
A separate line for the lodging booking made outside of an Agency is being
created by Expense.
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Section 2: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

New Client Admin Release Summary Document
Overview
Clients can now take advantage of a
new document summarizing Concur's
monthly administrative feature set. This
new document, the Client Admin
Release Summary, is an abbreviated list
with short descriptions of each feature. By
quickly determine what features to further

Business Purpose
This enhancement reduces the time it
takes to review the monthly release
feature set.
reviewing this document the client can
investigate.

Where to Find the Client Admin Release Summary
Clients can find this document in one of two ways:


Using the Expense Admin Help: Clicking Help > Expense Administration
Help opens the help system - use the upper-left link to open the summary
doc:



Concur Client Central: Log in, then proceed to Resources > Release Docs >
Client Admin Release Summary
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Configuration
The will to know and desire for knowledge is required to use this feature.

Release Notes Now Available in Product-Specific Documents
Overview
Business Purpose
With this release the client can now
choose from product-specific release
Administrators can now build the set of
notes, each document or group of
release notes they need for their site
documents matching a specific Concur
without sorting through unnecessary
offering. Now, if one administrator is
material.
tasked with reviewing resolved issues,
they can download a document with only case information in it. The Invoice user can
download either Invoice release notes, or both Invoice and Mobile if that solution
applies to the client site.
How It Works - Concur Client Central
Beginning in April a table will now be displayed when the user logs in to Concur and
proceeds to Release Documentation > Release Notes using the Resources menu.
The design of the table allows the client to use the uppermost row of the table to
quickly identify their Concur product and what notes are applicable to their solutions:
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Each set of release notes include descriptions on the cover detailing what supporting
products can be found within the document. For example, the client who reviews
Expense Pay changes does so by downloading the Expense - Professional/Premium
release notes.
Help System Updates
The Concur administrative Help systems now include links to release notes as well.
When the user opens administrative Help (only), the leftside navigational area now
features the What's New link for the product release notes, plus additional links to
Mobile if that product is applicable to the solutions at the client site.
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With this update the administrator can now avoid logging in to Concur Client Central
to view the release notes for their product(s).
Restrictions
To ensure security and "no see" restrictions, only the administrative Help systems
(Expense Tools; Expense Admin; Invoice Admin, etc.) contain the release note links no End User Help system allows viewing of the notes.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Legal Notice
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:

Travel & Expense, April 2013

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
 2004 – 2013 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights
reserved.
Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and
product names are the property of their respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
18400 NE Union Hill Road
Redmond, Washington 98052
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Release Notes – May 2013
Finding Additional Product Release Notes
For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers.
For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s):
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Section 1: Coming Soon
The following is a preview of features that will be available in an upcoming release.

Move an Expense From One Expense Report to Another Report
With the June release a new feature that allows the user to move an expense from
one report to another will be released.

What the User Sees
This functionality is available to all users, including approvers and processors with
permissions to work with reports. To use the feature, select Move > To New Report
as shown in the figure below:
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Section 2: Expense
The following features are included in this service release.

Cash Advance Enhancements for the May Release
View Cash Advance in Foreign Currency and Reimbursement Currency
Often, a user who is issued a cash
Business Purpose
advance in a foreign currency will want
to know what amount to reimburse the
This enhancement gives greater
company in that same currency. To
visibility to advances issued in a
support this need, the user is now
different currency than the
shown the amount in both the issued
reimbursement currency.
foreign currency and the
reimbursement currency whenever
these two currencies do not match. This allows the user to accurately compare and
determine the amount to return.
What The User Sees
When differing currencies for reimbursement and cash advance are in effect, the
user will see a new row on the cash advance table that displays the equivalent
amount in the original currency the cash advance was issued in:

Configuration
The feature works when the user is working with two separate currencies under a
Group configured with the following two group settings enabled:


Apply cash advance only to entries with matching currencies
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Update Cash Advance exchange rate on expense entries

.



Refer to Expense: Group Configurations for Expense Setup Guide and the
Expense: Currency Admin Setup Guide for more information.

Use Issued Cash Advance Exchange Rate for Associated Expense Entry
Often the exchange rate in effect at the
time of a cash advance issuance may be
different than the rate in effect at the
time the user associates that advance
to an expense entry in the report they
are creating.

Business Purpose
This enhancement ,mitigates currency
gain or loss situations when exchange
rate differ between expenses and
applied advances.

This results in a variance, however
slight, that causes a gain or loss on the transaction. To prevent this behavior and
match the rates, a new option, Update cash advance exchange rate on expense
entries, is available as an option when configuring groups. The option is off by
default (the check box is cleared).
What The User Sees
When the option is selected, the system will display a non-interactive informational
message to the user when they add a cash advance to an expense report. This
message alerts them to this behavior – they can elect to remove the advance at this
time, prior to finishing the report.

When associating the expense entry to the cash advance, on save, the system again
displays an informational message that the entry exchange rate is now matched to
the advance’s original exchange rate. This message may also appear if the
information on the current expense causes changes to the application of the cash
advance to another expense on the report. This may occur since cash advances are
applied to expenses in date order, first to the older expenses and later to newer ones
based on transaction date.
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The report, in turn, displays a yellow exception that it is using matched rates.
Working With a Partially Associated Cash Advance – the Hybrid Rate
A hybrid exchange rate is used whenever the cash advance is only partly associated
to the expense entry. Under these circumstances, the system will calculate a hybrid
exchange rate as combinations of part cash advance, part cash, and part multiple
cash advance depending on the combination.
As an example, assume:


Cash Advance: 100 USD @ 0.5 = 50 GBP



Expense Entry: 200 USD @ 0.8 = 160 GBP

At save, the hybrid rate is calculated as follows:


100 USD applied to Cash advance @ 0.5 = 50 GBP



100 USD applied to cash @ 0.8 = 80 GBP

A hybrid exchange rate of 0.65 is then generated and used for the report.

Please note the following when working with this feature:


Itemizations are not included with this feature – no calculation is performed,
and instead the original exchange rate is applied to all itemizations



If an expense is removed from the cash advance application the user’s
entered exchange rate is re-applied to the remaining expense entry



The user-entered exchange rate is stored and used in multiple scenarios:





When an expense entry that has previously been applied to a cash
advance is no longer linked to the cash advance, the user’s entered
exchange rate is re-applied to the expense entry



When a report is copied, the user’s entered exchange rate is re-applied to
the copied expense entries if there is no cash advance used on the new
report - where a cash advance is used, the same overwriting rules are
applied



When an entry is copied or moved, the user’s entered exchange rate is reapplied to the expense entry

When a report is recalled, the user’s exchange rate is re-applied to the
expense entries
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When an approver approves a report and reduces the amount of an expense,
the cash advance adjustment does not reoccur

Configuration
The expense administrator uses the Group configuration tool (Administration >
Expense Admin > Group Configurations) to enable this feature. It is necessary to
enable both of the following settings to take advantage of this option:





Apply cash advance only to entries with matching currencies



Update Cash Advance exchange rate on expense entries

Refer to Expense: Policies Setup Guide and the Expense: Currency Admin
Setup Guide for more information.

Display Remaining Amount When Creating Cash Advance Return
With this release an employee returning
any or all of a cash advance balance will
now be able to see the amount of the
cash advance remaining when they are
entering their cash advance return.

Business Purpose
This enhancement makes the task of
setting the cash advance return
amount easier for users.

To see this, the user selects and
attaches the cash advance to the report using Details > Cash Advances > Available.
Then, by selecting the Cash Advance Return expense type, the window refreshes to a
grid view that includes the relevant information about each linked cash advance for
the user:
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Note that, if the cash advance is issued in a different currency than the
reimbursement currency, the grid updates to show the equivalent in foreign currency
directly below the reimbursement currency (per the requirements outlined in Error!
Reference source not found.).

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Currency Setting Prevents Inversion of Currency Rate Pairs
A new setting, Allow Inversion of
Business Purpose
Currency Rate Pairs, lets the
administrator decide if, when local
This enhancement provides flexibility
currency rate pairs are loaded for
when working with currency conversion
conversion from “ABC” > “DEF”, the
settings.
system should allow or prevent
inversion of the currency rate pair from
“DEF” > “ABC”. This setting is included in this release to support clients who must
use exact currency pairs without inversion for their exchange rates.
The setting is selected by default, allowing the inversion and maintaining current
behavior; clearing the check box results in the currency pair not being inverted to
derive the other direction and, if Oanda is in use, uses the rate retrieved from this
service instead.

Configuration
A new setting, Allow inversion of currency rate pairs, is added to the Settings tab of
Currency Admin. Select this setting (default) to allow inversion of currency pairs:



Refer to the Expense: Currency Admin Setup Guide for more information.
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Audit Rules: Add or Subtract Days and Months from Date Object
Overview
Business Purpose
With this release, Audit Rules now
includes an enhanced date operator
This enhancement adds flexibility when
comparison option that can help enforce
comparing date fields in audit rules.
date-driven company purchase and/or
travel policies. This means a policy to purchase tickets 30 days prior to travel could
be enforced by configuring a rule that would flag any report that is out of
compliance.

How It Works
A company adds a Date field, in this case Journey Date (renamed Custom9), as a
Required field type to the Entry form alongside Transaction Date, and then builds
their audit rule. In the figure below, the system will subtract 30 days from the
Journey Date value, then determine if the output date falls before or after the
Transaction Date. If after (True), the 30-day rule is broken and the exception is
recorded for the report; if before (False), the policy is followed and no exception is
created:

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature within Audit Rules.



Refer to Expense: Audit Rules Setup Guide for more information.
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Section 3: Expense Pay
The following features are included in this service release.

Bank Information: The Name Field is Now Relabeled
Overview
Business Purpose
With this release, on the Bank
Information page, the Name on Account
The enhancement informs the user to
field is now relabeled to Full Legal Name
use the full legal name of the account
of Account Owner. Now when users fill
owner.
out the Bank Information page, they
must put in the full legal name of the account.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Expanded Support is Now Provided for JP Morgan Chase Visa
Overview
With this release, an additional payment
support for JP Morgan Chase (JPMC)
Visa called TSYS processor has been
added to the existing JPMC Visa
support. Now payments can be made
using either TSYS or EDS processor.
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Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Expense Pay Card Program Support is Expanded
Overview
With this release, support for the
following card program has been added
for the following Expense Pay offerings:

Business Purpose
This enhancement expands the
Expense Pay card program.

Expense Pay EMEA: American Express
International Dollar (also known as the Dollar 45 card). This is a USD card program
issued out of EMEA countries. This card program does support negative payments.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Section 4: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

New Client Admin Release Summary Document
Overview
Business Purpose
Clients can now take advantage of a
new document summarizing Concur's
This enhancement provides a quick
monthly feature set. This new
overview of the key changes, reducing
document, the Client Admin Release
the time it takes to review.
Summary, is an abbreviated list with
short descriptions of each feature. By reviewing this document the client can quickly
determine what features to further investigate. This information has been available
for Expense for some time and has now been expanded to other areas.

Where to Find the Client Admin Release Summary
Clients can find this document in one of two ways:


Using the Expense Admin Help: Clicking Help > Expense Administration
Help opens the help system - use the upper-left link to open the summary
doc:
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(Other administration help modules have similar links.)


Concur Client Central: Log in, then proceed to Resources > Release Docs >
Client Admin Release Summary
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Section 5: Supported Configurations
The following configurations are either supported or no longer supported with this
service release.

Certifications for This Release
Support for Firefox v. 19.0
Support for Firefox version 19.0 under both the Mac OS X and Microsoft Windows
operating systems is certified for this release.

Support for Google Chrome v. 25.0
Support for Google Chrome version 25.0 under both the Mac OS X and Microsoft
Windows operating systems is certified for this release.

Support for Safari 6.0 with Mac OS X 10.8
Support for Safari 6.0 under Mac OS X 10.8 is certified for this release

Upcoming Certifications
Support for Internet Explorer v. 10.0 and Windows 8
Support for Internet Explorer 10.0 under Microsoft Windows version 8.0 will be
included in an upcoming release.

Support for Firefox v. 20.0
Support for Firefox versions 20.0 under both the Mac OS X and Microsoft Windows
operating systems will be included in an upcoming release.

Support for Google Chrome v. 26.0
Support for Google Chrome version 26.0 under both the Mac OS X and Microsoft
Windows operating systems will be included in an upcoming release.
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Legal Notice
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:

Travel & Expense, May 2013

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
 2004 – 2013 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights
reserved.
Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and
product names are the property of their respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
18400 NE Union Hill Road
Redmond, Washington 98052
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Release Notes – May 2013
FOR CONCUR INTERNAL USE ONLY – DO NOT DISTRIBUTE OUTSIDE CONCUR

Finding Additional Product Release Notes
For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers.
For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s):
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Section 1: Resolved Issues - Expense
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

130405001051

Expense / Cost Object Approval
The submitter of a report COA workflow who is also a COA approver
incorrectly has their report auto-approved on submission.

130401000142

Expense / Delegates
A user who is assigned as both expense delegate and travel assistant for an
inactive user encounters a server error when they attempt to choose this
inactive employee from the list to delegate for.

130417001712

Expense / Travel Allowance
When the rate for the location is set in a different currency than the user's
reimbursement amount, only the rate on the TA is used regardless of the
currency.

130418001580

Expense / Cost Object Approval
The Cost Object Exception triggered when the approver is also an approver of
a cost object in the report is no longer firing, allowing the report to be autoapproved.

130418000738

Expense / Travel Allowance
A user is prevented from creating a travel allowance itinerary by the system,
which instead incorrectly generates an error message.
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Section 2: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

New Client Admin Release Summary Document
Overview
Clients can now take advantage of a
new document summarizing Concur's
monthly administrative feature set. This
new document, the Client Admin
Release Summary, is an abbreviated list
with short descriptions of each feature. By
quickly determine what features to further

Business Purpose
This enhancement reduces the time it
takes to review the monthly release
feature set.
reviewing this document the client can
investigate.

Where to Find the Client Admin Release Summary
Clients can find this document in one of two ways:


Using the Expense Admin Help: Clicking Help > Expense Administration
Help opens the help system - use the upper-left link to open the summary
doc:



Concur Client Central: Log in, then proceed to Resources > Release Docs >
Client Admin Release Summary
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Configuration
The will to know and desire for knowledge is required to use this feature.

Release Notes Now Available in Product-Specific Documents
Overview
Business Purpose
With this release the client can now
choose from product-specific release
Administrators can now build the set of
notes, each document or group of
release notes they need for their site
documents matching a specific Concur
without sorting through unnecessary
offering. Now, if one administrator is
material.
tasked with reviewing resolved issues,
they can download a document with only case information in it. The Invoice user can
download either Invoice release notes, or both Invoice and Mobile if that solution
applies to the client site.
How It Works - Concur Client Central
Beginning in April a table will now be displayed when the user logs in to Concur and
proceeds to Release Documentation > Release Notes using the Resources menu.
The design of the table allows the client to use the uppermost row of the table to
quickly identify their Concur product and what notes are applicable to their solutions:
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Each set of release notes include descriptions on the cover detailing what supporting
products can be found within the document. For example, the client who reviews
Expense Pay changes does so by downloading the Expense - Professional/Premium
release notes.
Help System Updates
The Concur administrative Help systems now include links to release notes as well.
When the user opens administrative Help (only), the leftside navigational area now
features the What's New link for the product release notes, plus additional links to
Mobile if that product is applicable to the solutions at the client site.
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With this update the administrator can now avoid logging in to Concur Client Central
to view the release notes for their product(s).
Restrictions
To ensure security and "no see" restrictions, only the administrative Help systems
(Expense Tools; Expense Admin; Invoice Admin, etc.) contain the release note links no End User Help system allows viewing of the notes.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Legal Notice
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:

Travel & Expense, May 2013

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
 2004 – 2013 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights
reserved.
Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and
product names are the property of their respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
18400 NE Union Hill Road
Redmond, Washington 98052
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Release Notes – June 2013
Finding Additional Product Release Notes
For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers.
For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s):
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Section 1: Coming Soon and Change Alerts
The following is a preview of features that will be available in an upcoming release.

Ability to Opt Out of Automatic Concur Update of Locations
A new check box that prevents Concur from automatically updating the client’s list of
Locations is now available to the Locations administrator. Use this check box to allow
or disallow Concur from automatically updating locations at your company.
Explanation of Behavior
The new check box, Allow automatic updates to locations, is available on the
new Locations Settings tab. It is selected (enabled) by default, meaning that Concur
location maintenance updates will be automatically applied to your company’s list of
Locations.

By clearing (disabling) the check box, location updates offered by Concur will not be
accepted by your company. A confirmation message explaining this appears when
you disable the setting.

!

Once disabled, it will be the responsibility of the client to maintain their list of
locations. Further, Concur cannot retroactively identify and update location data
for a client during the disablement period should the client elect to re-enable the
setting: only changes going forward from the date the setting is reactivated will
be delivered by Concur.

NOTE: NO CHANGES have yet been applied for Locations maintenance – this
provides an opt-out setting for a future function that will otherwise be turned
on by default based on client feedback at Fusion 2013.
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Coming Soon: Concur App Center
Overview
The Concur App Center is a new
tab in Concur that allows users
to discover and enable
applications that partners and
Concur have developed to work
with Concur products.

Concur Release Notes
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The applications use Concur’s Platform to add value to Concur products by providing
integration and additional management tools. The App Center has two tabs:


Apps for Me: This tab contains applications that an end user can activate to
authorize a secure exchange of data. TripIt is an example of this type of app.
The end user can connect their Concur account to their TripIt account to
enable trips booked in Concur to automatically flow into their TripIt account.
If they do not have a TripIt account, they can learn more about the
application and visit the TripIt website or the app store on their mobile
device to create an account. Purchase and downloading of apps does not
take place in the App Center. Additional examples include Concur Mobile and
various forms of e-receipts. Open Booking users will soon be able to connect
their Concur accounts with various travel suppliers via the App Center,
enabling itineraries booked on the supplier’s website to flow into Concur.



Apps for My Business: This tab contains applications which serve a variety
of business functions. The apps need to be authorized by a Concur
Administrator as they interact with data at a company-wide level or for
multiple users. Example business apps include:


Integrations from VAT reclaim partners who extract expense data from
Concur in order to calculate and process your company’s VAT reclaim on
eligible expenses.



The Concur Connector for Salesforce which integrates contacts and
opportunity data between Concur and Salesforce.com.

The App Center is not a store- the users and administrators can use it to learn about
the applications and begin the procurement process. Once the user or administrator
selects the app listing, they view the Details page:
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User applications, like TripIt, provide a Connect button that the user can click to
connect their Concur account with their account at the partner’s site.
The partners that create applications go through a certification process with Concur.
Concur creates the App Center listing, which must be reviewed and approved by the
partner and Concur before the listing can be active.
The App Center is also available on the concur.com website:
Concur Release Notes
June 2013
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Tentative Release Schedule
The App Center on concur.com is available now: https://www.concur.com/appcenter
The in-product App Center will be made available on the following schedule. This
release schedule is tentative and may change.
July 2013 Release: Standard US, UK and Australian Users
August 2013 Release: Professional US, UK and Australian Users
October 2013 Release: All other users, with localized listings
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Section 2: Expense
The following features are included in this service release.

Use Reason Codes When Returning a Report to the Owner
Whenever a processor returns a report
to the report owner they can now select
from a list of reason codes that explain
why the report is being returned. When
doing this the processor may select one
or more reasons for the return.

Business Purpose
This enhancement adds tracking of
why a report is being returned to the
owner for reporting purposes.

This information then provides the
company with structured tracking of the reasons that reports are sent back, so that
statistical analysis can point out areas for additional employee training or reexamination of the business policy rules.

How It Works
To use the Reason Codes feature the administrator first creates the codes in Expense
Admin. These codes are then made available to the processor when they send the
report back to the report owner, and a selection is mandatory when a report is
returned by the processor. In the figure below, a reason code is shown in the Send
Back Report dialog box – you may add as many codes are you need at your
company.
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What the Processor Sees
When the processor clicks Send Back to Employee, the Send Back Report dialog
box appears, with all selections created by the administrator listed for the processor
to choose from. The processor selects the correct code or codes, and then clicks OK
to return the report to its original owner. When this field is displayed, the processor
must make at least one selection from the list of available choices.

The descriptive code name is used for selection and retained by the system in the
audit trail.

Configuration
To configure the feature, the Expense Configuration administrator opens the
Workflows tool (Administration > Expense Admin > Workflows) and clicks the new
Reason Category and Codes tab.

 To add a reason category and code:
1. In the Reason Category and Codes tab, click New.
2. In the new row that is added, select the category (the category is a

predefined list of reasons that will be used for company reporting - it will also
be used by Concur for “big data” analysis of general trends).
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3. Under Reason Code, type a representative name, such as Missing Receipt,

that the processor can easily recognize and select for the report send back
action.

4. Click Save.



Refer to Expense: Workflows Setup Guide for more information.

Move an Expense From One Unsubmitted Report to Another Report
Overview
A user can now move an expense from
one expense report to another expense
report. This removes the expense, and
all child entries, from one report and
adds it in its entirety to its new report.

Business Purpose
This enhancement saves time by
allowing quick correction for expenses
tied to the wrong expense report.

This feature is useful whenever an expense is added to a report in error and then
must be moved to the correct report.
How It Works
When the user decides to move an expense entry, they first select it, then click the
new Move button:
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This displays a list of options where the user can select to move the expense to a
new report or an existing report from a list of unsubmitted reports as shown in the
figure below:

Once the the user clicks on their choice the transfer begins. A confirmation message
appears confirming the move.

Restrictions
Note that this feature is available only for unsubmitted reports. It is not available for
Statement reports, where the expenses for the entire statement period are on a
single report.


If the selected report is under a different policy

Concur Release Notes
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Fields not present on the new form are cleared

o

Fields on the new form but not the old will be populated using any
copy down or default values applicable to the new form

o

Missing required fields will be marked as such
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o

If the new policy has a different allocation form, an exception is
created on the expense alerting the user to the need to review and
adjust allocations

o

If the new policy has restricted attendees on the expense type and
some attendees use that attendee type, the unallowed attendees are
deleted and an exception is created explaining that to the user

o

If the new policy does not allow the expense type, an exception is
created that will alert the user to change the expense type



If the expense is linked to a Request and the new report is not linked to the
same request, the link within the expense is removed



Also note that, while child entries are moved with the parent expense, no
individual child entry can be moved independently to a different report.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Workflow: Enhancements for This Release
The following enhancements are included in this release for the Workflow feature.

Configurable Email Notification for Send Email Rule Action
The administrator can now draw on
additional email notification
functionality when using the Send Email
option to alert an approver about a
workflow step action taken on a report.
These new options are available to the
workflow administrator when configuring a

Business Purpose
This enhancement adds flexibility to
step rule email notifications.
step rule by clicking Rule Actions > New.

The following options are available to the administrator:


Select an Approver: Send the mail to an individual by either typing in the
recipient’s email address, or by selecting the Default Approver check box to
direct the email to the default approver for the employee
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Customize the Email Notification: Choose what email subject and body
text to send by either choosing any available templates, or by creating a
custom message with static text by typing your text in the Email Subject and
Message text boxes.

These options are available to the administrator when they set the rule action
response to Send Email whenever the associated workflow step rule is True.

CONFIGURATION
Most clients will need to submit a change request to Concur Support to make
changes to their workflow rules and actions. Before submitting a change request,
please configure any required email notifications needed for new emails.



Refer to Expense: Workflow General Information Setup Guide for more
information.

Workflow: Email the Approver When Their Approval Step Expires
The approver can now optionally be
sent an email notification when an
approval workflow step has expired for
the report they are responsible for
approving.

Business Purpose
This enhancement adds additional
email notification options for an
overdue approver.

This is done by selecting an email
notification template from a new field, Expiration Email to Approver, when
working with the Workflows tool (Administration > Expense Admin > Workflows).
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The following choices are available when alerting the approver:


None: (Default behavior) Send no notification to the approver



Default Expense Report Pending Notification: Alert the approver by
sending the standard email notification that the report they are responsible
for approving is pending notification



Default Expense Report Status Change Notification: Alert the approver
by sending the standard email notification that the status of the report or
cash advance has changed



Any other configured email notification: Additional email notification
formats may be configured under Workflow – Email Notifications

COPYING AND CREATING CUSTOMIZED WORKFLOW EMAIL NOTIFICATIONS
The workflow administrator can decide to use options on the Email Notifications
tab to copy and then create customized workflow emails for the approver.

Known Issue – Please Read
Email notifications are not sent for Cost Object Approval or Budget workflows. A fix
for this will be included in an upcoming release.
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CONFIGURATION
Most clients will need to submit a change request to Concur Support to make
changes to their workflow rules and actions. Before submitting a change request,
please configure any required email notifications needed for new emails.



Refer to Expense: Workflow General Information Setup Guide for more
information.

Attendees: Enhancements for This Release
The following enhancements are included in this release for the Attendees feature.

Automatically Select Single Search Result
With this release, if a search of
attendees returns only a single record,
that record is automatically selected for
addition to the expense. The user only
needs to click Add to Expense to add
this attendee to their report.

Business Purpose
This enhancement speeds attendee
entry and anticipates the user’s
actions.

The purpose of this update is to simply
complete the selection action that the user would perform in order to speed the work
and anticipate the user’s needs.

CONFIGURATION
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Attendee Admin May Now Work With all Active Attendees
With this release access is extended to
now allow the Attendee admin to work
with all active attendee types.

Business Purpose

This enhancement makes all attendee
types available to the Attendee Admin.
Prior to this fix, attendees types
configured so that they could not be
added to a report manually were hidden from the Attendee admin role. Now, these
types are available alongside all other active attendee types.

CONFIGURATION
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.



Refer to Expense: Attendees Setup Guide for more information.
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Set Rental Car Pickup Location Based on Transaction Card Detail
With this release, if the card transaction
associated with a car rental includes the
detail of the rental pickup location, that
location is automatically used for the
report’s expense entry.

Business Purpose
This enhancement increases accuracy
and saves time when populating the
car rental location value.

This feature enhances location
identification when the additional details of pickup identifying both country and city
are included in the card transaction. Otherwise, Expense will continue to use the
default merchant location found on the car rental transaction type when populating
an expense entry for a car rental location value.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Cash Advance: Display Cash Advance Balance Information Within
Currency Gain/Loss Expense Type
A table showing the remaining amount
of a cash advance assigned to a report
is now displayed when the Currency
Gain/Loss expense type is added to the
expense report. This table shows the
report creator exactly how much
remains of the CA balance in real-time
to aid the user in creating the expense:

Business Purpose
This enhancement adds clarity when
working with cash advances in a
report.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.



Refer to Expense: Cash Advance Setup Guide for more information.
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Tax Admin: Warning That Overwrite Tax Group is Disabled
A warning message is now displayed
under circumstances where the tax
administrator adds an expense type to
a Tax Group, and that group is not
selected for overwriting by the selection
of the Overwrite Group check box.

Business Purpose
This enhancement alerts the admin to
possible unintended consequences
when changing tax groups.

The message only appears if the
overwrite option is not selected and explains that, by adding an expense type to the
group they are updating, they will now retire the group and create a new group with
the indicated new effective date. The message is shown in the figure below:

ACTIONS THE TAX ADMINISTRATOR CAN TAKE
The administrator can proceed by allowing the action of creating a new group based
on the effective date (typically the same day). Doing this assumes all expenses going
forward from the effective date will use the new tax group. The newly-added
expense types will only be used in tax calculations from the new effective date. This
option is typically used when the tax rules have changed.
The admin may also elect to cancel out of the message, adjust the value for Effective
Date, and thereby include or exclude expenses based on the new effective dates.
Finally, the admin may cancel and select the Overwrite Group check box to add the
new expense type with the existing effective date of the tax group. This edit of the
existing tax group to include additional expense types with the original effective date
is typically used when the company is adding or removing expense types without a
regulatory tax rule change.
As reference, the Overwrite Group check box that displays in Step 2 when adding
expense types to the tax group is shown in the figure below:
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Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.



Refer to Expense: Value Added Tax (VAT) / Tax Administration Setup Guide
for more information.

Audit Rules: Cash Advance Balance (Excluding System) Condition Field
A new condition field, Cash Advance
Balance (Excluding System), is included
in this release. This condition works
with the Employee object, and is used
to build a rule that excludes any
balance included by the Balance Due
Management feature when analyzing
the rule.

Business Purpose
This enhancement lets a client use the
Balance Due Management feature with
greater audit rule accuracy.

This is useful whenever a client wants to use both the Balance Carry Forward feature
and regular cash advances. at their site. The new field allows for accurate audit rules
based on the intent of the business need.


Cash Advance Balance (Excluding System) represents the outstanding
balance of cash advances that the user may assign to a report. This field is
recommended for use in writing rules aimed at guiding or controlling user
behavior to appropriately attach cash advances to reports.



Cash Advance Balance represents the entire balance of cash advances
outstanding for the user, including amounts managed by the Balance Due
Management tracking feature. For clients not using the balance due tracking,
this can be used generally for referring to the balance of outstanding cash
advances. For a client that does use balance due tracking, this may cause
audit rules to fire erroneously for outstanding system-managed cash advance
amounts that the user cannot control.

The new rule is shown in the figure below:
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Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.



Refer to Expense: Audit Rules Setup Guide for more information.

Australia FBT: Attendee Status Field for use with Employee Attendees
The Australian Fringe Benefits Tracking
(FBT) regulations treat employee
expenses differently based on whether
the employee’s status is either
Traveling or Not Traveling for the
expense. This new addition to the FBT
functionality makes this need
compatible with the Employee as Attendee

Business Purpose
This enhancement extends the FBT
handling for Australia to allow use of
the Employees as Attendees feature.
feature released in January.

What the User Sees
Replacing the selection of the employee attendee under different attendee types
based on travel status, the user may now select from a single attendee type and
then indicate the status of the employee on the attendee table. Note that the Status
field is a required field for the Employee (SYSEMP) attendee type when it is included
on the entry table as shown in the figure below:

Configuration

!

No action is required by companies currently tracking FBT, as all functionality will
remain as-is unless the company requests that their configuration be altered.

To take advantage of this new feature, three areas of configuration need to be
modified:


Step 1: Modify the FBT configuration to make use of the new Status field in
place of the former two attendee types for employees



Step 2: Modify the Attendee Detail View form to include the new Status field
for groups requiring FBT tracking



Step 3: Enable the Employee as Attendee feature
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Refer to the January 2013 Concur Expense Professional / Premium
Release Notes for information about enabling the Employee as
Attendee feature.

STEP 1: FBT CONFIGURATION
The FBT configuration must be altered to use the new Attendee Status field and the
Employee (SYSEMP) attendee type. For clients modifying an existing configuration
this would replace the current use of two attendee types representing employees in
Traveling and Not Traveling status.

STEP 2: ATTENDEE DETAIL VIEW FORM
In this step the Status field/column is added to the Attendee Detail Form using the
Forms and Fields tool.

 To add the Status field to the form:
1. As the Expense Configuration administrator, click Administration > Expense

Admin > Forms and Fields.
2. Select Attendee Detail View under Form Type, then click the Fields tab.
3. Configure the Status field as needed, such as the user’s access rights, then

click Save.
4. Click the Forms tab and expand the form under Form Name.
5. Click Add Fields and select the Status field, then click Add Fields.
6. The Status field will now appear when opening the Attendee Details form for

those expense types requiring attendees.
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STEP 3: EMPLOYEE AS ATTENDEE
Refer to the January 2013 Concur Expense Professional / Premium Release Notes for
information about enabling the Employee as Attendee feature.
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Section 3: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

New Client Admin Release Summary Document
Overview
Business Purpose
Clients can now take advantage of a
new document summarizing Concur's
This enhancement provides a quick
monthly feature set. This new
overview of the key changes, reducing
document, the Client Admin Release
the time it takes to review.
Summary, is an abbreviated list with
short descriptions of each feature. By reviewing this document the client can quickly
determine what features to further investigate. This information has been available
for Expense for some time and has now been expanded to other areas.

Where to Find the Client Admin Release Summary
Clients can find this document in one of two ways:


Using the Expense Admin Help: Clicking Help > Expense Administration
Help opens the help system - use the upper-left link to open the summary
doc:
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(Other administration help modules have similar links.)


Concur Client Central: Log in, then proceed to Resources > Release Docs >
Client Admin Release Summary
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Section 4: Supported Configurations
The following configurations are either supported or no longer supported with this
service release.

Certifications for This Release
Support for Firefox v. 19.0
Support for Firefox version 19.0 under both the Mac OS X and Microsoft Windows
operating systems is certified for this release.

Support for Google Chrome v. 25.0
Support for Google Chrome version 25.0 under both the Mac OS X and Microsoft
Windows operating systems is certified for this release.

Support for Safari 6.0 with Mac OS X 10.8
Support for Safari 6.0 under Mac OS X 10.8 is certified for this release

Upcoming Certifications
Support for Internet Explorer v. 10.0 and Windows 8
Support for Internet Explorer 10.0 under Microsoft Windows version 8.0 will be
included in an upcoming release.

Support for Firefox v. 20.0
Support for Firefox versions 20.0 under both the Mac OS X and Microsoft Windows
operating systems will be included in an upcoming release.

Support for Google Chrome v. 26.0
Support for Google Chrome version 26.0 under both the Mac OS X and Microsoft
Windows operating systems will be included in an upcoming release.
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Legal Notice
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:

Travel & Expense, June 2013

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
 2004 – 2013 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights
reserved.
Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and
product names are the property of their respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
18400 NE Union Hill Road
Redmond, Washington 98052
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Release Notes – June 2013
FOR CONCUR INTERNAL USE ONLY – DO NOT DISTRIBUTE OUTSIDE CONCUR

Finding Additional Product Release Notes
For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers.
For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s):
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Section 1: Resolved Issues - Expense
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

130322000983

Expense / Audit Rules
Audit rules with the "Has Mileage Calculator" condition do not fire correctly for
copied expenses.

121211000691
130313000104

Expense / Tax Form
If the processor/approver has an employee-related configuration that is not
set to 'only calculate domestic', then the Tax form does not show for the
processor/approver.
This is incorrect behavior since the employee-related configuration for the
user should drive the visibility of the dynamic Tax field.

130321000076

Expense / Itemizations
The Requested Amount value is not updated when system adjusts it for
avoiding rounding differences at itemized levels.

130429001066

Expense / Reimbursement Methods
When migrating a client from Standard to the Professional product, the list of
reimbursement methods does not show when you create a new user or update
an existing user.

130329001366

Expense / Approver
Report does not load properly when opening a report to be approved. Nothing
is displayed except a blue background.

130415000548

Expense / User Interface
A French user under the French (France) locale is seeing the month and days
(MM/DD) transpose when adding entries to their expense report.
The date format is DD/MM/YYYY. The system read these entries as
MM/DD/YYYY.

130514002216

Expense / Attendees
If an attendee type is configured to not allow employees to manually add
attendees, then that Attendee Type is not available within the Attendee
Administrator tool.

130513001478

Expense / Expense Report
After creating a hotel/lodging entry, the user is not navigated to the ‘Nightly
Lodging Expenses’ tab under the Group option, Allow CA Exchange Rate
Override Entry.

130423000032

Expense / Test User
A Test card account type is incorrectly assigned to a user who is not a Test
user type.

130429000082
130513001331

Expense /
When the user re-saves an expense entry the system is incorrectly reevaluating the exchange rate and displaying a message “The exchange rate
has been overwritten by the cash advance exchange rate”.
This message should only appear if the exchange rate of the current entry
changes.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

130527000496

Expense / Japan Public Transportation
The URAWA station does not have the SHONAN-SHINJUKU line as an available
line required to add the station to the Commuter Pass Route registration.

130515001229

Expense / Email Notification Job
The Email Notification job is failing.
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Section 2: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

New Client Admin Release Summary Document
Overview
Clients can now take advantage of a
new document summarizing Concur's
monthly administrative feature set. This
new document, the Client Admin
Release Summary, is an abbreviated list
with short descriptions of each feature. By
quickly determine what features to further

Business Purpose
This enhancement reduces the time it
takes to review the monthly release
feature set.
reviewing this document the client can
investigate.

Where to Find the Client Admin Release Summary
Clients can find this document in one of two ways:


Using the Expense Admin Help: Clicking Help > Expense Administration
Help opens the help system - use the upper-left link to open the summary
doc:



Concur Client Central: Log in, then proceed to Resources > Release Docs >
Client Admin Release Summary
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Configuration
The will to know and desire for knowledge is required to use this feature.

Release Notes Now Available in Product-Specific Documents
Overview
Business Purpose
With this release the client can now
choose from product-specific release
Administrators can now build the set of
notes, each document or group of
release notes they need for their site
documents matching a specific Concur
without sorting through unnecessary
offering. Now, if one administrator is
material.
tasked with reviewing resolved issues,
they can download a document with only case information in it. The Invoice user can
download either Invoice release notes, or both Invoice and Mobile if that solution
applies to the client site.
How It Works - Concur Client Central
Beginning in April a table will now be displayed when the user logs in to Concur and
proceeds to Release Documentation > Release Notes using the Resources menu.
The design of the table allows the client to use the uppermost row of the table to
quickly identify their Concur product and what notes are applicable to their solutions:
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Each set of release notes include descriptions on the cover detailing what supporting
products can be found within the document. For example, the client who reviews
Expense Pay changes does so by downloading the Expense - Professional/Premium
release notes.
Help System Updates
The Concur administrative Help systems now include links to release notes as well.
When the user opens administrative Help (only), the leftside navigational area now
features the What's New link for the product release notes, plus additional links to
Mobile if that product is applicable to the solutions at the client site.
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With this update the administrator can now avoid logging in to Concur Client Central
to view the release notes for their product(s).
Restrictions
To ensure security and "no see" restrictions, only the administrative Help systems
(Expense Tools; Expense Admin; Invoice Admin, etc.) contain the release note links no End User Help system allows viewing of the notes.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Legal Notice
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:

Travel & Expense, June 2013

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
 2004 – 2013 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights
reserved.
Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and
product names are the property of their respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
18400 NE Union Hill Road
Redmond, Washington 98052
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Release Notes – July 2013
Finding Additional Product Release Notes
For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers.
For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s):
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Section 1: Coming Soon and Change Alerts
The following is a preview of features that will be available in an upcoming release.

Concur Update of Locations – Tentative Target of August
Concur will update the United Nations LOCODE list for the Locations module,
meaning each client will see the updated codes. This is scheduled for the August
service release (SU94) at this time.

Important! - Update Site Settings to Prevent Updates!
You must take action if you want to prevent the update of locations for your
company!
A check box that prevents Concur from automatically updating the client’s list of
Locations is available to the Locations administrator. Use this check box to prevent
Concur from automatically updating locations at your company.
Explanation of Behavior
The new check box, Allow automatic updates to locations, is available on the
new Locations Settings tab. It is selected (enabled) by default, meaning that Concur
location maintenance updates will be automatically applied to your company’s list of
Locations.

By clearing (disabling) the check box, location updates offered by Concur will not be
accepted by your company. A confirmation message explaining this appears when
you disable the setting.
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!

Once disabled, it will be the responsibility of the client to maintain their list of
locations. Further, Concur cannot retroactively identify and update location data
for a client during the disablement period should the client elect to re-enable the
setting: only changes going forward from the date the setting is reactivated will
be delivered by Concur.

Concur App Center Coming Soon
Overview
The Concur App Center is a new
tab in Concur that allows users
to discover and enable
applications that partners and
Concur have developed to work
with Concur products.

Concur Release Notes
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Concur.
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The applications use Concur’s Platform to add value to Concur products by providing
integration and additional management tools. The App Center has two tabs:


Apps for me: This tab contains applications that an end user can activate to
authorize a secure exchange of data. TripIt is an example of this type of app.
The end user can connect their Concur account to their TripIt account to
enable trips booked in Concur to automatically flow into their TripIt account.
If they do not have a TripIt account, they can learn more about the
application and visit the TripIt website or the app store on their mobile
device to create an account. Purchase and downloading of apps does not
take place in the App Center. Additional examples include Concur Mobile and
various forms of e-receipts. Open Booking users will soon be able to connect
their Concur accounts with various travel suppliers via the App Center,
enabling itineraries booked on the supplier’s website to flow into Concur.



Apps for my business: This tab contains applications which serve a variety
of business functions. The apps need to be authorized by a Concur
Administrator as they interact with data at a company-wide level or for
multiple users. Example business apps include:


Integrations from VAT reclaim partners who extract expense data from
Concur in order to calculate and process your company’s VAT reclaim on
eligible expenses.



The Concur Connector for Salesforce which integrates contacts and
opportunity data between Concur and Salesforce.com.

The App Center is not a store- the users and administrators can use it to learn about
the applications and begin the procurement process. Once the user or administrator
selects the app listing, they view the Details page:
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User applications, like TripIt, provide a Connect button that the user can click to
connect their Concur account with their account at the partner’s site. Company
applications provide a button to Inquire, which is the recommended method for
engaging with a partner to evaluate and procure their application.
The partners that create applications go through a certification process with Concur.
Concur creates the App Center listing, which must be reviewed and approved by the
partner and Concur before the listing can be active.
Concur Release Notes
July 2013
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The App Center is also available on the concur.com/appcenter website:

Tentative Release Schedule
The App Center on concur.com is available now: https://www.concur.com/appcenter
The in-product App Center will be made available on the following schedule. This
release schedule is tentative and may change.
July 2013 Release: Clients using Standard Travel and/or Expense with users in the
US, UK and Australian only.
August 2013 Release: Clients using Professional Travel and/or Expense with users
in the US, UK and Australian only.
October 2013 Release: All other clients.
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Section 2: Expense
The following features are included in this service release.

New Fields for Attendees
Attendee Fields
For this release several new fields are
added to the attendee record as
optional fields.

Business Purpose
This enhancement opens up additional
attendee fields.

Standard attendee fields added in this
release are:


Attendee Middle Initial



Attendee Suffix

Additional Custom field types are also added to better support final “Sunshine”
requirements for the Healthcare field. These fields are added as Custom field types,
and are available for addition to the HCP form used by healthcare companies.
Please follow this guideline (see italics) in use of these fields for HCP data:


Custom 21 (Taxonomy)



Custom 22 (Tax ID)



Custom 23 (Covered Recipient ID)



Custom 24



Custom 25

For new clients (model databases), the Default HCP Attendee form has been
modified to include the Middle Initial, Suffix, Taxonomy (Custom 21), Tax ID
(Custom 22) and Covered Recipient ID (Custom 23) fields.

Configuration
No changes are made automatically to your existing attendee configuration. This
allows each company to continue exactly as before with no impact, and to coordinate
with any data partners such as HCP data providers or internal systems prior to
making any changes.
Clients will need to add the new fields they want directly to the individual Attendee
forms (unless they are new clients). Contact Concur Support with a service request
to perform this task if it cannot be performed at the company site.
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Attendee Import
The attendee import is now modified to support the new fields. A new import
definition is used, so all clients may continue to use their current definition (Version
1) with no impact. Clients may request a move to the new definition (Version 2) to
take advantage of the new fields after coordination with any client-side systems used
to create the Attendee import file.
Personal (Excel) Attendee Import
These fields are also resident in the personal Excel-based import that can be
performed when working with attendees in a expense report.
NOTE: The template Excel file for personal attendee import will require update once
new fields have been added to the attendee forms.

Attendee Extract
The attendee extract has been modified to add more fields to the output. This uses
a new file definition, so all clients may continue to use their current definition with no
impact. Clients may request a move to the new definition (version 2) to take
advantage of the new fields after coordination with any systems using this output
file.
The new fields are added to the end of the extract with the following details:
Entry Attendee Detail Data
Col
#

Source
(table.column)

Description/Format
/Source

Max
Length

159

CT_ATTENDEE.MI

Middle Initial

Attendee middle initial

1

160

CT_ATTENDEE.SUFFI
X

Suffix

Attendee suffix

32

161

CT_REPORT_ENTRY.
CTRY_CODE

Expense Location
Country Code

2 character codes based on
ISO 3166

2

162

CT_REPORT_ENTRY.
CTRY_SUB_CODE

Expense Location
State/Province
Abbreviation

Abbreviation based on ISO
3166

6

163

CT_LOCATION_NAME
.NAME

Expense Location
City Name

Expense location city name

64

164

CT_ATTENDEE.CUST
OM21

Attendee Custom 21

Taxonomy (on HCP
Attendee form)

48

165

CT_ATTENDEE.CUST
OM22

Attendee Custom 22

Tax ID (on HCP Attendee
form)

48

166

CT_ATTENDEE.CUST
OM23

Attendee Custom 23

Covered Recipient ID (on
HCP Attendee form)

48
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Col
#

Source
(table.column)

Field Name

Description/Format
/Source

Max
Length

167

CT_ATTENDEE.CUST
OM24

Attendee Custom 24

48

168

CT_ATTENDEE.CUST
OM25

Attendee Custom 25

48

Future Use Section
Col
#
169
220



Source
(table.column)
n/a

Field Name
Future Use

Description/Format
/Source

Max
Length

Extra columns for future
additions to the file

48

Refer to the following new version 2 chapters in the Expense – Import and
Extract Specifications manual for more information:





Chapter 7: Attendee Import (V2)



Chapter 10: Attendee Detail Extract (V2)

Refer to Expense: Attendees Setup Guide for more information.

Approval Link in Email Notification Brings Approver Directly to Report
An Approver who receives an email
Business Purpose
notification that a report is ready for
their approval will see the Link to
This enhancement speeds approver
Approve Report link that lets them go
access to an expense report pending
directly to the report. Prior to this
their approval.
release, that link typically took the
approver to the login page. The direct
link was only available to clients based on a specific system configuration not always
resident in the client entity.
With this release the link will now act in one of two ways when clicked by the
approver, depending on whether the client is using SSO (Single Sign-On):


SSO Enabled: The approver is logged in and the report is displayed for their
approval. If the approver is not logged into SSO (authenticated), then the
user will be taken to the login page.



No SSO: The approver is brought to the login screen where, after logging in,
the report is displayed for their approval

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature; all links to Concur
provided within the approval notification email to the approver will now have this
type of link in place of the general link to the Concur system.
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Training: New Training Material Now Available
Overview
Two new training simulations are added
to those available for use in the
Training link available on the Help
menu for Concur products.

Business Purpose
This enhancement adds to the Training
library of materials.

These simulations include:


Expense Report: Creating a Company-Billed Statement Report



Travel: Working With Concur Open Booking

Configuration
These modules are not turned on by default. If you would like to display these for
your users, please activate them under Administration > Expense Admin > Training
Administration.



Refer to Shared: Training Administration Setup Guide for more information.

Travel Allowance: Allow the Import of Separate Allowance Rates
Overview
Business Purpose
With this release the travel allowance
administrator can now load allowance
This enhancement provides flexibility
rates separately for their different
when importing allowance rates.
Company and Government rate
requirements. This is done using two
separate import files, one for Company, one for Government.
Prior to this change a single file was employed with a combination of rates. Now, the
administrator can import two separate files for this purpose, instead of combining
these two rate types within a single file.

Configuration



No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Support for CBCP Payment Type Under Yodlee Card Transactions
A user can now select a Company
Billed/Company Paid (CBCP) payment
type when working with their registered
Yodlee credit card transaction.
Previously Yodlee was only available
for cash and Individual Billed/Company
Paid (IBCP) payment types.

Business Purpose
This enhancement adds the CBCP
payment type for Yodlee transactions.

Configuration
The Allow user to register Yodlee credit cards under Administration > Expense Admin
> Group Configurations must be enabled.

Additionally, the CBCP payment type must be active, and not deleted.
NOTE: The option to make the payment type available only to imported card
transactions should NOT be checked for a CBCP payment type that will be
used for Yodlee. This option is intended for transactions that are managed via
a company data feed from the card provider.

Quick Entry of Mileage Expenses
Overview
With this release, when the user clicks
the Quick Expenses tab, the user can
now enter their mileage journeys in the
same Excel-like format as expenses.
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What the User Sees
The user may enter expenses individually or via the quick expenses feature. Once
the feature is enabled, the user creates the report and then clicks Quick Expenses
to enter their mileage-based expense entries:

When the user opens the Quick Expenses window; the user then clicks the Mileage
Expenses tab:

The user first chooses a vehicle using the Vehicle ID list. The window then refreshes
to show all of the required fields and, by clicking the Details button, other optional
fields they want to include.

Options in the Mileage Expense tab lets the user work with Google Maps by
selecting the map icon (
) They may also use the Journey Actions list to add,
copy, and delete the journey row they are working with. For example, if they select
Add a return journey, a new row is created directly below, with a reversal of the
travel points to document the return journey.
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Additional Information
As with other types of expenses entered in the Quick Expenses area, the result is
individual mileage expenses for each journey row.

Configuration
The Mileage Expenses feature is not turned on by default; client must activate this
to enable the functionality. The following discusses how to activate the Mileage
Expenses tab.

 To activate the Mileage Expenses:
1. From My Concur, select Expense Admin > Site Settings. The Site

Settings dialog box displays.
2. Select the Mileage Grid setting shown below and click Save.

NOTE: The Quick Expenses grid must also be activated in order to enable the
Mileage grid within that feature.

UK VAT Reclamation for Mileage Expenses
Overview
With this release, Expense can
accurately track the reclaimable portion
of VAT for mileage journeys according
to the needs of the UK tax authority.
This feature may be used for other
countries with similar needs.
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The user records mileage expenses and fuel purchases on the same expense report
to allow tracking of the reclaimable VAT justified by both VAT paid on fuel purchases
and mileage claims.

What the User Sees
The user may enter mileage and fuel receipt expenses individually or via the quick
expenses feature. This description is based on use of the Quick Expenses option as
the one most likely to be used.
The user creates the report and then clicks Quick Expenses to enter their mileagebased expense entries and fuel purchases:

This opens the Quick Expenses window; the user then clicks the Mileage
Expenses tab:

As noted for the general Mileage Expenses part of the Quick Expenses option, the
user first chooses a vehicle using the Vehicle ID list. The window refreshes to
expose the required fields and, by clicking the Details button, other optional data
they want to include.
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At the bottom of the screen, the Receipt Details panel displays; this allows the user
to easily enter multiple fuel receipts, which will be created as expenses under the
Fuel for Mileage expense type. The user may also attach receipts for the fuel
purchases from this grid.
NOTE: The user must enter Fuel for Mileage expenses even if the company does not
reimburse the expense, as this is mandatory justification for the VAT
reclaimed for the mileage entries per the UK’s HMRC.

What the User Sees on the Individual Expense
The Tax Amount field shows the maximum potentially reclaimable amount of tax
allowed for the journey. This is compared to tax paid on Fuel for Mileage receipts on
the same report. The Reclaim Amount is adjusted up to the available and unused
amount of tax paid that has not yet been used on other mileage expenses.

Additional Information
As with other types of expenses, the fuel receipt rows become individual expenses
when the user saves the information.


If there are multiple expense types configured to represent fuel for mileage,
the user must select the appropriate expense type from the list above the
table grid



The Send Back Expense field should not be used on a Fuel for Mileage
expense, as separating the expense from the corresponding mileage
expenses will remove that amount of VAT from the available total for
reclamation. Because of this, it is recommended that the Send Back
Expense field should not be enabled for the Fuel for Mileage expense type
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Configuration
The following discusses how to activate both the Receipt Details pane and the
Reclaim calculation.

UK COMPLIANCE GUARANTEE CLIENTS
This feature is automatically on for Compliance clients; no further action is required.

ALL OTHER CLIENTS


Quick Expenses site setting must be turned on



Mileage Expenses site setting must be turned on



An expense type that uses the Spend Category Fuel for Mileage must be
created



A tax authority must be set up



A tax group for mileage must be set up

Most clients will need to submit a change request to Concur support in order to
configure this feature.

ACTIVATING THE MILEAGE EXPENSE PANE
Please refer to the section titled Quick Entry of Mileage Expenses in this document.

ACTIVATING THE RECEIPT DETAILS PANE
In addition to activating the Mileage Expense pane, an expense type assigned to
the Fuel for Mileage spend category must exist to activate the Receipt Details
pane. This may be done via creation of a new expense type or modification of the
spend category for an existing one.
Most clients will require a change request to Concur support to add or modify an
expense type.

 To activate the Receipt Details pane of the Mileage Expenses:
1. Select Administration > Expense Admin > Expense Types.
2. Click New, enter a desired expense type, and select the Fuel for Mileage

spend category.
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3. Fill in the rest of the steps as necessary.



Refer to Expense: Expense Types Setup Guide for more information on
creating expense types.

After this expense type is created and is active for the user’s policy, the
Receipt Details pane now displays on the Mileage Expenses user interface.

TAX CONFIGURATION
A Tax Authority must be modified to add a new tax rate type and tax group for use
with the Fuel for Mileage and mileage expense types. Depending on the country
requirements, there may be a need for separate groups for Personal and Company
mileage expenses. The following documents a typical configuration for the United
Kingdom and assumes that the Tax Authority already exists.
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Most clients will require a change request to Concur support to add or modify an
expense type.

TAX RATE TYPE
A new Tax Rate Type must be added to the tax authority.

 To add a new Tax Rate Type:
4. Select Administration > Tax Administration > Tax Authorities.
5. Select the desired tax authority (United Kingdom) and click Modify.
6. Go to the second step and select New. Name the new tax rate and set the

calculation method to Complex Distance.

7. Click Save to save the new tax rate type.

Repeat steps 3 and 4 as needed for additional rate types.
8. From the action buttons on the bottom-right of the pane, click Next.
9. On the Tax Rates step, click New. Fill in the needed rate information

according to the country needs.
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10. Click Save to save the new tax rate configuration.

Repeat steps 6 and 7 as needed for additional rate types.

TAX & RECLAIM GROUP
A new Tax & Reclaim Group must be created for the mileage expense types.
This shows the admin how to set up the tax group and reclaim conditions in order to
create proportional tax calculation.

 To create a new Tax & Reclaim Group:
11. Click Tax & Reclaim Groups.
12. On the Group Name step, enter a group name. Click Next.

NOTE: A client may or may not choose to attach a tax form, based on the
additional data needed for the tax authority.
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13. Map the Personal Car Mileage and Company Car Mileage expense types to the

tax group and click Next.

14. Create Tax Rate conditions as needed for the required car criteria and click

OK.
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15. Set the Reclaim configuration to use the Proportional Reclaim Type.

16. Set up the Proportional Conditions for reclaim by double-clicking in the

Proportional Condition field for the row. There must be a condition identifying
the Fuel for Mileage expense type that is used for the comparison of VAT paid
to determine the reclaimable amount. Other conditions may also apply.

Some typical proportional reclaim conditions for the UK:


The country of purchase on the entry object must match the country of
purchase on the Compare Entry object



The transaction date on the Compare Entry object must be on or before
the transaction date on the entry object



The transaction date on the Compare Entry object cannot be more that a
client determined number of days on the Entry Object



The fuel type on the Compare Entry object must be the same fuel as the
car criteria set up on the tax condition



The Receipt Status on the Compare Entry object must be Tax Receipt

The following screen shows how to set up those conditions:
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17. After the conditions are set up, click Next. The following configuration

displays:

18. Click Done.

SPLIT REPORTS



Because the VAT calculations use both the mileage entries and the fuel for
mileage entries to calculate the VAT, the admin must ensure that Send Back
Expense option is not available for any Mileage and Fuel For Mileage expense
entry forms.
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Section 3: Expense Pay
The following features are included in this service release.

Expense Pay APA – India: Payment Manager - Pre-Funded Account is
Now Available
Overview
Expense Pay APA – India has now been
expanded to include a pre-fund funding
option for users based in India.

Business Purpose
This enhancement now expands the
Expense Pay support in the Asia Pacific
region.

The payments are in Rupee. An admin
now has the ability to request a prefund funding account that is managed by Concur. Concur will open a Rupee account
on behalf of the client in India. The client will then send funds via EFT or Wire to fund
the reimbursements that Expense Pay will then make to the client's employees and
card issuer on their behalf.
This offering includes the following features:


Support for pre-funded funding accounts.



Localized Pre-fund Funding Account page



Employee imports (810 record and Excel) support India employee banking



Refer to the Expense Pay Guide for Professional/Premium User Guide for more
information.

Configuration
This feature requires a contract with Concur. Contact Concur Client Services to begin
the process of adding this feature.

Expense Pay APA – India: Bank Information is Now Available In Rupees
Overview
The Bank Information page has now
been expanded to include Rupees
(INR).



Business Purpose
This enhancement expands the bank
information page to include Rupees
(INR).

Refer to the Expense Pay Guide for Professional/Premium User Guide for more
information.
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Configuration
This feature requires a contract with Concur. Contact Concur Client Services to begin
the process of adding this feature.
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Section 4: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

New Client Admin Release Summary Document
Overview
Business Purpose
Clients can now take advantage of a
new document summarizing Concur's
This enhancement provides a quick
monthly feature set. This new
overview of the key changes, reducing
document, the Client Admin Release
the time it takes to review.
Summary, is an abbreviated list with
short descriptions of each feature. By reviewing this document the client can quickly
determine what features to further investigate. This information has been available
for Expense for some time and has now been expanded to other areas.

Where to Find the Client Admin Release Summary
Clients can find this document in one of two ways:


Using the Expense Admin Help: Clicking Help > Expense Administration
Help opens the help system - use the upper-left link to open the summary
doc:
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(Other administration help modules have similar links.)


Concur Client Central: Log in, then proceed to Resources > Release Docs >
Client Admin Release Summary
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Section 5: Supported Configurations
The following configurations are either supported or no longer supported with this
service release.

Certifications for This Release
Support for Firefox v. 19.0
Support for Firefox version 19.0 under both the Mac OS X and Microsoft Windows
operating systems is certified for this release.

Support for Google Chrome v. 25.0
Support for Google Chrome version 25.0 under both the Mac OS X and Microsoft
Windows operating systems is certified for this release.

Support for Safari 6.0 with Mac OS X 10.8
Support for Safari 6.0 under Mac OS X 10.8 is certified for this release

Upcoming Certifications
Support for Internet Explorer v. 10.0 and Windows 8
Support for Internet Explorer 10.0 under Microsoft Windows version 8.0 will be
included in an upcoming release.

Support for Firefox v. 20.0
Support for Firefox versions 20.0 under both the Mac OS X and Microsoft Windows
operating systems will be included in an upcoming release.

Support for Google Chrome v. 26.0
Support for Google Chrome version 26.0 under both the Mac OS X and Microsoft
Windows operating systems will be included in an upcoming release.
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Legal Notice
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:

Travel & Expense, July 2013

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
 2004 – 2013 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights
reserved.
Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and
product names are the property of their respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
601 108th Ave NE
Suite 1000
Bellevue, WA 98004
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Release Notes – July 2013
FOR CONCUR INTERNAL USE ONLY – DO NOT DISTRIBUTE OUTSIDE CONCUR

Finding Additional Product Release Notes
For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers.
For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources >
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s):
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Section 1: Resolved Issues - Expense
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

130219000974

Expense / Smart Expense Match
Accepting the Smart Expense match is resulting in an incorrect attendee
amount.

130527000242
130319000025

Expense / Printed Reports
The currency type shown in the printed report as an attachment to the Report
Pending Approval notification email is the wrong currency – it appears as
dollars but should show rubles.

130611002318

Expense / Japan Public Transportation
The Minami-Koshigaya station is not being recognized by the IC card.

130618000437

Expense / Travel Expense
The Travel Allowance field is not shown when editing one or more TA report
entries.

130610002235
130619000051

Expense / Move an Expense
The ability to move an expense is not functioning correctly in Expense.

130516001051

Expense / Email Notifications
Email notifications are appearing as “Last Name; First Name” when the correct
behavior is the reverse, showing “First Name; Last Name.”

130319000199

Expense / Employee Import - Cars
Client is prevented from loading the 910 record in an employee import to
assign cars. The job fails when it is run.

130221000259
130610002243
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Section 2: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

New Client Admin Release Summary Document
Overview
Business Purpose
Clients can now take advantage of a
new document summarizing Concur's
This enhancement reduces the time it
monthly administrative feature set. This
takes to review the monthly release
new document, the Client Admin
feature set.
Release Summary, is an abbreviated list
with short descriptions of each feature. By reviewing this document the client can
quickly determine what features to further investigate.

Where to Find the Client Admin Release Summary
Clients can find this document in one of two ways:


Using the Expense Admin Help: Clicking Help > Expense Administration
Help opens the help system - use the upper-left link to open the summary
doc:



Concur Client Central: Log in, then proceed to Resources > Release Docs >
Client Admin Release Summary
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Configuration
The will to know and desire for knowledge is required to use this feature.

Release Notes Now Available in Product-Specific Documents
Overview
Business Purpose
With this release the client can now
choose from product-specific release
Administrators can now build the set of
notes, each document or group of
release notes they need for their site
documents matching a specific Concur
without sorting through unnecessary
offering. Now, if one administrator is
material.
tasked with reviewing resolved issues,
they can download a document with only case information in it. The Invoice user can
download either Invoice release notes, or both Invoice and Mobile if that solution
applies to the client site.
How It Works - Concur Client Central
Beginning in April a table will now be displayed when the user logs in to Concur and
proceeds to Release Documentation > Release Notes using the Resources menu.
The design of the table allows the client to use the uppermost row of the table to
quickly identify their Concur product and what notes are applicable to their solutions:
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Each set of release notes include descriptions on the cover detailing what supporting
products can be found within the document. For example, the client who reviews
Expense Pay changes does so by downloading the Expense - Professional/Premium
release notes.
Help System Updates
The Concur administrative Help systems now include links to release notes as well.
When the user opens administrative Help (only), the leftside navigational area now
features the What's New link for the product release notes, plus additional links to
Mobile if that product is applicable to the solutions at the client site.
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With this update the administrator can now avoid logging in to Concur Client Central
to view the release notes for their product(s).
Restrictions
To ensure security and "no see" restrictions, only the administrative Help systems
(Expense Tools; Expense Admin; Invoice Admin, etc.) contain the release note links no End User Help system allows viewing of the notes.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Legal Notice
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:

Travel & Expense, July 2013

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
 2004 – 2013 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights
reserved.
Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and
product names are the property of their respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
601 108th Ave NE
Suite 1000
Bellevue, WA 98004
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Release Notes – August 2013
Section 1: Coming Soon and Change Alerts
The following is a preview of features that will be available in an upcoming release.

Concur Update of Locations – Tentative Target of September
Concur will update the United Nations LOCODE list for the Locations module,
meaning each client will see the updated codes. This is scheduled for the September
service release (SU95) at this time.

Important! - Update Site Settings to Prevent Updates!
You must take action if you want to prevent the update of locations for your
company!
A check box that prevents Concur from automatically updating the client’s list of
Locations is available to the Locations administrator. Use this check box to prevent
Concur from automatically updating locations at your company.
Explanation of Behavior
The new check box, Allow automatic updates to locations, is available on the
new Locations Settings tab. It is selected (enabled) by default, meaning that Concur
location maintenance updates will be automatically applied to your company’s list of
Locations.

By clearing (disabling) the check box, location updates offered by Concur will not be
accepted by your company. A confirmation message explaining this appears when
you disable the setting.
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! Once disabled, it will be the responsibility of the client to maintain their list of

locations. Further, Concur cannot retroactively identify and update location data
for a client during the disablement period should the client elect to re-enable the
setting: only changes going forward from the date the setting is reactivated will
be delivered by Concur.

Section 2: Expense
The following features are included in this service release.

Travel Allowance: Generate a Rate Import File From Exported Data File
Overview
Business Purpose
The Travel Allowance (TA) administrator
can now quickly update rates for their
This enhancement lets a client update
TA rate configurations using a feature
TA rates quickly and accurately from
that exports the existing rates into an
existing data generated by Expense.
editable file. This rate feed file, once
updated, can then be re-imported into Expense using the overnight Travel Allowance
import job. On import of the file, the new rates appear and are in use for the
selected TA rate configurations.

How It Works
This feature works by selecting a TA rate configuration in Expense Admin > Travel
Allowance > Configurations tab. A new button, Download Rates, becomes active.
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Clicking the button prepares and downloads the export rate feed file for review and
editing by the administrator.

Once the rates are updated, the standard TA rate import job is used to update the
system with the corrected rates.
NOTE: The time band rate code or ‘name’ for time band (200) records is an internal
reference within the file allowing the time band to be linked to the correct rate
(300) record. These codes will be generated by the system for the exported
file and will not retain any codes used in the original import file.

Configuration
The file must be edited and loaded to the Concur import directory via FTP to reimport the updated TA rates using the TA rates job process. Note that the feed file is
exported in the latest (V3) format, even if the client is using an earlier version of the
TA import.
TIP: If the client’s import definition employs an earlier version of the TA import (V1;
V2), the easiest solution is to request the import definition be changed to V3.



Refer to Expense: Travel Allowance Setup Guide and Chapter 15: Travel
Allowance Import (V3) for more information.
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Workflow: Default Approver Enhancements
Overview
Business Purpose

This release brings two workflow
enhancements:

This enhancement reduces workflow
maintenance and speeds the approval
process at smaller companies.



The Default Approver role can be
used at any workflow step.
Previously, the Default Approver
was restricted to the first step.



The Default Approver 2 role has been added, so clients can create a simple
two-step approval workflow using default approvers.

These default approvers are not part of a hierarchy nor do they meet a complicated
set of conditions – they are simply the default approvers listed in the user's Profile.
NOTE: Currently, there is one default approver listed in the user's Profile. With this
release, there are two – as described below.
The process is:


The admin configures a workflow step to use Default Approver 2.



Any user associated with that workflow (via policy and group) will now have a
Default Approver 2 field in Profile, in addition to the existing default
approver field.



Then, the Default Approver 2 field is populated in Profile, either by the User
Admin, via the employee import, or by the user (if allowed).
NOTE: One of the traditional features in Concur allows clients to define
whether users can select their own approvers – in addition to
approvers being added by the User Admin and/or via the employee
import. That option works the same way here; the availability of a
second default approver does not change that. Also, that setting –
whether off or on – applies to both approver fields.

As an example – assume that the admin sets Default Approver for the first approval
step and Default Approver 2 for the next approval step. Then, when the user creates
a request associated with that workflow, Concur first routes the request to the
Default Approver and then to the Default Approver 2.
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Note the following:


If the user is allowed to select a different policy and if that policy does not use
a workflow with Default Approver 2, then the Default Approver 2 in the user's
Profile is ignored, as expected.



Another traditional feature in Concur is to allow the client to define whether
the user and/or approver can change approvers "on the fly." That option
works the same way here; the availability of a second default approver does
not change that.

Configuration
To change the Default Approver to a workflow step other than the first step, contact
Concur Client Support for assistance.
To use Default Approver 2 in a workflow:


To add Default Approver 2 to a workflow step, contact Concur Client Support
for assistance.



The User Admin or the user (if allowed) populates the Default Approver 2
field in Profile.

NOTE: In September, the Default Approver 2 field will be added to both the
overnight Employee Import and the on-demand (spreadsheet) user import.

Workflow: Block Report From Proceeding if it Has Exceptions
Overview
Business Purpose
Often a company will allow approvers
and/or processors to edit expense data
This enhancement prevents a report
in expense reports. Today, if these
from proceeding if it has exceptions.
changes cause blocking exceptions
(‘Missing Required Information’ as an example) the report is still permitted to
proceed through workflow, possibly impacting the client financial system.
With this release, the Workflow administrator can now clear (disable) the new Can
exit step with blocking exceptions option to prevent the report from proceeding in
workflow until these blocking exceptions are resolved.

Configuration
This option is available when configuring the workflow steps, and appears in the
Modify Workflow Step dialog box (editing example) as shown in the figure below:
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The option is selected by default, maintaining the current behavior and
allowing the report to pass through workflow. By clearing the check box, the
report is prevented from proceeding since the approver and processor are
now denied the ability to approve the report - the exceptions must be cleared
to advance the report.

Delegate Can Now Email Delegate Receipts to Receipt Store Repository
Overview
Business Purpose
Any delegate who has a verified email
address with Receipt Store, and is a
This enhancement lets a delegate
valid delegate for their delegator, can
email receipts on behalf of a delegator.
now send a receipt image to the
delegator’s Receipt Store repository. By doing this, the delegate now has rights to
load image files into a delegator’s repository in Receipt Store so that these images
can be attached by the delegator (not the delegate) to the expense report.

Configuration
The delegate follows the procedure below to successfully add receipt images to their
delegator’s repository in Receipt Store.

 To load receipt images into the delegator’s Receipt Store repository:
1. Log in and choose the delegator you will delegate for to confirm this

relationship exists (you do not actually need to delegate, just confirm that
you can).
2. Prepare the email and attach or embed the receipt image in the email.
3. Type the email address of the delegator in the Subject: line of the email you

will send to Receipt Store.
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4. Send the email.

On receipt, the system will first confirm that both the delegate and the delegator
have verified Receipt Store email addresses. Next, the system confirms that a
delegate-to-delegator relationship exists (the user can delegate for the delegator).
The receipt image is then added to the delegator’s repository if each verification is
found to be true.
If either the delegator email address is not found to be verified, and/or there is no
valid relation between the delegate and delegator (not authorized to do so), the
system will put the receipt image into the delegate’s repository, just as if they were
sending an image on their own behalf. If the delegate does not have a verified email
address, the email is discarded.



Refer to Expense: Receipt Handling – Receipt Store & Line Item Receipts
Setup Guide for more information.

Concur App Center Now Available
Overview
The Concur App Center is a new
tab in Concur that allows users
to discover and enable
applications that partners and
Concur have developed to work
with Concur products.
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The applications use Concur’s Platform to add value to Concur products by providing
integration and additional management tools. The App Center has two tabs:


Apps for me: This tab contains applications that an end user can activate to
authorize a secure exchange of data. TripIt is an example of this type of app.
The end user can connect their Concur account to their TripIt account to
enable trips booked in Concur to automatically flow into their TripIt account.
If they do not have a TripIt account, they can learn more about the
application and visit the TripIt website or the app store on their mobile
device to create an account. Purchase and downloading of apps does not
take place in the App Center. Additional examples include Concur Mobile and
various forms of e-receipts. Open Booking users will soon be able to connect
their Concur accounts with various travel suppliers via the App Center,
enabling itineraries booked on the supplier’s website to flow into Concur.



Apps for my business: This tab contains applications which serve a variety
of business functions. The apps need to be authorized by a Concur
Administrator as they interact with data at a company-wide level or for
multiple users. Example business apps include:
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The Concur Connector for Salesforce which integrates contacts and
opportunity data between Concur and Salesforce.com.

The App Center is not a store- the users and administrators can use it to learn about
the applications and begin the procurement process. Once the user or administrator
selects the app listing, they view the Details page:
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User applications, like TripIt, provide a Connect button that the user can click to
connect their Concur account with their account at the partner’s site. Company
applications provide a button to Inquire, which is the recommended method for
engaging with a partner to evaluate and procure their application.
The partners that create applications go through a certification process with Concur.
Concur creates the App Center listing, which must be reviewed and approved by the
partner and Concur before the listing can be active.
The App Center is also available on the concur.com/appcenter website:

Tentative Release Schedule
The App Center on concur.com is available now: https://www.concur.com/appcenter
The in-product App Center will be made available on the following schedule. This
release schedule is tentative and may change.
August 2013 Release: Clients using Professional Travel and/or Expense with users
in the US, UK and Australian only.
October 2013 Release: All other clients.
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Company Bill Statements: Additional Supported Countries
Overview
Business Purpose
Support for additional countries is now
added to the Company Bill Statements
This enhancement adds additional
(CBS) feature with this release. These
supported countries to the CBS
countries are added to the existing list
module.
of countries available under the Type
drop-down list on the Create New Card Program dialog box when the user creates
a new Purchasing Card card program type as shown in the figure below:

The additional supported countries are:

Austria

Germany

Morocco

Russian
Federation

Turkey

Belgium

Hungary

Netherlands

South Africa

United Kingdom

Denmark

India

Nigeria

Spain

Finland

Ireland

Norway

Sweden

France

Italy

Poland

Switzerland



Refer to Expense: Company Bill Statement Report Setup Guide and the
Expense: Company Bill Statement Report User Guide for more information.
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Guarantee Compliance Service: Three New Tax Groups are Now Added
NOTE: This applies only to clients who use the Guaranteed Compliance Service.

Overview
Business Purpose
With this release, in order to properly
manage German VAT, the client can
This enhancement adds three new tax
now associate new expense types to
groups to the German VAT capability.
new tax groups. When a client creates
custom expense types, they need to be
able to add them to the three newly added tax groups. These tax groups are:


Standard Rate - Custom



Reduced Rate - Custom



Zero Rate - Custom

The tax groups will be created under the same tax authority. In addition, the client
will be able to map custom expense types to only these tax groups.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Compliance: The Receipt Handling Audit Rules Are Now Updated
Overview
Business Purpose
With this release, the receipt handling
option is now updated to ensure that
This enhancement updates the receipt
the client does not get a message
handling audit rules.
saying a paper receipt is required in
addition to a receipt image. The changes to accomplish this are as follows:


The default rule requires image receipts but not paper receipts



The client is no longer forced to enter a dummy receipt if he/she has no
receipt



The client can continue to add more restrictive rules if they require both
receipt image and paper receipts

NOTE: This applies to Compliance clients only.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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New Role for Budget Insight and Analysis/Intelligence
Overview
Business Purpose
There is a new role in Company
Administration > User Permissions, on
This enhancement allows the client to
the Reporting tab. This role can be
assign the Budget Reporting User role.
assigned to Analysis/Intelligence users
so they can access the new Budget module in the Analysis/Intelligence data model.

! IMPORTANT: Be aware that all other roles associated with Analysis/Intelligence

use the Reporting hierarchy to determine the data that is available to the report
user. The new Budget Role for Cognos does not – it uses the Budget hierarchy to
determine the data that is available to the report user.



For more information about the new Budget module in Analysis/Intelligence,
refer to the Analysis/Intelligence release notes for this month.

Using the Employee Import to Assign This Role
The Budget Reporting User role may also be assigned using the overnight employee
import. To do this, use the 400-level Role Code field (column 3) to assign this role to
the employee:
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Refer to Chapter 5: Employee Import of Expense – Import and Extract
Specifications for more information.

Best Practices Dashboard – Mobile Utilization for Travel and/or
Expense
Overview
Concur is pleased to announce the
return of the Mobility section of the
Best Practices Dashboard report with
the August release.

Business Purpose
This enhancement brings the Mobility
module back to the Dashboard feature.

For customers who have both Travel and Expense, the Mobility section of the Best
Practices Dashboard will now have two sections – one for each. This gives customers
better insight into how mobile is being used for each product.
Customers with Travel or Expense only will see their data under a single Mobility
section in the report.

Configuration
1. Navigate to Company Admin > Report Admin (left menu).
2. Assign the Concur Best Practices Dashboard report to one or more users.
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What the User Sees
Depending on the number of employees using Mobile, the report will show different
results. Below are several screenshots demonstrating the various possibilities shown
(but not every possible combination).

TRAVEL & EXPENSE: HIGH ADOPTION

TRAVEL & EXPENSE: MEDIUM ADOPTION (DETAILS EXPANDED)

TRAVEL & EXPENSE: LOW ADOPTION (WITH SUBMITTING REPORT AND BOOKING
TRAVEL DISABLED)
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EXPENSE ONLY (LOW ADOPTION WITH DETAIL EXPANDED)

TRAVEL ONLY (LOW ADOPTION WITH DETAIL EXPANDED)

Section 3: Expense Pay
The following features are included in this service release.

Bank Information: Additional Banking Information Details Now Display
Overview

Business Purpose

The Bank Information page now
This enhancement gives users the
displays historical details on the bank
ability to see historical bank accounts
information if users had been set up to
on their profile if they are moved to a
use an Expense Pay bank account but
non-Expense Pay batch.
the users no longer have an active
batch associated with them. The bank
information page displays all the fields as read-only.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

The Audit Trail Message is Now Modified
Overview
With this release, additional information
is added to the current audit trail
message to better explain why a
payment demand cannot be created.
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The current audit trail message implies that because the report is not being paid by
Expense Pay that the employee will not be reimbursed. The new text explains that
the user will be paid by a method other than Expense Pay. The messages will now
read as follows:
Entries due employee cannot be processed because the employee does not have a
<currency>, cash batch definition configuration for the group <group>. This
payment will be handled by your company.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Expense Pay Card Program Support Expanded
Overview

Business Purpose

Support for card programs is now added
for the following Expense Pay offerings.

This enhancement expands support for
the Expense Pay card program.



Expense Pay NA: ScotiaBank
Visa CA (this card program does support negative payments)



Expense Pay NA: ScotiaBank Visa US (this card program does support
negative payments)

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Section 4: Supported Configurations
Monthly browser certifications, both current and planned, are available on the
Release Notes page.



Refer to Documentation Updates in this guide for more information.
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Section 5: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

Concur Support Portal
Access release notes, webinars, and other technical documentation on the Concur
Support portal.
If you have the proper permissions, the Support menu is available to you in Concur.
Click Support and then – in the Concur Support portal – click Resources.


Click Release/Tech Info for release notes, technical documents, etc.



Click Webinars for recorded and live webinars.
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Online Help – Admins
Users with an admin role can access release notes, technical documents, and other
resources using online help in Concur.
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Legal Notice
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:

Travel & Expense, August 2013

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
 2004 – 2013 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights
reserved.
Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and
product names are the property of their respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
601 108th Ave NE
Suite 1000
Bellevue, WA 98004
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Section 1: Resolved Issues - Expense
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

04146004

Expense / Approver Link in Email
Client entities with their own domain URL (not “@concur.com”) are not able to
open the Pending Report approval email using the footer link embeded for this
purpose.
NOTE: A fix for this issue is included in this release – contact your Expense
representative directly for more information.

130603000001

Expense / Japan Public Transportation
A read-only administrator can modify a commuter pass route.

130620000372

Expense / Audit Rules
Code should be modified so that the random audit rule will not be fired on
Statement Reports.

130621000564

Expense / Account Admin
An error message incorrectly appears when adding team to the affiliation
types for mapping the object codes.

130401000764

Expense / Travel Allowance
Individual property per-diem is incorrect for Anchorage Alaska.

130508000561

Expense / Card Feeds
AMEX Credit Card feed is not working correctly.

130506000751
130612001568

Expense / Travel Allowance
Czech Republic - Meal allowance in 2 calendar days, but Czech Tax
Consultants say it should be considered combined as 1 day, not as separate
days.

130612000707

Expense / Change Expense Types
Using IE, Chrome, or Firefox web browsers, the application wheel continues to
spin and be unresponsive when modifying and changing all the Expense Types
to "Personal Expense."

130610000006

Expense / Expense Types
The value in Custom file is cleared when the user changes the expense type
using the multi-line edit feature.

130507002347

Expense / Quick Expenses
Exchange Rate 3%+ does not calculate when using the Quick Expense
feature.

121106001039

Expense / Import
Application Error with importing .OFX file.

130507000103

Expense / AREA
The client is seeing multiple errors on email reminder jobs even when the
email addresses are valid.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

130514001017

Expense / Allocations
In allocation summary, the expense is shown as partially allocated even
though it is fully allocated.

130514002130
130617000039

Expense / Forms & Fields
An error message indicating an invalid list value appears to users, but there is
no direction on what to do.

120905000381

Expense / Travel Allowance
The Lodging Type column is too narrow to view correctly, and is not
adjustable.

130701001503

Expense / Reason Codes
An expense report cannot be deleted if a reason code is associated with the
report.

130513002097

Expense / Expense Report
The lodging allowance is not calculating if an Air leg exists in the report.

130423001958

Expense / CFD Image Upload
The CFD image upload fails if the file name includes special characters.

130417002000

Expense / Attendees
Client is limited to 320 attendees when adding to a report.

130617000119

Expense / Meal Allowance
A single user (and no other) is prevented from seeing the correct lunch
allowance expense because the formula is not being applied for this user’s
expense.

130605001995

Expense / Account Codes
A timeout is generated when the user re-sorts the account code hierarchy.

120404000894

Expense / Travel Allowance
When a second expense report with a travel allowance expense that is a credit
is submitted, and the first report had expenses over the limit, the credit is
only applied to the account code of the expense type of the credit. Some
clients prefer to prorate the credit to all the over-limit account codes from the
first report.

130605000999

Expense / Employee Import (Car)
The employee import does not set a preferred car for the user who the data is
being imported for.

130620000903

Expense / Itineraries
Overlapping itinerates are appearing in the expense report travel allowance
itineraries.

130402002387

Expense / Forms & Fields
The Advance Paid field is incorrectly allowing a save action of “Null” for a
Boolean type drop down list.

03843924

Expense / Localization
French translation of "Amount Monthly Total" is incorrect.

130614000085

Expense / Cash Advance Admin
The Claim ID field is not being populated in the Cash Advance Admin screen.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

04033118

Expense / Cash Advance
A user returning a $1,000 USD cash advance sees an error message indicating
they are returning a greater portion than the original cash advance even
though the amount is a subset.

130703000965

Expense / Credit Card
A blue icon is appearing randomly when a user when they add a credit card
transaction to their expense report.

03948345

Expense / Japan Public Transportation
An ampersand (“&”) is not allowed in the Business Purpose or Comment fields
under JPT.

03806504

Expense / Display
Double-byte characters are causing the Display as From field to display
garbled characters.
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Section 2: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

Concur Support Portal
Access release notes, webinars, and other technical documentation on the Concur
Support portal.
If you have the proper permissions, the Support menu is available to you in Concur.
Click Support and then – in the Concur Support portal – click Resources.


Click Release/Tech Info for release notes, technical documents, etc.



Click Webinars for recorded and live webinars.
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Online Help – Admins
Users with an admin role can access release notes, technical documents, and other
resources using online help in Concur.
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Release Notes – September 2013
Section 1: Coming Soon and Change Alerts
The following is a preview of features that will be available in an upcoming release.

Expense Company Card Administration Moving to New Interface
In the November release the remaining Company Card administrative functionality
residing in the old (Classic) interface will be moved to the new (Current) interface.

This change completes the removal of the card administrative functions from the
older UI to the new interface under Expense > Expense Tools > Company Card.

Locations - Maintenance Updates in an Upcoming Service Release
Overview
Business Purpose
All clients configured to receive
Locations updates from Concur will see
This enhancement will update the
approximately 40,000 new locations
locations list to the latest United
added to the system in an upcoming
Nations listing.
service release. Therefore, clients
wishing to opt out of this maintenance should update this site setting sometime
before this upgrade is performed in a future release.

IMPORTANT! - UPDATE SITE SETTINGS TO PREVENT UPDATES!
You must take action if you want to prevent the update of locations for your
company!
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A check box that prevents Concur from automatically updating the client’s list of
Locations is available to the Locations administrator. Use this check box to prevent
Concur from automatically updating locations at your company.
Explanation of Behavior
The new check box, Allow automatic updates to locations, is available on the
new Locations Settings tab. It is selected (enabled) by default, meaning that Concur
location maintenance updates will be automatically applied to your company’s list of
Locations.

By clearing (disabling) the check box, location updates offered by Concur will not be
accepted by your company when they are released in a future service release. A
confirmation message explaining this appears when you disable the setting.

! Once disabled, it will be the responsibility of the client to maintain their list of

locations. Further, Concur cannot retroactively identify and update location data
for a client during the disablement period should the client elect to re-enable the
setting: only changes going forward from the date the setting is reactivated will
be delivered by Concur.

Clients configured to receive the Concur update of Locations based on the United
Nations LOCODE list will be restricted from modifying these locations. Instead, the
Locations administrator will be allowed only to activate or deactivate these locations
– all other actions will be unavailable to the admin.

WHAT THE ADMINISTRATOR SEES
The administrator working in the Locations tool will have full functionality for those
locations they create and manage. However, if they are working with any location
that was included in the Concur location update, they will be restricted to selecting
that location only for activation and deactivation. All other functionality for that
location will unavailable.
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Section 2: Expense
The following features are included in this service release.

Display Allocation-Level Exceptions at the Allocation Level
Overview
With this release, Expense will now
display allocation-level exceptions
directly beside the allocation, at the
associated row.

Business Purpose
This enhancement brings greater
accuracy to identifying what allocations
are being flagged for exceptions.

Prior to this change, allocation-level exceptions displayed at the parent expense
entry level, making identification of what allocations associated with the entry more
difficult. Now, when an exception is detected, the page refreshes with the exception
displayed, but does not leave the Allocations page – it remains visible so the user
can take action as required.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.



Refer to Expense: Allocation Setup Guide for more information.

Audit Rules: Legacy Attendee-Related Audit Rule Options
Overview
There are several attendee-related
audit rule options that are used only by
clients using the legacy Authorization
Request feature of Concur Expense.
These options are now available in
Request.
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Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.



A full description of these options is available in the Authorization Request:
Audit Rules Setup Guide.

Travel Allowance: Prompt User if Itinerary is Over 30 Days
Overview
Business Purpose
With this release, if a user elects to
create an itinerary that spans over 30
This enhancement prevents locked
days, the system will display a message
itineraries by confirming before the
asking the user to confirm the date
itinerary is created.
span. This new Travel Allowance
Warning alert is shown in the figure below:

This feature can help prevent erroneous itineraries from being created, most all of
which usually exceed this 30-day span. By prompting the user for confirmation, an
itinerary that the client may need to have unlocked by Support is prevented from
being created.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.



Refer to Expense: Travel Allowance Setup Guide for more information.

Allow Processor to Change Expense Types Across Forms
Overview
Business Purpose
A processor with rights to change the
Expense Type field value on report
This enhancement provides additional
review can now choose any expense
flexibility when processing reports.
type they require, even if it does not
share the same form. Prior to this change, the system restricted selection to only
those expense types that shared the same form (Default; Entertainment; etc.). Now,
all expense types are available for selection from any form in the system.
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NOTE: Forms requiring manual creation of the expense type, such as Fixed
Allowances, are not included in selection.

Example: Expense Type Change - Dinner to Business Meal (Attendees)
Assume an expense type of Dinner (shown below) should have been set by the user
as Business Meal (Attendees):

When the processor changes the expense type in this form, the new form displays
shared fields, adds new form-specific fields, and removes all non-associated fields. In
this example, the Attendee grid displays, along with any Custom fields added to the
Entertainment form by the company:

Now, the processor is permitted to make changes based on their access rights for
the new form. In this example, this may mean they are restricted from filling out
some fields. The processor may need business meal attendee information as well. In
Concur Release Notes
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this case, they fill out what they can, and send the report back to the original creator
for completion. Note that, since the Split Report feature is supported, the processor
may approve selected entries, and return others to the employee for completion.
Reversing Changes – Retrieving the Data for Erased Fields
If an expense type change must be reversed, the original values will appear for all
shared fields between forms. However, fields removed on the initial change will not
retrieve their original values. These values are captured in the audit trail, which the
processor should reference to replicate the original report.

Best Practice: Blocking Reports With Exceptions
Until a company is satisfied with the unintended error rate caused by processor
changes under this new feature, they should disable the workflow step setting Can
exit step with blocking exceptions (this feature is described in the August release
notes). Doing this prevents a report from moving through the workflow step until
blocking exceptions are cleared. This alerts the processor to their error and prevents
submission of reports that adversely impact the client financial system.

Configuration
The client should work with their Expense representative to set the workflow setting
as required for the specific workflow step.

In addition, if the access rights for the processor to selected fields should be
changed, the client should work with Concur to change these rights.



Refer to Expense: Processor User Guide for more information.
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Company Bill Statement: Allow Submit After End of Statement Period
Overview
Business Purpose
Often a transaction meant for inclusion
in a statement report will be imported
This enhancement provides greater
into Expense after the statement period
latitude when including statement
within which the report is to be
reports within specific statement
submitted. In order to provide
periods.
allowance for this scenario, the
Company Card admin can now prevent submission of statement reports until some
period after the statement period end date. Doing this allows the user to submit a
statement report knowing it will still be included in the statement period it was
intended for, even though the transactions arrived after the period ended.

How It Works
This feature works by changing both the name and logic behind the current setting
Allow Company Bill Statement users to submit statement reports this many days
prior to the end of the statement period.
These changes are:


Current Behavior: The value is a positive integer that allows only a setting
of X number of days before closure of the statement period



Behavior With This Service Release: The client can now specify if
statement reports should be submitted before or after the statement period
end date - this allows a client to force the statement reports to be held until
the end of the statement period to allow for the arrival of charges made late
in the statement cycle

The reconfigured setting, Allow Company Bill Statement users to submit statement
reports “X” days <before; after> the statement period end date is shown in the
figure below:

Example
If the client regularly receives late transactions that should be included in a report
for a closed statement period, they can extend the report submit date beyond the
end of the statement period. By adjusting this setting, the administrator allows for
any issue that is currently preventing the statement report from being included in
the intended statement period.
Concur Release Notes
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As an example, in the figure above, the administrator has set a 2-day period for
report submittal after the closure of the statement period. By doing this, all reports
submitted within this 2-day period after statement end date are included within that
statement period.

Configuration
No configuration other than the adjustment of the days and positive or negative
allowance for submittal is required.



Refer to Expense: Company Card and Company Bill Statement Administrator
for more information.

Audit Rules: Legacy Attendee-Related Audit Rule Options
Overview
There are several attendee-related
audit rule options that are used only by
clients using the legacy Authorization
Request feature of Concur Expense.
These options are now available in
Request.

Business Purpose
This enhancement brings complex
attendee rules to the new Request
module.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
A full description of these options is available in the Authorization Request: Audit
Rules Setup Guide.

Workflow: Block Report Extended to COA and Budget Workflows
Overview
With this release, the ability to block
the approver and processor from
advancing a report in workflow if it has
blocking exceptions is now extended to
both the Cost Object Approval (COA)
and Budget workflow types.

Business Purpose
This enhancement extends the blocking
capability to the COA and Budget
workflows.

This is done by adding the Can exit step with blocking exceptions check box to both
the COA and the Budget workflow steps. The administrator can now open the step
and select (enable) or clear (disable) the functionality:
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Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.



Refer to Expense: Workflow – General Information for more information.

Tax Administration: Use Blank Receipt Option to Force Choice by User
Business Purpose

Overview

This enhancement provides an
With this release, for countries that
additional default receipt option on the
have VAT, the client can now choose No
Tax Administration page.
Default as well as Receipt or No Receipt
list items from Receipt Status Default
Option. When the admin selects the No Default list item, the Receipt Status field is
not automatically populated for the user. This encourages users to think and then
select the correct value when making a receipt status selection.
NOTE: This feature only works for out-of-pocket expenses. This currently does not
work for corporate card expenses.

 To set this feature:
1. Go to Expense Admin > Tax Administration.
2. Click the Employee Related Configuration tab.
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3. Select No Default from the Receipt Status Default Option column.

4. Click Save.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.



Refer to Expense: Tax Administration Setup Guide for more information.

Car Configuration: Clients Can Now Use Unnamed Groups
Overview
Business Purpose
With this release, the client can now
create a hierarchy of unnamed groups
This enhancement improves usability
for direct association within car
of the car configuration assignment to
configuration and, by extension, to each
groups.
user via car options based in their
Profile. Prior to this change the user was restricted to named groups they could not
directly create and configure.
The functionality will change as follows with this service release:


Currently, the car mileage reimbursement is assigned based on Country and
Car Type at the group level, using named groups



With this release, the client may create unnamed groups for car configuration
assignment using Employee connected lists types available using the
Hierarchies tool – this allows direct access and selection of these hierarchy
nodes within car configuration

In the figure below the Global-PSO group is selected from the hierarchical tree
structure created within Hierarchies, and exposed in Step 1 of Car Configuration:
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Configuration

 To set up this configuration:
1. Select Administration > Expense Admin > Site Settings.
2. Clear (disable) the Use Named Groups for Car Configuration check box.
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3. Select Administration > Expense Admin > Car Configuration. The client

will be able to choose a rate based on an item in this group list.
As soon as a client makes a group list selection, a new unnamed group is created.
This allows the car configuration to be tied to the rate and ensures that changes are
minimal to the Car Configuration.



Refer to Expense: Car Configuration Setup Guide for more information.

Company Car: UK Mileage Rate Changes Now Effective
Overview
With this release, the following advisory
fuel rates have changed as follows:

Business Purpose
This enhancement updates the mileage
rate changes for the United Kingdom.



Petrol 1401 cc - 2000 cc changes
from 0.17 to 0.18



Petrol Over 2000 cc changes from 0.25 to 0.26



Diesel 1601 cc - 2000 cc changes from 0.14 to 0.15

This is effective on September 1, 2013 and this change applies to mileage factoring
in the UK.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

Audit Rules: Detect Unassigned Card Transactions of a Given Payment
Type
Overview
Business Purpose
Companies that issue different card
types (IBCP; CBCP; etc.) to a user can
This enhancement allows clients better
now use a new audit rule field to
control over submission of card
identify the card program type in order
charges based on their payment type.
to control when the user pays the
balance on either card type. The new rule, Payment Types of Unused Card
Transactions, is available to the Employee object-based rule.
The intent of this new field is to allow a client to enforce the desired behavior of
submission of card charges based on their payment type.
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Example
Assume a company has issued the following cards and payment parameters to a
single user:
Card Program Type

Submit Policy

Description

IBCP Corporate Card

Once per month

Policy enforces a monthly payment
on this card type.

CBCP Purchasing Card

As soon as possible

Company wants benefit of quick
payment rebates from issuer.

The administrator then creates the audit rule:

By allowing an audit rule-based distinction between the card payment types, the
administrator can flag unassigned transactions of one payment type in order to free
the user to submit reports with charges of another payment type. Prior to this
change, clients with employees with multiple card accounts of different payment
types were unable to utilize the “Has Unused Card Transactions” audit condition and
still enforce their unique submit policy.

Configuration
The client will need to configure the audit rule based on the payment types they
work with.



Refer to Expense: Audit Rules Setup Guide for more information.

Employee Import: New Can Approve Report for Approval Field
Overview
A new field, Can Approve Report for
Approval, is added to the 550-level
record at position 16.

Business Purpose
This enhancement adds another role to
the employee import.

This field is used to grant privileges to
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the delegate so that they can preview an expense report on behalf of the delegator.
#

Name

Definitio
n

Req?

16

Can
preview
report for
approval

1
character

N

Y = Yes
N = No
Default is
N

Description

Client Field
Definition

Delegate is permitted to
prepare an expense report
for approval (Expense
Admin > Delegate
Configuration > Delegate
can preview report for
approver).
NOTE: Applies to Expense
and Request

Configuration
Other than setting up the overnight employee import no additional configuration is
required to use this feature.
Refer to Chapter 5: Employee Import specification for more information.
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Section 3: Supported Configurations
Monthly browser certifications, both current and planned, are available on the
Release Notes page.



Refer to Documentation Updates in this guide for more information.
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Section 4: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

Concur Support Portal
Access release notes, webinars, and other technical documentation on the Concur
Support portal.
If you have the proper permissions, the Support menu is available to you in Concur.
Click Support and then – in the Concur Support portal – click Resources.


Click Release/Tech Info for release notes, technical documents, etc.



Click Webinars for recorded and live webinars.

NOTE: If you use a user interface layout other than Blue Sky (set on the travel
configuration page), be aware that you have to click Help in order to access
the Support link.
Concur Release Notes
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Online Help – Admins
Users with an admin role can access release notes, technical documents, and other
resources using online help in Concur.
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Legal Notice
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:

Travel & Expense, September 2013

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
 2004 – 2013 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights
reserved.
Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and
product names are the property of their respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
601 108th Ave NE
Suite 1000
Bellevue, WA 98004
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Release Notes – September 2013
FOR CONCUR INTERNAL USE ONLY – DO NOT DISTRIBUTE OUTSIDE CONCUR

Section 1: Resolved Issues – Expense
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

130708000589

Expense / Payment Confirmation Import
The Payment Confirmation import is failing with an NPE error message.

130603000980

Expense / Extracts - Jobs
Prevent re-extracting the same object twice via modification of job.

130111000952

Expense / On-Demand Employee Import
This import is failing to update the Org Unit 1 – Company Code value.

130531000047

Expense / Japan Public Transportation
Allocation record is being incorrectly removed after approval.

130529001254

Expense / My Profile (Approver)
Employee cannot choose their Approver for Company Bill Statements.

04188477
130426000087

Expense / Japan Public Transportation
Business Purpose value is overwritten by the parent entry.

130523000117

Expense / Japan Public Transportation
The Pending Cost Object Approval icon is not appearing.

04102282

Expense / Attendees
Custom fields on the Attendee Detail View form configured to have a default
value are not populating when an attendee is added. This should behave

similar to how the copy down works for entries, allocations, etc.
04190336

Expense / Email Notification (Localization of)
English is being displayed incorrectly for the workflow status notification
instead of the correct language.

130213000033

Expense / Forms & Fields
A copy down action with source of Expense Entry does not populate the child
fields.

130611000730

Expense / Travel Allowance
The Per Diem expenses are not adjusting for the seasonal changes.

04189183

Expense / Search - Approvers
The Submit Date value is not returning expense reports for the approver as
expected – no reports are being returned.

04222939

Expense / Currency Display
A semi-colon is being displayed incorrectly between the Pound symbol and the
amount (as £;20.00 instead of £20.00).

04194375

Expense / Company Card
Credit Card transaction hover over detail screen for airline transactions has
two field labeled FARE.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

04171273

Expense / Expense Types
The Expense Type wizard is incorrectly updating the Include In Attendee Total
value when this field should only be updted from the Attendee Settings page.

04218864

Expense / Processor Search
The word 'AND' in the processor view is overlapping on the Search text box.

04223116

Expense / Approver
ATNAMTER system exception is firing on expense reports which have a
different Approved amount than the Claimed amount.

03919309

Expense / Workflow
The Manager approval step is incorrectly deleted by an employee who is
restricted from doing this.

04226482
04179360

Expense / Travel Allowance
A blank itinerary cannot be deleted.

04225404

Expense / Japan Public Transportation
The Approved Amount in the transportation route is open to modification
when it is in fact a read-only field.

04223101

Expense / User Interface
Special characters are not being represented correctly in the Internet Explorer
v10.0 browser.

04232201
04191538

Expense / Attendees
Duplicate Attendee error message is received when adding a new Attendee
Type - 'Health Care Professional Not Found'.

04231745

Expense / Japan Public Transportation
Stations and Lines introduced using Hosted Management Console are not
loaded into the entity.

04019816

Expense / Processor View
The report list display for the processor is not indenting the display of
allocations as expected.

04186484

Expense / Delegates
A user modifying the delegate setting in Profile finds that the Can Approve
Report check box is cleared (disabled) when they set their delegate
preferences.

04222474

Expense / Search
A search using the Advanced Search options is returning no results.

04201325

Expense / Audit Rules
A custom audit rule designed to prevent the user from submitting an expense
report that overlaps any others is in fact allowing the overlap.

04170960

Expense / Forms & Fields
Allocation fields configured for copy down result in inconsistent results when
the copy down source is re-saved.

04185147

Expense / Attendees
The search function is not returning results when using the Employee ID field
as a search value.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

04200545

Expense / Approver Search
The search filter set to Receipt Received = Yes is returning reports in the
approver list view that do not have a receipt attached to the report.

04223088

Expense / List Import
No records are returned when a list import is performed, even though the
system is showing a Success message for the import.

04221821
04227996
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Section 2: Supported Configurations
Monthly browser certifications, both current and planned, are available on the
Release Notes page.



Refer to Documentation Updates in this guide for more information.
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Section 3: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

Concur Support Portal
Access release notes, webinars, and other technical documentation on the Concur
Support portal.
If you have the proper permissions, the Support menu is available to you in Concur.
Click Support and then – in the Concur Support portal – click Resources.


Click Release/Tech Info for release notes, technical documents, etc.



Click Webinars for recorded and live webinars.

NOTE: If you use a user interface layout other than Blue Sky (set on the travel
configuration page), be aware that you have to click Help in order to access
the Support link.
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Online Help – Admins
Users with an admin role can access release notes, technical documents, and other
resources using online help in Concur.
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Release Notes – October 2013
Section 1: Coming Soon and Change Alerts
The following is a preview of features that will be available in an upcoming release.

Locations - Maintenance Updates in an Upcoming Service Release
Overview
Business Purpose
All clients configured to receive
Locations updates from Concur will see
This enhancement will update the
approximately 40,000 new locations
locations list to the latest United
added to the system in an upcoming
Nations listing.
service release. Therefore, clients
wishing to opt out of this maintenance should update this site setting sometime
before this upgrade is performed in a future release.

IMPORTANT! - UPDATE SITE SETTINGS TO PREVENT UPDATES!
You must take action if you want to prevent the update of locations for your
company!
A check box that prevents Concur from automatically updating the client’s list of
Locations is available to the Locations administrator. Use this check box to prevent
Concur from automatically updating locations at your company.
Explanation of Behavior
The new check box, Allow automatic updates to locations, is available on the
new Locations Settings tab. It is selected (enabled) by default, meaning that Concur
location maintenance updates will be automatically applied to your company’s list of
Locations.

By clearing (disabling) the check box, location updates offered by Concur will not be
accepted by your company when they are released in a future service release. A
confirmation message explaining this appears when you disable the setting.
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!

Once disabled, it will be the responsibility of the client to maintain their list of
locations. Further, Concur cannot retroactively identify and update location data
for a client during the disablement period should the client elect to re-enable the
setting: only changes going forward from the date the setting is reactivated will
be delivered by Concur.

Clients configured to receive the Concur update of Locations based on the United
Nations LOCODE list will be restricted from modifying these locations. Instead, the
Locations administrator will be allowed only to activate or deactivate these locations
– all other actions will be unavailable to the admin.

WHAT THE ADMINISTRATOR SEES
The administrator working in the Locations tool will have full functionality for those
locations they create and manage. However, if they are working with any location
that was included in the Concur location update, they will be restricted to selecting
that location only for activation and deactivation. All other functionality for that
location will unavailable.
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Section 2: Expense
The following features are included in this service release.

Concur App Center Now Available to All Clients
Overview
Business Purpose
The Concur App Center is a new
tab in Concur that allows users
This feature provides a central resource for users
to discover and enable
and companies to enable services integrated with
applications that partners and
Concur.
Concur have developed to work
with Concur products. In the October release, Concur is making the App Center
available to all clients worldwide in the application.
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The applications use Concur’s Platform to add value to Concur products by providing
integration and additional management tools. The App Center has two tabs:


Apps for me: This tab contains applications that an end user can activate to
authorize a secure exchange of data. TripIt is an example of this type of app.
The end user can connect their Concur account to their TripIt account to
enable trips booked in Concur to automatically flow into their TripIt account.
If they do not have a TripIt account, they can learn more about the
application and visit the TripIt website or the app store on their mobile
device to create an account. Purchase and downloading of apps does not
take place in the App Center. Additional examples include Concur Mobile and
various forms of e-receipts. Open Booking users will soon be able to connect
their Concur accounts with various travel suppliers via the App Center,
enabling itineraries booked on the supplier’s website to flow into Concur.



Apps for my business: This tab contains applications which serve a variety
of business functions. The apps need to be authorized by a Concur
Administrator as they interact with data at a company-wide level or for
multiple users. Example business apps include:


Integrations from VAT reclaim partners who extract expense data from
Concur in order to calculate and process your company’s VAT reclaim on
eligible expenses.



The Concur Connector for Salesforce which integrates contacts and
opportunity data between Concur and Salesforce.com.

The App Center is not a store- the users and administrators can use it to learn about
the applications and begin the procurement process. Once the user or administrator
selects the app listing, they view the Details page:
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User applications, like TripIt, provide a Connect button that the user can click to
connect their Concur account with their account at the partner’s site. Company
applications provide a button to Inquire, which is the recommended method for
engaging with a partner to evaluate and procure their application.
The partners that create applications go through a certification process with Concur.
Concur creates the App Center listing, which must be reviewed and approved by the
partner and Concur before the listing can be active.
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The App Center is also available on the concur.com/appcenter website:

Provide Default Exchange Rate for Cash Advance Issuance Setting
Overview
Business Purpose
A new setting, Provide Default
Exchange Rate for Cash Advance
This enhancement improves usability
Issuance, is now available in the
for the cash advance administrator.
Expense Admin > Site Settings tool.
This setting is off by default, but when
enabled provides the default exchange rate to the Cash Advance administrator when
issuing cash advances in a foreign currency.
The intent of this feature is to provide a default exchange rate for converting to the
employee’s reimbursement currency, which can be referenced as is, or changed to
match the cash purchase by the Cash Advance administrator when issuing the cash
advance to the employee.
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Configuration
This feature is off by default. It may be enabled by updating a new setting, Provide
Default Exchange Rate for Cash Advance Issuance, in the Expense Admin > Site
Settings tool.



Refer to Expense: Cash Advance Setup Guide for more information.

Import Employee’s Second Default Approver Using Employee Import
Overview
Both the overnight employee import
job, and the on-demand import in User
Admin, now let the administrator
specify the second default approver for
an employee.

Business Purpose
This enhancement allows a second
default approver to be specified using
the employee import.

The modification to the overnight employee import will employ a Future Use field
already present in the 300 record. There will be no change or impact for clients
not intending to use this new feature.
On import, this value appears in the user’s Default approver 2 for your expense
reports field under Profile > Expense Approvers:
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Configuration
Other than working with Concur to configure the overnight job, no additional
configuration is required to use this feature.



Refer to Chapter 5: Employee Import in Expense – Import and Extract
Specifications, and the Shared: User Import User Guide for more information.

Expense Company Card Administration Moving to New Interface
Overview
With this release the remaining
Company Card administrative
functionality residing in the old (Classic)
interface will be moved to the new
(Current) interface.

Business Purpose
This enhancement brings additional
tools to the new interface.

This change completes the transition of the Company Card administrative functions
from the classic user interface to the current interface. These tools can be found
under Expense > Expense Tools > Company Card.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.



Refer to Expense: Company Card and Company Bill Statement Administrator
User Guide for more information
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Profile Email Address – Changes to Messaging for Delegates
Overview
Instructional text is now added that
describes how the Expense Delegate
and TripLink Travel Aranger can
configure email verification for Receipt
Store, and submit receipts on behalf of
their delegators.

Business Purpose
This enhancement clarifies the
delegate tasks when verifying a user
for Receipt Store.

The purpose of this change is to clarify the process of email submission and
verification for these users, and let them know what tasks they can perform as a
verified delegate or arranger for another user.
The figure below appears for users of Expense, but not TripLink:

This figure appears for Expense and TripLink users:

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Refer to Expense: Receipt Handling – Receipt Store & Line Item Receipts for
more information.

Training Materials: New “Using Budget Insight” Training Module
Overview
Business Purpose
A new video, “Using Budget Insight”, is
now added to the Training
This enhancement adds another
Administration tool of Expense Admin.
training resource to the Training
This training video is not available by
Administration tool.
default, but can be activated for viewing
for your users when they use the Help > Training link in Expense.

Configuration
The training video will need to be activated to make this feature available to your
users. This is done by clicking Expense Admin > Training Administration >
Simulation Resources tab, and selecting this video for activation.



Refer to Shared: Training Administration Setup Guide for more information.

Validation Rules: Remove Functionality Using New Site Settings Option
Overview
Business Purpose
A new option in the Site Settings tool
now allows an administrator to remove
This enhancement lets the
the Validations tab and all of its
administrator remove the Validation
functionality from Expense. This allows
Rules functionality from Expense.
a site to “clean up” the Audit Rules area
if they do not use this feature, and also effectively prevents usage of the validation
rules tool as well.
The new Enable Validation Rules check box is selected (enabled) by default:


An existing client that does not use validation rules can turn this feature off in
order to remove the tab from the Audit Rules user interface and suppress its
function within Expense
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An existing client that does use validation rules does not need to do anything
- the setting will already be on and all functionality

If this function is not wanted, the site administrator works with this new setting to
remove the tab (and all functionality) from displaying in Expense.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.



Refer to Expense: Audit Rules Setup Guide and Expense: Site Settings Setup
Guide for more information.
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Section 3: Supported Configurations
Monthly browser certifications, both current and planned, are available on the
Release Notes page.



Refer to Documentation Updates in this guide for more information.
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Section 4: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

Concur Support Portal
Access release notes, webinars, and other technical documentation on the Concur
Support portal.
If you have the proper permissions, the Support menu is available to you in Concur.
Click Support and then – in the Concur Support portal – click Resources.


Click Release/Tech Info for release notes, technical documents, etc.



Click Webinars for recorded and live webinars.

NOTE: If you use a user interface layout other than Blue Sky (set on the travel
configuration page), be aware that you have to click Help in order to access
the Support link.
Concur Release Notes
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Online Help – Admins
Users with an admin role can access release notes, technical documents, and other
resources using online help in Concur.
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Release Notes – October 2013
FOR CONCUR INTERNAL USE ONLY – DO NOT DISTRIBUTE OUTSIDE CONCUR

Section 1: Resolved Issues – Expense
Case ID

CRMC

Defect #

Description

Client

04198502

CRMC42017

MAN22207

Expense / Central Reconciliation
Adding invoice approval statuses are
not shown in the CR search criteria.

Inmarsat
Global Ltd

04074067

CRMC41214

MAN22216

Expense / Authorization Request
Japan Public Transportation does not
appear after upgrade from Standard to
Pro (should this module appear?).

D & M Holdings
US Inc.

04019816

CRMC43178

MAN22321

Expense / Itemization Display
When looking at the itemizations at the
line item entry as the Processor the
itemizations do not indent.

The
Pennsylvania
State
University

CRMC43565
03810097

CRMC40738

MAN22327

Expense / Japan Public
Transportation
The Approved Amount field is shown
as blank without a value.

Leopalace21
Corporation

04202570

CRMC42753

MAN22363

Expense / Car Mileage
Mileage calculator cursor disappears in
Google Chrome after selecting the tab
button in Box B to go to Box C.

Harvard
Property Trust,
LLC, DBA
Behringer
Harvard

04237683

CRMC42476

MAN22377

Expense / Cash Advance (France)
The cash advance Comment field is
showing the HTML numbers instead of
the wording when using special
characters with accents (for the French
language).

ABB Asea
Brown Boveri
Ltd

04034188

CRMC42283

MAN22386

Expense / Workflow

Texas
Instruments
Incorporated

CRMC42485

MAN22395

Expense / List Import
A success message appears, but the
import has not imported any list items.

04223088
04221821

CRMC42512
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Case ID

CRMC

Defect #

Description

Client

04194308

CRMC42420

MAN22448

Expense / Attendees
The Search feature is not working for
Send Attendee Groups functionality for
those users with a large number of
attendees to fetch.

Bank of
America

04301464

CRMC43335

MAN22450

Concur Japan
Ltd. (internal)

CRMC43342

MAN22479

Expense / Japan Public
Transportation
Entry from an IC card is causing an
Application Error message to appear.

CRMC42734

MAN22453

Expense / Quick Expense Mileage

Group Health
Cooperative

04175691

CRMC42144

MAN22464

Expense / Company Card
The Pending Card Transaction payment
type is missing at the user entry report
level.

United States
Tennis
Association
Incorporated

04274001

CRMC42936

MAN22476

Expense / Delegates

Credit Suisse
Securities
(USA) LLC aka
Credit Suisse

CRMC42930

MAN22494

Expense / Japan Public
Transportation

04301425

04076012

04261029

The Quick Expense Mileage
Reimbursement grid does not copy field
data that it is configured to copy down.

A user or administrator incorrectly receives
an error that there is an issue with the date
on a temporary approval for delegation.

Leopalace21
Corporation

DeNA Co., Ltd.

The Report Payee List screen is not
displaying correctly when logging in and
using the Japanese language / locale.
04249533

CRMC42653

MAN22514

Expense / Workflow
A Holding Payment payment status is
shown for an expense report even
though a receipt is not required for the
report.
This issue is happening right after
reducing the Payment Hold Report limit
in Receipt Handling.

Fujisoft
Incorporated.

04232641

CRMC42628

MAN22520

Expense / Travel Allowance
Itinerary
An Unexpected Error is generated when
attempting to add an itinerary to an
expense report with travel allowance
added to it.

NICE Systems

04232311

CRMC42813

MAN22527

Expense / Itemizations
An audit rule validation is causing the
system to not be able to save an
itemized entry.

YP Texas
Region Yellow
Pages, LLC
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Case ID

CRMC

Defect #

Description

Client

04223116

CRMC43559

MAN22528

Expense / Approvals
Expense reports are causing exceptions
and, when opened by the processor,
are found to have their approved
amounts reduced to zero on the entries
showing the exception.

Citigroup
Technology,
Inc

04256918

CRMC42922

MAN22534,
MAN22535

Expense / Printed Reports
For the expense printed reports, a dot
is displayed on left hand side of
itemized entries. When a pdf version of
the report is generated by clicking the
PDF button or sent in an email
the dot is not displayed which makes it
difficult for client to tell which ones are
the itemized entries (although the
version of the report in the HTML email
body does show the dots). The print to
hard copy and PDF Creator seem to
work fine.

Hermes
(China) Co.,
Ltd.

04289832

CRMC43523

MAN22557

Expense / Receipt Processor
A user with the role of Receipt
Processor is seeing an application error
when opening the report to view a
missing country entry.

Ericsson AB

04292286

CRMC43533

MAN22558

Expense / Travel Allowance
A database has a few instances where a
TA Day is duplicated for the same user
leading to a double allowance for the
day. This should not be possible under
a Cumulative configuration.

The Boeing
Company

04206434

CRMC42278

MAN22560

Expense / Itemizations
An Unexpected Application Error (UE) is
generated when an itemized expense is
changed to a personal expense.

Ferris State
University

130517000454

CRMC40098

MAN22561

Expense / Cash Advance

130529002218

CRMC40099

The George
Washington
University

04287466

CRMC43148

MAN22567

Expense / Move Entry to Report

CRMC43530

MAN22603

Expense / Receipt Handling

04311702
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The amount due employee on report
summary and amount due located in the
report totals do not match when cash
advances and cash advance returns are
on the same report.

Continental
Tire the
Americas, LLC
Ericsson AB

Values from the report header are not
copied down to the allocations and report
entries when using the move feature.
Only the first uploaded receipt image is
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Image tab. After that, the second receipt
image is appended without saving the
expense entries.
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Case ID

CRMC

Defect #

Description

Client

04312873

CRMC43595

MAN22606

Expense / Smart Expenses
An Unexpected Application Error (UE) is
generated when a card import is not
able to map to an expense entry that
has been removed from the Group it
was previously active under.

Facebook, Inc.
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Section 2: Supported Configurations
Monthly browser certifications, both current and planned, are available on the
Release Notes page.



Refer to Documentation Updates in this guide for more information.
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Section 3: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

Concur Support Portal
Access release notes, webinars, and other technical documentation on the Concur
Support portal.
If you have the proper permissions, the Support menu is available to you in Concur.
Click Support and then – in the Concur Support portal – click Resources.


Click Release/Tech Info for release notes, technical documents, etc.



Click Webinars for recorded and live webinars.

NOTE: If you use a user interface layout other than Blue Sky (set on the travel
configuration page), be aware that you have to click Help in order to access
the Support link.
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Online Help – Admins
Users with an admin role can access release notes, technical documents, and other
resources using online help in Concur.
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Release Notes – November 2013
Section 1: Coming Soon and Change Alerts
The following is a preview of features that will be available in an upcoming release.

Locations - Maintenance Updates in an Upcoming Service Release
Overview
Business Purpose
All clients configured to receive
Locations updates from Concur will see
This enhancement will update the
approximately 40,000 new locations
locations list to the latest United
added to the system in an upcoming
Nations listing.
service release. Therefore, clients
wishing to opt out of this maintenance should update this site setting sometime
before this upgrade is performed in a future release.

IMPORTANT! - UPDATE SITE SETTINGS TO PREVENT UPDATES!
You must take action if you want to prevent the update of locations for your
company!
A check box that prevents Concur from automatically updating the client’s list of
Locations is available to the Locations administrator. Use this check box to prevent
Concur from automatically updating locations at your company.
Explanation of Behavior
The new check box, Allow automatic updates to locations, is available on the
new Locations Settings tab. It is selected (enabled) by default, meaning that Concur
location maintenance updates will be automatically applied to your company’s list of
Locations.

By clearing (disabling) the check box, location updates offered by Concur will not be
accepted by your company when they are released in a future service release. A
confirmation message explaining this appears when you disable the setting.
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!

Once disabled, it will be the responsibility of the client to maintain their list of
locations. Further, Concur cannot retroactively identify and update location data
for a client during the disablement period should the client elect to re-enable the
setting: only changes going forward from the date the setting is reactivated will
be delivered by Concur.

Clients configured to receive the Concur update of Locations based on the United
Nations LOCODE list will be restricted from modifying these locations. Instead, the
Locations administrator will be allowed only to activate or deactivate these locations
– all other actions will be unavailable to the admin.

WHAT THE ADMINISTRATOR SEES
The administrator working in the Locations tool will have full functionality for those
locations they create and manage. However, if they are working with any location
that was included in the Concur location update, they will be restricted to selecting
that location only for activation and deactivation. All other functionality for that
location will unavailable.
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Section 2: Expense
The following features are included in this service release.

Email Reminders: Updated HTML Editor for Email Configurations
Overview
Business Purpose
Users of the Email Reminders
tool can now prepare their
This enhancement makes creating email
custom reminder text using a
reminders faster and easier for the administrator.
new toolbar and helper pane
that appear in the Email
Message section of the Email Reminder page. The toolbar is used when formatting
HTML text in the body of the reminder email, and the helper pane acts as a quick
reference when using replacement tokens in the message for names and URLs, as
examples
This editor appears by clicking Expense Admin > Email Reminders > New (or
Modify). Placing the cursor in Email Message causes the helper pane to appear:
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Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.



Refer to Expense: Email Reminders Setup Guide for more information.

Update: Receipt Store Email Address Migration to Profile
Overview
Business Purpose
Earlier this year, the process for
verifying Receipt Store email
This enhancement consolidates the email
addresses was moved from its
handling within Expense.
existing location to the user's
profile, in the Email Addresses
section. For some users, there may have been some outstanding verified email
addresses in Receipt Store that were not moved to profile.
With this release, those email addresses are being migrated – with the user's
consent.

How It Works
When every user logs in, Concur determines if he/she has an email address that was
verified in Receipt Store but is not currently in the user's profile. If so, this message
appears.

The user can either:
Concur Release Notes
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Move the listed email addresses to his/her profile
– or –



Un-verify the listed email addresses and remove them

There is a limit of five email addresses that can be listed in the user's profile, so:


If the email addresses already in profile plus those in the message total more
than five, the message advises the user to edit the existing list or to proceed
with moving the email addresses that can be moved.



If there are already five in the user's profile, then no email addresses can be
moved and no message appears.

Once the user selects an option, no additional action is necessary. The message will
not appear again.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.

German Travel Allowance – Change to Rates in 2014
Overview
Business Purpose
New regulatory changes for
German travel allowances will
This enhancement provides support for
be effective January 1, 2104. In
German regulatory changes for 2014.
preparation for this regulatory
change, Expense has been updated and can now apply the new calculation to trips
commencing in 2014.
Generally, there are two main changes to the regulations:


Adjusted rate bands to use less time ranges
This change directly affects how rates are loaded for 2014, but does not
require an application change.
Example from domestic rates:



2013 – Three time ranges

2014 - 2 time ranges

8-14 hours = 6 EUR

8-24 hours = 12 EUR *

14-24 hours = 12 EUR

First/last day = 12 EUR

Full day = 24 EUR

Full day = 24 EUR

Simplification of first and last day allowance for multiple day trips

Concur Release Notes
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First and Last Days for Multiple Day Trips
In the new regulations, the first and last day of a multiple day trip will no longer be
assessed based on the duration of travel for the day. Instead, the traveler will now
simply always receive the allowance for the 8 up to 24 hour duration.
Enable and Test This New 2014 Calculation for Multiple Day Trips Now
This new calculation for first and last days of a multiple day trip – if enabled – will
only be applied to trips commencing in 2014 and later, and will not be applied to any
trips occurring in 2013 even if entered in the new year. This means that the option
can be enabled now as preparation for the new year without impact to the current
2013 regulatory needs. Testing of this option can be conducted by entering trips with
future dates within 2014.

Configuration
Clients who wish to opt out of this regulatory change at the advice of their Tax
department may do so by leaving the default value of two new calculation
parameters as blank.
The value that is expected for these properties is the value in minutes of the whole
hour time duration that should be used for the first and last day of the trip. For
example, in 2014 a duration of 8 hours and one minute receives the 8-24 hour
allowance. The 8 hours and one minute needs to be rounded up to the whole hour
(to 9 hours), and the resulting value is used in this parameter.
Parameter

Typical value

domestic_partial_day_flat_minute_rate

540 (minutes)

foreign_partial_day_flat_minute_rate

540 (minutes)

NOTE: To add the parameter values, the Global group Expense administrator
(unrestricted) role is required. If this role is not available, contact Concur and
submit a Service Request.

 To add the parameter values:
1. Access the Calculation Properties tab, and select German Rules in the

Calculation Method drop down list:

2. Select the row to for the property you wish to modify, and click Modify.
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3. On the Edit Calculation Property dialog box, enter the number of minutes

that identifies the start time for the time band to be used for the first and last
day of a multiple day trip.

TIP: Based on the 2014 rules published by the German government, the
expected value is 540 minutes, equating to the 8 -24 hour time band.



Refer to Travel Allowance Configuration Guide - Germany for more
information.
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Section 3: Jobs
The following features are included in this service release.

Employee Import: Enhanced Employee Import Added as 305 Record
Overview
Business Purpose
With this release a new
employee import record set,
This enhancement adds flexibility when
Enhanced Employee Importer, is
importing employees into Expense.
now added to the overnight
employee import job. This new record set is set at the 305 record level, and includes
identical records as those found in the 300-level records, with the addition of Future
Use fields for flexibility in adding new fields going forward.

!

NO change is made to your current Employee import; the existing feed file will
continue to be supported exactly as before unless you choose to make a change.

Configuration
All users who are using or will use the 300-level employee import records can use
this new record set. Consider moving from the 300- to 305-level record type if you
find you have a reason to modify your HR feed to Concur. Contact your Concur
representative or submit a Service Request to Support to do this.



Refer to Chapter 5: Employee Import of the Expense – Import and Extract
Specifications manual for more information.
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Section 4: Expense Pay
The following features are included in this service release.

Zengin Payment File Extract Enhancements –Value Date Can Be
Configured and Employee Payments Can Be Consolidated
Overview
With this release, clients in the local
Japan market who are using the Zengin
Pay File format have a new configurable
field called Value Date.
The Value Date field is the payment
due date established by the client and is
used by the banks to process payments
for employee reimbursement; in
addition, Japanese clients use a value
date to update their internal financial
system.

Business Purpose
This enhancement provides clients who
use the Zengin Pay File the capability
to configure a value date which
provides a way to consolidate expense
report payees by generating a single
payment to the employee and reduce
associated bank fees when clients
execute a Zengin Pay File.

This enhancement will also be used to consolidate repeated occurrences of the same
payee into a single payment transaction. This reduces the bank fees associated with
generating payments for the client when he/she executes a Zengin Pay File extract.

About The Zengin Pay File
The Zengin Pay File extract is a bank extract that is in a format specific to banks in
Japan and that Professional/Premium clients in the local Japan market can
implement. The Zengin Pay File is delivered to the client's FTP mailbox. The client
then electronically transmits the Zengin file to his/her bank in Japan. This file
provides instructions that direct the bank to transfer Yen from the client's bank
account to their expense claim filers’ bank accounts in order to reimburse them for
approved expenses.
NOTE: The Zengin Pay File extract does not support corporate card remittance.

How the Value Date Field Works
The Value Date field allows the client to determine when the employee receives
his/her reimbursement from the bank. The client configures his/her payment batch
by entering a close date in the Close Date field. When the client selects their
preferred close date, the client then sets the send date in the Send Date field to be
+1, +2, +3, +4, or +5 calendar days after the close date. The client then sets the
value date in the Value Date field to be +1, +2, +3, +4, or +5 calendar days after
the send date. After the client configures the payment batch, the system calculates
Concur Release Notes
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when the employee will be reimbursed. If necessary, the client can change the value
date calculation for a specific payment batch to accommodate for bank holidays.
NOTE: The value in the Value Date field uses the value in the Send Date field as
part of the calculation and therefore dependent on the value in the Send Date field.

FOR EXAMPLE
A client has configured their batch to close on a Monday and he/she wants the
employee reimbursement to settle an employee bank account on Friday. After
selecting Monday in the Close Date field, the client sets a value for 2 calendar days
in the Send Date field and then sets a value for 2 calendar days in the Value Date
field. When the batch closes on Monday, it is sent on Wednesday, and the value date
determines when the settlement date occurs which, in this case, occurs on Friday.

Configuration

 To configure and use this feature:
1. Concur helps the client enable the Zengin Pay File extract. Clients must

contact Concur Client Support to request assistance to enable this file.
2. After the client sets up the Japan funding bank account details, to create a

batch definition, click Expense Tools > Configure Batches > Batch
Definitions > New Employee Batch Definition.
3. Select the close date, the send date, and the value date.

4. The employee can now set up his/her bank information by clicking Profile.

The My Profile page appears.
5. Click Bank Information. The Bank Information page appears. Fill in the

necessary information.
On the client’s defined schedule, the batch job extracts the payment data and places
the formatted Zengin Pay File (which is named <entity_zengin_file> in the client's
entity FTP mailbox. The client collects the transferred output file (the Zengin Pay
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File) from their entity’s FTP mailbox and transmits it electronically to their bank in
Japan.



Refer to the Zengin Bank File Extract Fact Sheet for more information.

Expense Pay Card Program Support is Expanded
Overview
Support for a new card program has
been added to support the following
corporate card provider:


Business Purpose
This enhancement expands corporate
card support in India.

American Express India – Issued
and paid in Indian Rupees (IND) (this card program does support negative
payments)

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Section 5: Supported Configurations
Monthly browser certifications, both current and planned, are available on the
Release Notes page.



Refer to Documentation Updates in this guide for more information.
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Section 6: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

Concur Support Portal
Access release notes, webinars, and other technical documentation on the Concur
Support portal.
If you have the proper permissions, the Support menu is available to you in Concur.
Click Support and then – in the Concur Support portal – click Resources.


Click Release/Tech Info for release notes, technical documents, etc.



Click Webinars for recorded and live webinars.

NOTE: If you use a user interface layout other than Blue Sky (set on the travel
configuration page), be aware that you have to click Help in order to access
the Support link.
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Online Help – Admins
Users with an admin role can access release notes, technical documents, and other
resources using online help in Concur.
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Section 1: Resolved Issues – Expense
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

120229000702

Expense / Company Card
Add Adjustment Reason codes.

03938615

Expense / Japan Public Transportation
User is not able to use the Route Search function.

04234196

Expense / Workflow
Manager name is missing from Approval Flow steps in Workflow.

130318000149

Expense / Japan Public Transportation
The audit icon is not showing as clear when the exception is cleared by the
user.

04315533

Expense / Policies
Changing the Affidavit Explanation causes an application error.

04337854

Expense / Expense Report
If a date is manually entered, e.g. 22/07 - the system will translate this value
to 07/10/2014, resulting in an incorrect display/interpretation by the system.

04292815

Expense / Receipt Affidavit
The incorrect time zone is being shown in the receipt affidavit.

04288909
04310457

Expense / Travel Allowance - Poland
Allowance rules are incorrect – this change is included in this service release.

04316769

Expense / Japan Public Transportation
The Japan Public Transportation expense type incorrectly displays a comment
icon when adding a route from the Favorite feature even though parent and
child entry have no comment.

04295187

Expense / Travel Allowance
The Expense and Adjustments shows an incorrect total when all meals are
excluded.

04317861

Expense / Copy Report
When copying a report, the new report is allowed a name length that exceeds
the maximum allowed.

04313647

Expense / Multi-Edit Feature
Editing multiple reports results in each report incorrectly not showing each as
a Personal expense, even though in edit they were marked as Personal.

04329865

Expense / Google Maps
Moving the “pin” in a map results in the pin jumping from its final resting
point.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

04370714

Expense / Account Codes
Adding a hyphen to the accounting code results in an error message that nonASCII characters are not allowed.

04370725
04370738
04370753
04370766
04362710
04361728

Expense / Account Codes
Adding a hyphen to the accounting code results in an error message that nonASCII characters are not allowed.

04345204

Expense / Forms & Fields
Forms & fields admin Form tab does not allow assignment of a form to an
expense type unless the expense form name is changed.

04365180

Expense / Approval
The allocation short code is changing when the approver reviews the
allocation.

04367988

Expense / Exceptions
All of the displayed exceptions disappear when the processor role reviews the
report.

04033118

Expense / Cash Advance
A cash return or issuance does not happen if the string incorporates commas.

130416001911

Expense / Itineraries

04312251

Expense / Travel Allowance
The reimbursable allowance summary is selecting the incorrect rate location.

04362601

Expense / Hierarchies
Viewing the Feature Hierarchies is resulting in a system error.

04315618

Expense / Delegates
A delegate user cannot view one user the same as all others users she is
delegating for.

04335969

Expense / Report Deletion

The itinerary key displayed in the expense report is different from the actual
key associated with the report.

Clients are experiencing issues deleting reports from the system.
02035823

Expense / Cash Advance

When the cash advance return is greater than the total amount due the employee,
the totals are not correct.
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Section 2: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

Concur Support Portal
Access release notes, webinars, and other technical documentation on the Concur
Support portal.
If you have the proper permissions, the Support menu is available to you in Concur.
Click Support and then – in the Concur Support portal – click Resources.


Click Release/Tech Info for release notes, technical documents, etc.



Click Webinars for recorded and live webinars.

NOTE: If you use a user interface layout other than Blue Sky (set on the travel
configuration page), be aware that you have to click Help in order to access
the Support link.
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Online Help – Admins
Users with an admin role can access release notes, technical documents, and other
resources using online help in Concur.
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Legal Notice
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:

Travel & Expense, November 2013

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
 2004 – 2013 Concur Technologies, Inc., Bellevue, Washington. All rights reserved.
Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and
product names are the property of their respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
601 108th Ave NE
Suite 1000
Bellevue, WA 98004
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Release Notes – December 2013
Section 1: Coming Soon and Change Alerts
The following is a preview of features that will be available in an upcoming release.

Cash Advance Enhancements
Overview
NOTE: These features will be released
in the January 2014 release.

Business Purpose
These enhancements provide better
visibility and usability for the cash
advances within Expense.

Concur has enhanced the cash advance
feature to provide multiple usability and
configuration enhancements. This release includes:
Automatically applied updates:


Usability enhancements within the expense report process:


A new prompt to link available cash advances during report creation



A running balance of linked advances within the report



A new field (Purpose) added to cash advance form



A Save option for unsubmitted advances



A new approval option (Return to Employee), with a new employee ability to
resubmit

Opt-in updates:


A new Expense cash advance form definition to change configured fields



New fields available to add to the form:





Purpose



Start Date



End Date



Requested Issue Date



Location (city)

New fields available for email reminders

This new form definition can be used in both the Expense and Request products. The
cash advance form definition supports setting role-based access for Expense and
Request user roles.
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What the User Sees
If the user has outstanding cash advances, they will be prompted to assign them to
the report when creating a new report:

Within the expense report, the user will see a running total of the amount left on the
assigned cash advances:
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Locations - Maintenance Updates in an Upcoming Service Release
Overview
Business Purpose
All clients configured to receive
Locations updates from Concur will see
This enhancement will update the
approximately 40,000 new locations
locations list to the latest United
added to the system in an upcoming
Nations listing.
service release. Therefore, clients
wishing to opt out of this maintenance should update this site setting sometime
before this upgrade is performed in a future release.

IMPORTANT! - UPDATE SITE SETTINGS TO PREVENT UPDATES!
You must take action if you want to prevent the update of locations for your
company!
A check box that prevents Concur from automatically updating the client’s list of
Locations is available to the Locations administrator. Use this check box to prevent
Concur from automatically updating locations at your company.
Explanation of Behavior
The new check box, Allow automatic updates to locations, is available on the
new Locations Settings tab. It is selected (enabled) by default, meaning that Concur
location maintenance updates will be automatically applied to your company’s list of
Locations.

By clearing (disabling) the check box, location updates offered by Concur will not be
accepted by your company when they are released in a future service release. A
confirmation message explaining this appears when you disable the setting.
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!

Once disabled, it will be the responsibility of the client to maintain their list of
locations. Further, Concur cannot retroactively identify and update location data
for a client during the disablement period should the client elect to re-enable the
setting: only changes going forward from the date the setting is reactivated will
be delivered by Concur.

Clients configured to receive the Concur update of Locations based on the United
Nations LOCODE list will be restricted from modifying these locations. Instead, the
Locations administrator will be allowed only to activate or deactivate these locations
– all other actions will be unavailable to the admin.

WHAT THE ADMINISTRATOR SEES
The administrator working in the Locations tool will have full functionality for those
locations they create and manage. However, if they are working with any location
that was included in the Concur location update, they will be restricted to selecting
that location only for activation and deactivation. All other functionality for that
location will unavailable.
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Section 2: Expense
The following features are included in this service release.

Cash Advance: Prevent Self-Approval By Cash Advance Administrator
Overview
Business Purpose
Previously, the Cash Advance
administrator could approve and issue
This enhancement provides greater
any cash advance for a group that they
security controls to prevent fraud.
manage. With this change, the Cash
Advance administrator is now prevented
from approval and issuance of any advance to himself/herself.
There is one exception to this security measure – if there is a single cash advance
administrator assigned throughout the company, then the application will allow selfapproval of the advance. If there is more than one cash advance administrator
assigned – regardless of group responsibility – then self-approval will be blocked.

Configuration
No configuration is required to use this feature.

Prevent the Employee Administrator From Assigning Selected Roles
Overview
Business Purpose
The Employee Administrator role
can now be prevented from
This enhancement allows stricter security
using options to assign selected
control over role assignment to prevent fraud.
roles when adding or modifying
an employee in the User Administration screen. This feature is designed to allow
tighter security control of role assignment in order to prevent unauthorized pay out
to an employee or vendor. Specifically, a scenario where approval of a substantial
amount via a purchase order or expense is granted by way of role assignment with
intent to defraud.
NOTE: This feature applies to the Employee Administrator and the Employee
Administrator (Read-Only) roles; it does not remove this functionality for the
Configuration administrator or System administrator roles.
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How It Works
This feature works through a new setting, Allow User Admin to Add/Update
Expense & Invoice Roles, that is accessed by a Concur representative on behalf of
the client. The setting removes selected role assignment check boxes (see below)
from the User Administration module where the Employee Administrator role adds or
modifies users, essentially denying them the ability to assign the roles to the user.

This option is set to Yes by default (feature is disabled, and check boxes appear),
retaining the existing functionality and allowing assignment of the Invoice roles.
Choosing No results in removal of the check boxes. Now, the User Permission tool
must be used to assign roles to users.

Configuration
The client does not have access to the role required to change this setting. Instead,
to suppress the assignment of these roles, the client should submit a Service
Request to Support to have the setting changed for their company.



Refer to Expense: Forms and Fields Setup Guide for more information.
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Report Name is Editable Post-Submit for Processors and Approvers
Overview
Business Purpose
Prior to this release, the Report
Name field of an expense report
This enhancement allows approvers and
would become read-only once
processors to update report names after
the report was submitted. In the
submission.
December release, the Report
Name field can now be edited by processors and approvers with Modify permissions
to the field after the report has been submitted. This enhancement allows them to
make changes to the Report Name field while they have the report in their queue.
It does not allow them to make any other field changes post-Submit, or allow the
processor/approver to make any changes to the report after approval.

Configuration
The ability to change the Report Name field after report submission is granted only
to processors and approvers with Modify access to the field. For this reason, the
client may need to change the current field rights for a given role by submitting a
Service Request with details outlining the field to modify, the list of forms that should
be updated for the change, and the roles that should be allowed to edit the field
(have Modify rights).

Field Level Access Rights for Central Reconciliation Processor Role
Overview

Business Purpose

With this release, the Central
The Central Reconciliation processor
Reconciliation (CR) processor role now
can now modify expense information at
has access and modification rights at
the field level while the report is in
the field level in selected entry and
his/her queue.
header forms just like other processors.
By default, all fields have a status of Read-Only for this role; however, the
administrator can use this feature to grant access by choosing Modify, or hide by
choosing Hidden.

This feature is available using the Forms and Fields tool and grants this role the
ability to modify form fields in the Expense Report Header, Entry, and Allocation
forms once configured. This is useful when the CR Processor needs to change data
on the expense line item, e.g. where transactions cannot be directly mapped to
expense types, and the CR Processor needs to allocate an expense type.
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How It Works
The change is found in Modify Form Fields (below), where the new CR Processor
Role field provides configurable access at the field level by selecting the access level
from the list.

 To set field access for the Central Reconciliation processor:
In the Forms and Fields tool (Administration > Expense Admin > Forms and
Fields), open a field using options on the Form Fields tab to access the Modify
Form Fields page, and set the CR Processor access level using options in the
Access Rights section:

Please note the following when using this feature:


This is an opt-in feature - The default field access status for the CR Processor
role is Hidden for all form fields



If the Auto Submit feature is disabled, the transaction will wait for the CR
processor to edit the expense type to the correct one and submit the report



The CR Processor will be able to see all expense types for the Central
Reconciliation policy when he/she makes the modification



Once the CR Processor has made the update, the system will re-evaluate the
Auto Submit conditions and auto-submit the report if appropriate
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TIP: Feeds where transactions cannot be mapped to expense types should be
configured so that Auto Submit report conditions are set where expense types
are valid ones and not UNDEFINED. (This can be set in Auto Submit
conditions. The condition can be set as Exception Code on Report Exception
does not equal UNDEFEXP).

Configuration
By default the CR role does not have access to these form fields (they are hidden),
and no changes are introduced for this role - Expense will continue to function as
currently configured. If the client wishes to change the CR role access, they should
submit a Service Request to Support to have the setting changed for their company.



Refer to Expense: Forms and Fields Setup Guide for more information.

UK VAT Compliance: New Mileage Reimbursement Rates
Overview
Concur has update the mileage
reimbursement rates for UK VAT
Compliance clients starting Dec 1, 2013
as follows:

Business Purpose
This enhancement aligns with current
regulations.

Petrol 1400 cc or less changes from 0.15 to 0.14
Petrol 1401 cc - 2000 cc changes from 0.18 to 0.16
Petrol Over 2000 cc changes from 0.26 to 0.24
Diesel 1601 cc - 2000 cc changes from 0.15 to 0.14
Diesel Over 2000 cc changes from 0.18 to 0.17

Configuration
This feature is only available to UK VAT Compliance clients. No additional
configuration is required to use this feature.

Travel Allowance: Norway – New Option For Pro-rating Meals
Deductions
Overview
Concur has added a new option to the
Norway travel allowance module, for
pro-rating meals deductions.

Business Purpose
This enhancement provides more
flexibility for interpreting the
regulations.

When the traveler indicates an alternate
method of lodging – other than hotel – the provided meals deductions may now be
pro-rated accordingly.
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Configuration
A new system calculation property is added to the NORWEGIAN calculation method
use_prorated_deductions. The value for this property must be updated to Yes in
order to make use of the new options.



For more information, refer to the Travel Allowance Configuration Guide Norway.

Japan Public Transportation: Audit Rules to Flag Traveler Classification
Overview
Business Purpose
Administrators of the Japan Public
Transportation (JPT) feature can now
This enhancement brings powerful
create audit rules that generate
audit rules to this type of travel.
exceptions based on the source used to
enter the transportation route by the JPT traveler. This feature supports companies
whose specific policy rules restrict how an employee expenses a JPT transaction
(which may require a receipt). By raising an exception, these criteria may be
enforced at the company policy level.
Field Name

Available Selections for the Field

Source/Type
Classification

Identifies the class of travel based on the source of the route data
used by the JPT traveler:


MANL = (Manual) Route data entered manually



CARD = (IC Card) Route data entered using IC card



RSRC = (Route Search) Route data entered by search (i.e.
Jorudan)

These new fields display when JPT is enabled on the entity and the Entry object is
selected.

Configuration
The Japan Public Transportation (JPT) feature must be enabled to use this feature.



Refer to Expense: Japan Public Transportation Guide for more information.
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Company Card Administrator: Removed from Classic User Interface
Overview

Business Purpose

Concur has removed the Company Card
Administrator tool from the classic user
interface.

This update brings another tool into
the current interface.

Section 3: Expense Pay
The following features are included in this service release.

Expense Pay Card Program Support is Expanded
Overview
Support for a new card program has
been added to support the following
corporate card provider:

Business Purpose
This enhancement expands corporate
card support in Australia, Hong Kong,
India, and Singapore.



MasterCard Australia - Issued
and paid in Australian dollars
(AUD)



MasterCard Hong Kong - Issued and paid in Hong Kong dollars (HKD)



MasterCard India – Issued and paid in Indian Rupees (IND)



MasterCard Singapore - Issued and paid in Singapore dollars (SGD)

These card programs do not support negative payments.

Configuration
No additional configuration is required to use this feature.
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Section 4: Supported Configurations
Monthly browser certifications, both current and planned, are available on the
Release Notes page.

Internet Explorer V. 11: Best Practice for Use With Concur Products
Overview
Business Purpose
With the release of Microsoft
Internet Explorer (IE) version
This best practice advice is intended to resolve
11.0 some issues have been
compatibility issues with the IE v.11 browser.
identified that may cause
problems when viewing and
working with Concur products such as Expense, Invoice, and others.
To resolve these issues, it is strongly recommended that the client implement
Compatibility Mode in IE v.11 by adding the Concur URL to the browser’s
compatibility list, available on the Tools menu of the browser.

 To add Concur to your IE v. 11 compatibility list:
1. In IE v.11, load the Concur page (for example, www.concursolutions.com).
2. Click Tools > Compatibility View settings to open the Compatibility

View Settings dialog box.
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Optional: If the Tools menu is not displayed, show this menu by pressing Alt.
3. Click Add to include the Concur URL in the Websites you’ve added to

Compatibility View list.

TIP: Select (enable) the Use Microsoft compatibility lists option to ensure
this list is used when accessing Concur products.
4. Click Close.
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Section 5: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

Concur Support Portal
Access release notes, webinars, and other technical documentation on the Concur
Support portal.
If you have the proper permissions, the Support menu is available to you in Concur.
Click Support and then – in the Concur Support portal – click Resources.


Click Release/Tech Info for release notes, technical documents, etc.



Click Webinars for recorded and live webinars.

NOTE: If you use a user interface layout other than Blue Sky (set on the travel
configuration page), be aware that you have to click Help in order to access
the Support link.
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Online Help – Admins
Users with an admin role can access release notes, technical documents, and other
resources using online help in Concur.
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Legal Notice
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:

Travel & Expense, December 2013

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
 2004 – 2013 Concur Technologies, Inc., Bellevue, Washington. All rights reserved.
Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and
product names are the property of their respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
601 108th Ave NE
Suite 1000
Bellevue, WA 98004
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Release Notes – December 2013
FOR CONCUR INTERNAL USE ONLY – DO NOT DISTRIBUTE OUTSIDE CONCUR

Section 1: Resolved Issues – Expense
Case ID

Case/Defect Description

4290534

Expense / Car Mileage
When adding UK Company Car rates with zero '0' rate the system does not
display the Company Car information on first attempt. However, when
entering the same information with zero '0' car rate on the second attempt,
the information is visible and duplicate information is displayed.

4354946

Expense / Password Reset - Mobile
When German users of Concur mobile request password/pin resets the email
generated from CT&E and translated into German does not include the
hyperlink linking the user back to Concur to reset the pin/password.

4339239

Expense / Credit Card Import
The State value does not import when using the credit card import.

4387620

Expense / Central Reconciliation
When reviewing the search options in Central Reconciliation the option to
select 'Submitting & pending Manager approval' appears twice in the list
'Invoice Status'. Concur audit also appears even though CR invoices will never
go through audit.

4386043

Expense / Itemizations
Dynamic Tax field is not displaying for Itemizations after saving.

4340985
4369863

Expense / Change Multiple Expense Types
Attendees are incorrectly not added when changing multiple expense types.

4343313

Expense / Receipts

The VAT "No Default" receipt configuration option does not work for credit card
transactions.
4361222

Expense / Localization
In French, "Expense Type" has been incorrectly translated into "Type of
Expense Claim" in several locations of Expense.

4370159

Expense / Comment Field
All numeric comment is recorded as a null value by Expense.

4311395

Expense / Migration to Professional
Employees cannot be imported after a Standard to Professional migration.

4391225

Expense / Exchange Rates
When a user moves entries between reports that are in different currencies,
the entry exchange rates are not updated accordingly.

4361738

Expense / Workflows

Expense Admin > Change Log fails to record any changes made to Expense
Admin > Workflows setting Prevent report submission when exception level
exceeds.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

4365226

Expense / Receipts

The Pending Card status (PENDCARD) exception is incorrectly cleared from
entry when a receipt is attached.
4344613

Expense / List Import (On-Demand)
When set to Japanese locale, the List on-demand import type fails.

4223101

Expense / Browser Display
Internet Explorer versions 8.0 and 9.0 cannot display special characters.

4301234

Expense / Lists
An application error is displayed for an invalid connected list value.

4294437

Expense / Receipts
Expense entry detail erases when a receipt image is attached from the Receipt
Store to an imported card expense.

4340969
4302435

Expense / Travel Allowance
A single leg itinerary is incorrectly allowed to save in the system.

4430678

Expense / Localization
The Company Admin page is displayed in English although the user language
is Japanese.

4310237

Expense / Move Expense Feature
The Move Expenses feature is not correctly moving expenses over to the new
report.

4320207

Expense / Itemizations
Credit Card transactions fail to show the credit card exchange rate when
building child items under the parent.

4301467

Expense / Cash Advance
Cash advance incorrectly rounds when three or more positions are entered
beyond the decimal.

4350858
4414152

Expense / Change Multiple Expense Types
Multiple edit feature is not saving the changes. When you use it to edit
expense type and some other fields. But when you edit multiple fields without
the expense it is performing or working fine.

4431558

Expense / Workflows
Adding the second approver in a simple two-approver workflow incorrectly
causes a second login for a single user.

4182490

Expense / Process Report Query
An unexpected software error is being generated when running the Process
Reports query.

4433634

Expense / Comments

The Comment field is not populated from parent entry when creating the Nightly
Lodging expense.
4400076

Expense / AREA

When Employee Related Config (ERC) exists for an entity with any default
Receipt Status option (N,R,T,No Default), the system incorrectly copies the
Receipt Status value from the original line item value instead of using the
expected default value from ERC.
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Case ID

Case/Defect Description

4420744

Expense / Attendees
Attendee data is not being cleared when changing the expense type to one
that does not require attendee data.

4459240

Expense / Currency
When the user selects the value of "FRANCE, METROPOLITAN " in the expense
entry Country field, a currency code is not set in the Currency field as it
should be.

4427523

Expense / Forms and Fields
The processor and approver are denied rights to modify the Report Name
field even though they are assigned the correct rights to do so.

4225642

Expense / Itemizations
Updating a parent expense causes the wrong list items to be assigned to the
itemizations.

4262394

Expense / Attendees
When one or more no-shows are included in the Attendee list of a report
entry, the transaction amounts calculated for large attendee counts (whether
no shows, or regular attendee instance counts) can be slightly off. The UI
displays the distributions correctly, but when saved to the database the issue
may occur.

4500355

Expense / Authorized Approvers
The system is not referencing the authorized approvers list, resulting in a
state where a user is denied the ability to submit an expense report.

4513601

Expense / Delegates
Accessing the Profile > Delegates module causes a server error.
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Section 2: Supported Configurations
Internet Explorer V. 11: Best Practice for Use With Concur Products
Overview
Business Purpose
With the release of Microsoft
Internet Explorer (IE) version
This best practice advice is intended to resolve
11.0 some issues have been
compatibility issues with the IE v.11 browser.
identified that may cause
problems when viewing and
working with Concur products such as Expense, Invoice, and others.
To resolve these issues, it is strongly recommended that the client implement
Compatibility Mode in IE v.11 by adding the Concur URL to the browser’s
compatibility list, available on the Tools menu of the browser.

 To add Concur to your IE v. 11 compatibility list:
1. In IE v.11, load the Concur page (for example, www.concursolutions.com).
2. Click Tools > Compatibility View settings to open the Compatibility

View Settings dialog box.

Optional: If the Tools menu is not displayed, show this menu by pressing Alt.
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3. Click Add to include the Concur URL in the Websites you’ve added to

Compatibility View list.

TIP: Select (enable) the Use Microsoft compatibility lists option to ensure
this list is used when accessing Concur products.
4. Click Close.

Browser Certifications
Monthly browser certifications, both current and planned, are available on the
Release Notes page.



Refer to Documentation Updates in this guide for more information.
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Section 3: Documentation Updates
The following documentation changes are included in this service release.

Concur Support Portal
Access release notes, webinars, and other technical documentation on the Concur
Support portal.
If you have the proper permissions, the Support menu is available to you in Concur.
Click Support and then – in the Concur Support portal – click Resources.


Click Release/Tech Info for release notes, technical documents, etc.



Click Webinars for recorded and live webinars.

NOTE: If you use a user interface layout other than Blue Sky (set on the travel
configuration page), be aware that you have to click Help in order to access
the Support link.
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Online Help – Admins
Users with an admin role can access release notes, technical documents, and other
resources using online help in Concur.
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Legal Notice
Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at
the time of this document's publication:

Travel & Expense, December 2013

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the
information contained in this document.
 2004 – 2013 Concur Technologies, Inc., Bellevue, Washington. All rights reserved.
Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and
product names are the property of their respective owners.
Published by Concur Technologies, Inc.
601 108th Ave NE
Suite 1000
Bellevue, WA 98004
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